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quality of this data is essential for forecast accuracy, as the forecast is greatly dependent of the initial model state.
Road weather stations have traditionally been one of the main sources of information, but their density is sparse
especially in rural areas. Road surface temperature can vary considerably across the road network, so observations
should be done in dense enough spatial scale. Nowadays it is possible to gather real time information from vehicles.
Mobile sources provide observations with high spatial density and thus facilitate detecting the road stretches most
prone to freezing. However, the quality of mobile observations should be assessed before implementing them to the
road weather forecasting systems.
This dissertation aims to answer to two research questions. Firstly, it has been studied how to best use available
surface temperature observations in the road weather model initialization. Secondly , it has been studied how
differences in two road weather models’ physics affect to the surface temperature forecast accuracy.
A method called coupling was implemented to the FMI road weather model. The main idea of the method is
to adjust the incoming radiation flux so that the modelled surface temperature fits to the last observed value. The
results show that this method improves considerably the short range surface temperature forecasts.
Mobile surface temperature observations done with Teconer RTS411 were compared to road weather station
measurements to assess the mobile data quality. According to the results, the mobile observations were on average
0.62 ○Cwarmer than the road weather station measurements at 0 ○C and in dry conditions. It was found out that the
difference between mobile observations and road weather station measurements was dependent on the road status.
A calibration equation for mobile observations was developed using linear mixed models to get mobile observations
more in line with road weather station measurements.
The effect of the mobile observations to the road surface temperature forecast accuracy was studied. According
to the results, using the mobile observations calibrated with the developed equation improved the accuracy of road
surface temperature forecasts compared to a theoretical situationwhere there would not be other surface temperature
observations available. However, for an area with a dense road weather station network the accuracy of forecasts
assimilating mobile observations with correction were on par with the accuracy of forecast assimilating interpolated
surface temperature values.
Studying model physics and comparing behaviour of different models is beneficial for model development. In
this work, the verification results of the FMI’s and the Royal Netherlands Meteorological institute’s (KNMI) road
weather models were compared to each other. In addition, the model physics were studied to find out the reasons
for differences in the surface temperature forecasts. The forecasts of the KNMI model were found to be slightly
more accurate than the forecasts of the FMI model. Although the core physics of the models were rather similar,
there were large differences in some physical parameters and the number and the thickness of the ground layers.
Individual reason for the better performance of the KNMI model could not be found, as the effects of different
physical properties eventually sum up to surprisingly similar modelled surface temperature values.
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1. Introduction
Slippery conditions cause problems to traffic every winter in countries such as Finland,
where daily minimum temperatures often drop below zero. According to Nurmi et al.
(2012), approximately 10% of wintertime accidents are induced by adverse weather in
Finland. The estimated winter weather related accident costs are 226 million euros per
winter. Their study included also aweather service chain analysis, which estimated that
the available weather forecast information leads to the average savings of 37 million
euros per winter. When the accuracy of weather forecasts increases, the savings would
be even higher. In addition to the reduced accident costs, accurate forecasts lead to
savings in the road maintenance. Salting and ploughing are expensive operations and
the costs were approximately 1 000 euros per lane kilometer during year 2013 (Päiviö
and Kärki, 2016). With accurate forecasts, maintenance operations can be well timed
and unnecessary actions can be avoided. For example, melting ice when freezing has
already occurred requires much more salt than preventing the freezing by salting the
road beforehand (Thornes, 1991).
One of the most important aspects of road weather forecasts is to estimate when
the road surface temperature drops below the freezing point. Equally important is to
accurately forecast whether the road is wet at this point or is there enough humidity
in the air to form black ice on the surface. Three-dimensional numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models forecast air temperature, humidity, wind speed, radiation,
precipitation and other weather variables over large areas. The grid size is usually from
one kilometer to several kilometers. Additional road weather models (RWM) are used
to estimate road conditions in detail. Many RWMs have been developed in the past
years (Rayer, 1987; Jacobs and Raatz, 1996; Chapman andThornes, 2011; Crevier and
Delage, 2001; Fujimoto et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012; Kangas et al., 2015). RWMs are
typically one dimensional heat balance models that estimate temperature profile in
the road. The RWM used in the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has been in
operational use since 2000 (Kangas et al., 2015).
Road weather stations (RWS) measure road surface temperature and other
variables along roads. They are essential source of information for determining the
starting state in the RWM. However, installing RWSs is expensive and the station
network is sparse in rural areas. Consequently, many road segments are left without
measurements. There are many local features that affect the surface temperature, such
as elevation and screening. Screening means that there is an object between the sun
and the road location preventing the point from receiving direct solar radiation. Even
10 ○C surface temperature differences can be detected in different parts of the road
network (Shao et al., 1996; Bogren et al., 2000). These features should be taken into
account in the RWMs to estimate accurately road surface temperature especially in
the spots most vulnerable to freezing. During the past years several techniques are
12
presented to achieve this goal. They can be roughly divided into three categories:
1. Statistical/climatological methods, 2. Numerical modelling, and 3. Increasing the
amount of observation points.
Thermal mapping is a road climatology based technique used in many countries
to measure spatial temperature variation along the roads (Thornes, 1991). In the
thermal mapping process, road surface temperature is measured with a vehicle
attached instrument along the studied area. The measurements are done several times
during night-time. The obtained temperature profiles can be used to adjust forecasted
temperatures on the route. A drawback of the method is that a large amount of
surveys is needed to cover different winter weather types well enough (Chapman and
Thornes, 2006). In addition, thermalmaps cannot provide information of the temporal
development of the road surface temperature (Chapman andThornes, 2006).
The second category contains methods that utilize information of local features
in the road weather model. Geographical parameters, such as latitude, altitude, and
land use can be used either directly in the model equations or as parametrizations
(Chapman et al., 2001). Some of the parameters are simply obtained from geographic
information systems, but others are not as easily available. Local horizon angle and
sky view factor are parameters that can have considerable effect to the road surface
temperature (Bogren et al., 2000; Chapman et al., 2001). Local horizon angle is the
angle between the surface and the horizon at the road point. If the sun elevation angle
is lower than the local horizon angle at the direction of the sun, the surface does not
receive direct solar radiation. In practise local horizon angle can be determined as
an average for certain range between angles, like from 0○ to 5○ and use the value for
all directions in that range. The ranges should be small enough to timely determine
the moment when the sun becomes obscured or visible, as it can affect greatly to the
amount of radiation received. Sky view factor is defined as ”The ratio of the radiation
received (or emitted) by a planar surface to the radiation emitted (or received) by
the entire sky hemisphere” (Oke et al., 2017). These parameters can be calculated
for example from high resolution digital elevation dataset (Senkova et al., 2007) or
determined from fish-eye imagery (Chapman andThornes, 2004).
Increasing considerably the amount of observation points would make it possible
to measure temperature variations along the road network in real-time. Observations
would provide also more accurate starting state for the RWM. Installing a full
equipped RWS would be rather expensive, but a more dense observation network
could be achieved also with low cost sensors. These instruments would supplement
measurements from RWSs and could be installed for example to the coldest road
locations (Chapman and Bell, 2018). Even more cost effective method for obtaining
more observations would be utilizing data from vehicles. Modern cars have
multiple sensors and can provide weather and road condition related information.
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Unfortunately, this data is rarely available. Nevertheless, additional devices can be
installed into vehicles to gather information along the roads. Teconer RCM411 and
RTS411 are this kind of instruments, measuring optically road condition, friction and
road surface temperature (Haavasoja et al., 2012; Malmivuo, 2013). The data quality
of the mobile observations should be assessed before utilizing them in road weather
weather model initialization. Mobile observations are more exposed to disturbances
than stationary measurements and for example heating from the vehicles can cause
bias to the observations. In addition, ice and snow on the road can also affect to the
optical surface temperature measurements as the measurement device does not detect
the radiation from the actual road surface but that of the ice or snow layer.
Although observations improve the starting state of the RWM, the energy balance
in the simulationmight still not represent real conditions at the road point. This might
be caused by local features not taken into account in the model or by the errors in the
NWP model forecast used as input data. It is possible to adjust the energy balance
in the model by utilizing road surface temperature observations. METRo (Model
of the Environment and Temperature of Roads) model uses iterative method called
coupling to tune the incoming radiation in the model (Crevier and Delage, 2001). The
method has also been applied to the FMI RWM. The idea of the coupling method is
simple, but several alternations can be done to the way how the adjustment coefficient
for the radiation is determined. By fine-tuning the method, it is possible to reduce
computation time and increase the surface temperature forecast accuracy.
Mobile surface temperature observations and their usability in the road weather
forecasts has been studied frommany aspects in this work. The first of the two research
questions of this thesis is: ”How to best use available surface temperature observations
in the road weather model initialization?” Answering this question would enable
more accurate road weather forecasts, which in turn would improve safety on roads
as the maintenance operations could be planned well beforehand. Paper I included
in this work studies which kind of effect the aforementioned coupling method has
to the forecast accuracy. Paper III compares road surface temperature observations
made with Teconer RTS411 to the RWS measurements. The study presents a road
state (e.g. dry, wet or icy) dependent linear adjustment equation that can be used to
adjust the RTS411measurements. This equation is utilized in paper IV, which presents
verification results of road weather forecasts utilizing observations made with RTS411.
The second research question of this thesis is ”How differences in two road
weather models’ physics affect to the forecast accuracy?”. Despite the fact that multiple
RWMs have been developed during the past decades, there have not been many
studies where two or more models would have been compared to each other. This
kind of comparison would be beneficial for the model development as it could be
analysed how differences in model physics affect to the road weather forecast. The
14
results can be utilized in the model development and can eventually lead to improved
forecast accuracy. An opportunity for a comparison study occurred when the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) approached FMI with suggestion to
compare the model results of the FMI RWM to the results of KNMI RWM.The KNMI
RWM had been recently developed and there was a need to evaluate its performance
to find out its suitability for forecasting road conditions in the Netherlands. Paper II of
this thesis compares the verification results of the FMI RWM and the RWMdeveloped
in the KNMI.
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2. Road weather model
2.1. Input and output
The FMI RWM is used to forecast road surface temperature and the amounts of
water, ice, snow and deposit on the road (Figure 1). The model uses these values to
determine also road condition, traffic index and friction. Road condition can have
the following values: dry, damp, wet, wet snow, deposit, partly icy, icy and dry snow.
Traffic index describes the overall traffic conditions and can be ”normal”, ”difficult” or
”very difficult”. Friction is calculated based on a statistical equation (Juga et al., 2012).
The RWM requires 2 m temperature, relative humidity/dew point temperature, wind
speed, incoming long and short wave radiation, precipitation and precipitation phase
as input. If precipitation phase is not available it can be determined in the model.
The model run consists of two phases (Figure 2). In initialization phase, the
atmospheric variables are obtained from observations. The short wave and long wave
radiation are taken from a NWPmodel forecast due to the lack of measurements. The
purpose of the initialization phase is to get a good starting state for the temperature
profile in the ground. Its usual length in the FMI RWM is 2 days. If coupling method
is used, there is an iterative radiation adjustment period at the end of the initialization
phase. More information about this coupling phase is given in section 2.4. After the
initialization there is a forecast phase, in which atmospheric values are taken from the
NWPmodel forecast. The forecast phase does not start immediately at theNWPmodel
Figure 1: Road weather model input and output values. Precipitation phase and road surface
temperature are optional. Input road surface temperature is used only in model initialization.
Adapted from paper IV. ©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
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Figure 2: Phases in the road weathermodel and the relation of themodel time line to a forecast
from 3D numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. The duration of the model phases and
the NWP forecast length may vary.
initialization time because the calculation of the NWP forecast takes considerable time
during which new observations are made.
2.2. Surface temperature calculation
2.2.1. Heat transfer in the ground
The RWM is one-dimensional and consists of 16 layers. The two uppermost layers (0
- 1.5 cm and 1.5 - 4.75 cm) are asphalt layers and the rest have ground properties. The
thickness of the layers increases with depth. The bottom of the lowest layer was set
to 428 cm in the studies included in this thesis. Figure 3 illustrates the depth of the
ground layers. The output surface temperature value is given as the average of the first
two layers. The calculation of heat transfer between the layers is based on equation
(Patankar, 1980):
ρgcg
∂T (z, t)
∂t
= ∂
∂z
K
∂T (z, t)
∂z
, (1)
where T is temperature, z is vertical distance in the ground, t is time, K is heat
conductivity, ρg is density and cg is specific heat capacity of the ground. Following
equation is obtained when equation 1 is integrated over the volume of the layer and
the time step and discretised (Patankar, 1980):
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ρgcg
∆z
∆t
(T j+1i − T ji ) = f[Ki(T j+1i+1 − T j+1i )zi+1 − zi − Ki−1(T
j+1
i − T j+1i−1 )
zi − zi−1 ]+
(1 − f)[Ki(T ji+1 − T ji )
zi+1 − zi − Ki−1(T
j
i − T ji−1)
zi − zi−1 ], (2)
where ∆z is the layer thickness and ∆t is the model time step. Index j refer to time
and index i to ground layer. Ki refers to heat conductivity between layer i+ 1 and i. It
Figure 3: Illustration of energy fluxes in the road weather model and the depths of the ground
layers (m). Adapted from paper IV ©American Meteorological Society
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is assumed that the temperature varies with time according to formula:
∫ t+∆t
t
Tidt = [fT 1i + (1 − f)T 0i ]∆t, (3)
where f is a weighting factor between 0 and 1 (Patankar, 1980). The temperature of
the ground layer changes with time, so the factor f determines howmuch weight is set
for the beginning of the current time step and for the end of the time step. If f is set to
0, only the temperature at the beginning of the time step is used in the calculation. In
that case the equation 2 has an explicit solution:
T j+1i = Ti + 1ρgcg zi+1−zi−12∆t (KiT
j
i+1 − T ji
zi+1 − zi −Ki−1T
j
i − T ji−1
zi − zi−1 ). (4)
This solving method of equation 2 can be called forward difference explicit method
(Campbell, 1985).
Some boundary layer conditions are required to solve the new temperature profile.
The temperature for the lowest layer is calculated based on a climatological value:
Tb = Tc +Asin(ωJ + ωDi − zb
d
), (5)
where Tc is the climatological temperature in the ground, A is the amplitude of the
variation during the year, ω is variation frequency (2pi/365), J is the Julian day, Di
indicates curve displacement, zb is the depth of the bottom layer and d is damping
depth. In themodelA = 0.6,Di = −170 and d = 2.7m. Theupper boundary condition
is defined as surface energy balance equation that is discussed in section 2.2.2..
Two different methods to calculate the new temperature profile in the ground
have been used in the RWM. In the studies presented in papers I and II, the model
used algorithm that aims to solve simultaneously the temperature for each layer. The
equation 4 is arranged to form a function:
F =KiT ji+1 − T ji
zi+1 − zi −Ki−1T
j
i − T ji−1
zi − zi−1 − ρgcg zi+1 − zi−12∆t (T j+1i − T ji ). (6)
The Newton-Raphson method together with Thomas algorithm is used to iteratively
solve the temperature profile (Fougstedt, 1992; Bristow et al., 1986; Campbell, 1985).
New values for boundary layer conductance, latent heat flux and net radiation are
calculated at each iteration step. This method was used in the model initialization
phase with 5 min time step.
In the coupling phase and the forecast phase, the new temperature profile was
calculated directly with equation 4 using 30 s time step. The reason for this change
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Table 1: Surface and ground properties in the road weather model (Kangas et al., 2015)
Parameter Value Units
Specific heat, asphalt 919 J kg-1 K-1
Heat conductivity, asphalt 0.5 W K-1 m-1
Density, asphalt 2110 kg m-3
Porosity, asphalt 0.1
Specific heat, soil 813 J Kg-1 K-1
Heat conductivity, soil 1.4 W K-1 m-1
Density, soil 1600 kg m-3
Porosity, soil 0.4
Surface albedo, bare road 0.1
Surface albedo, snow 0.6
Surface albedo, ice 0.1-0.6
Emissivity 0.95
Absorption of long wave radiation 0.95
Roughness length for momentum 0.4 m
Roughness length for heat 0.001 m
Temperature reference height 2 m
Wind reference heigth 10 m
was that the coupling method discussed in section 2.4. did not work well with the
iterative solving method. In the study presented in paper IV, the model used the latter
method and 30 s time step for the whole model run. The used values for model surface
and ground properties are presented in Table 1.
After the research papers included in this thesis were published, a bug was
discovered in the model code. Due to a misplaced parenthesis, when the next time
step’s temperature was calculated directly with equation 4, there was an error in the
calculation of the term
1
ρgcg
zi+1−zi−1
2∆t
. (7)
Effectively, it caused the term to be calculated as:
∆t
ρgcg(zi+1 − zi−12 ) . (8)
The effects of this error are discussed in section 4..
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2.2.2. Surface energy balance
The energy balance at the surface is calculated with equation (Brutsaert, 1984):
G = Inet −H − λE + Tr, (9)
where G is heat flux into the ground, Inet is net radiation at the surface,H is sensible
heat flux, λE is latent heat flux and Tr describes heating caused by traffic. Figure
3 shows a schematic representation of the model energy fluxes. The net radiation is
calculated as:
Inet = (1 − αs)Ig + ϵlIL − ϵsσT 4s , (10)
where αs is surface albedo, Ig is downwelling shortwave radiation, ϵl is absorption of
longwave radiation, IL is downwelling longwave radiation, ϵs is surface emissivity and
σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
2.2.3. Sensible heat flux
The calculation of sensible heat flux is based on boundary layer conductance (BLC)
describing how easily heat is transferred in the boundary layer. The used equation for
theH is:
H = BLC(Ts − Ta), (11)
where Ta is 2m air temperature. BLC is calculated as (Kangas et al., 2015; Campbell,
1985, 1986):
BLC = caρaku∗
lnzT − d + zh
zh
+Ψh , (12)
where ca is specific heat of air, ρa is air density, k is vonKármán’s constant, u∗ is friction
velocity, zT is temperature measurement height, d is zero-plane displacement, zh is
roughness length for heat and Ψh is semi-empirical stability correction function for
heat. Friction velocity characterizes the shear in the boundary layer. In the RWM it is
calculated as (Campbell, 1985, 1986):
u∗ = ku
lnzW − d + zm
zm
+Ψm , (13)
where zW is wind speed measurement height, zm is roughness length for momentum
and Ψm is semi-empirical stability correction function for momentum. The stability
correction functions are used to correct boundary layer conductance for the buoyancy
effects. If boundary layer is stable, mixing is smaller than in unstable conditions. Ψm
andΨh are calculated by using a factor that describes the relative importance of thermal
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and mechanical turbulence in boundary layer transport (Campbell, 1985). This factor
is calculated as
ζ = − kzT gH
caρaTau∗3 , (14)
where g is gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2). In stable conditions, ζ is positive and
Ψm andΨh are calculated as (Campbell, 1985, 1986):
Ψh = Ψm = 4.7ζ. (15)
In unstable conditions, ζ is negative and
Ψh = −2ln(1 + 2√1 − 16ζ
2
) (16)
and
Ψm = 0.6Ψh. (17)
Sensible heat flux must be solved iteratively because ζ is a function ofH . This is done
by first setting Ψh = 0 and Ψm = 0 and calculating the first guesses for BLC , H and
ζ . The obtained value for ζ is used to calculate Ψh and Ψm. These values are used to
calculate new values for BLC , H and ζ . The iteration is continued until the absolute
difference of BLC values between subsequent iteration rounds is smaller than 0.001
or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
2.2.4. Latent heat flux
Latent heat flux in the model is calculated as (Calder, 1990):
λE = ρmca
γ
es − ea
ro
, (18)
where ρm is density of moist air, γ is psychrometric constant, es is vapour pressure of
the surface, ea is vapour pressure of the air and ro is aerodynamic resistance.
According to Tourula ja Heikinheimo (1998), ro can be calculated in unstable
conditions as:
ro = (ln( z−dzm ) +Ψ)(ln( z−dzh ) +Ψ)
k2u
. (19)
This equation is used in the road weather model with some modifications. In the
model Ψ is replaced with Ψm when added to term ln( z−dzm ) and with Ψh when added
to term ln( z−dzh ). In addition, zero plane displacement is assumed to be small, but
surface roughness is added to the logarithm. Aerodynamic resistance is set to be 30
s/m in the model if wind speed is smaller than 1m/s, because the equation gives rather
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large values at small wind speeds. However, it was observed that this may cause abrupt
changes in the aerodynamic resistance, as equation 2.2.4. can give values over 500 s/m
at wind speed 1.1m/s. In the study presented in paper IV, the limit was not dependent
on wind speed, but the aerodynamic resistance had instead a maximum limit of 250
s/m.
2.3. Relaxation
Differences between observations and values obtained from aNWPmodel forecast can
cause unnatural leap in the RWM input data. The resolution of aNWPmodel is usually
from one to several kilometers and thus cannot take into account all local features. In
addition, the NWP model forecast can be already several hours old when it is used in
the RWM, which can increase the forecast error. Relaxation method can be used to
smoother the transition from the initialization phase to the forecast phase. When the
model starts the forecast phase, air temperature, wind speed and humidity values are
adjusted according to an equation (Crevier and Delage, 2001):
Xi(t) =XF (t) − (XFO −XO)e− ttc , (20)
where Xi is the adjusted value, XF is the forecast value, XFO is the forecasted value
at the time of the last observation, XO is the last observed value, t is the time elapsed
from the start of the forecast phase and tc is e-folding time (4 h). For example, the
weight of theXO is reduced to 20% after six hours. Theoretical example of relaxation
is shown in Figure 4. Paper I discusses this method and its effects to the road surface
temperature forecast in more detail.
2.4. Coupling
Paper I of this thesis concentrates on amethod called coupling and its effects to the road
weather forecast. Themain idea of the couplingmethod is to adjust the radiation values
so that the modeled road surface temperature fits to the latest observed value (Crevier
and Delage, 2001). This is done iteratively by going trough a three-hour-period in the
model several times until a fitting correction coefficient is found. This period is called
coupling phase and it is conducted at the end of the initialization phase.
The correction coefficient is given either for incoming short wave (SW) or long
wave (LW) radiation depending on which one of them has higher intensity at the start
of the coupling phase. The RWM assumes open sky conditions and does not take into
account the surrounding objects such as trees and buildings. In reality, the screening
effect of such objects affect considerably to incoming SW radiation. In addition, LW
radiation from the surrounding objects affect to the surface heat balance. The radiation
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adjustment aims to correct the error caused by these local features. As the intensity
of SW radiation is rather low during wintertime in Finland, the coefficient is usually
given for incoming LW radiation during winter. The correction coefficient is used in
the forecast phase so that it approaches 1.0 according to the equation:
CF (t) = 1.0 + (CR − 1.0)e− ttc , (21)
where CF is the coefficient used for the radiation at the current time step. Term t is
the time elapsed from the end of the coupling period and tc is same as in equation 20.
The advantage of the coupling method is that it makes possible to use even a
single road surface temperature observation efficiently in the model initialization.
Consequently, it enables using infrequent mobile observations effectively in the road
Figure 4: A theoretical example of relaxation. The curve with squares show the air temperature
observations. The curve with stars shows the air temperature forecast (XF (t)) and the vertical
line the start of the forecast phase. Temperature difference between the forecast (XFO) and
the observation (XO) at the time when last observation is made is illustrated with dashed line
with arrows. The curve with dots shows the relaxed values obtained with equation 20 (Xi(t)).
Adapted from paper I. ©2016 Royal Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
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weather forecasts. However, there are some situations in which coupling method may
cause problems. The correction coefficientmay fit poorly to the forecast situation in the
cases where the radiation is changing rapidly. This kind of sudden change may occur
when the sun is behind a screening object during the coupling phase, but becomes
visible at the beginning of the forecast phase. In this case the coupling coefficient will
be fitted to the shadowed conditions and might cause too low SW values during the
forecast phase. This can lead to considerably too low forecasted surface temperature
values in the model.
It must be noted that although the correction coefficient is given for a radiation
value, the actual error in the model might be caused by other factors. For example,
if the forecasted wind speed is too low, the sensible heat flux can be too weak in the
model. The coupling method can compensate also these other errors by increasing/
decreasing the radiation values.
2.5. Storage terms
The storage terms describe the amount of snow (Ss), ice (Si), frost (Sf ) and water
(Sw) on road surface. The storages are increased/decreased by precipitation, melting,
freezing, sublimation, desublimation and wearing. Kangas et al. (2015) describe the
change in each storage term by conservation equations:
∂Sw
∂t
= ΦPR −ΦE +ΦM −ΦF −Ww, (22)
∂Si
∂t
= ΦF −ΦM +ΦS +KrfWs −Wi, (23)
∂Sii
∂t
= ΦF −ΦM +ΦS +KrfWs −Wii, (24)
∂Ss
∂t
= ΦPS −ΦM −ΦF −Ws, (25)
∂Sf
∂t
= ΦD −ΦM −Wf , (26)
where Φ means source/sink terms and subscript PR refers to rain, PS to snowfall, E
to evaporation, F to freezing, M to melting, S to sublimation and D to desublimation.
W refers to wearing and blow off caused by traffic. Water wear includes also the water
run-off. FactorKrf represents the portion of the total snow wear caused by the snow
packing to ice. The model has separate storage terms to describe the ice on the driving
tracks and elsewhere on the road. The ice wearing term has higher value for the track
storage than for the other ice storage.
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Based on the storage terms, the model determines an output variable that
characterizes road conditions (wet, icy, snowy etc.). More information of their
determination is given by Kangas et al. (2015). In addition to the road condition, the
RWMproduces traffic index that describes overall driving conditions. It is determined
based on the road condition, storage sizes, wind speed and precipitation intensity and
type. The model calculates also road surface friction based on a statistical equation
described by Juga et al. (2012).
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3. Data
3.1. Observations
3.1.1. Road weather stations
There are around 400 road weather stations (RWS) in Finland maintained by Finnish
Trasport Agency. Most of the RWSs are located in the southern part of the
country where traffic density is considerably higher than in the north. The amount
of measurement instruments in the RWSs varies, but typically they measure air
temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind speed, surface temperature and road
condition. Road surface temperature is measured in most stations with asphalt
embedded Vaisala DRS511 (Vaisala, 2014). Some of the stations have more than one
sensor to measure surface temperature on different lanes. DRS511 determines also
road condition and the amount of water on the road. In addition to DRS511, many
stations have optical Vaisala DSC111 (Vaisala, 2010). It is able to detect the presence of
water, ice, slush and snow/frost on the road based on a spectroscopic measurement
principle. The device determines also a classification for road condition (dry, wet
etc.) and the level of grip on the road. Some road weather stations are equipped
with Vaisala DST111 (Vaisala, 2017) instead of DRS511. DST111 measures road
surface temperature by detecting the infrared radiation emitted by the road surface.
Observations from the RWSs were utilized in the initialization and the verification of
the RWM in the studies presented in papers I and IV. Paper III presents results where
mobile observations discussed in section 3.1.2.were compared to RWSmeasurements.
Study presented in Paper II used observations from the Neatherland’s RWSs.
Approximately 300 RWS were included in the study. The stations measured
surface temperature, conductivity, air temperature and dew point temperature. Soil
temperature was also measured at some locations. Each station location had up to 12
road surface temperature sensors installed in the vicinity of the station.
3.1.2. Mobile measurements
Mobile measurements used in the studies presented in papers III and IV were done
with Teconer RCM411 and RTS411 (Haavasoja et al., 2012; Teconer, 2016). They
are both optical instruments that are installed on the vehicle. RCM411 measures
road condition and friction coefficient based on the same measurement principle as
Vaisala DSC411. RTS411 measures road surface temperature by detecting infrared
radiation similarly as Vaisala DST111. The measurements are conducted once per
second. The devices are connected to a nearby cell phone with Bluetooth connection.
Information about location, direction and speed is acquired from the connected
phone. The measurements were done between years 2014-2018 in Finland. The
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cases where the device passed a road weather station were identified from the data to
enable comparison between Teconer and RWS measurements. An average of RTS411
measurements done within 50 m range from the station were used in the comparison
as a value for Teconer.
3.2. Atmospheric forecasts
Atmospheric forcing terms for the RWM forecast phase were obtained from forecasts
generated by NWP model HARMONIE (Hirlam Aladin Research on Meso-scale
Operational NWP in Europe)(Bengtsson et al., 2017). The model is nonhydrostatic
and is based on Meteo-France AROME model (Seity et al., 2011). The used model
configurations had grid-size of 2.5 km. Each of the studies presented in papers I, II and
IV, had a different domain for the HARMONIE model. The domain covered Finland
in paper I, The Netherlands in paper II and Scandinavia in paper IV. SURFEXmodel
library is used to model surface processes within HARMONIE (Masson et al., 2013).
The SURFEX library has different physical parametrisations depending whether the
surface tile is classified land, town, sea or inland water. If the grid box contains more
than one type of tile, weighed averages of the results for each tile are used as output
values. The weights come from each tile’s relative area in the grid box.
3.3. Kriging
Observations from road weather stations were used in the RWM initialization in the
studies presented in papers I and II. In the study presented in paper IV, the idea
was to investigate whether mobile observations improve the road surface temperature
forecast in locations without RWSs. In this case, air temperature, humidity and wind
speed values for the RWM initialization were obtained from a dataset of interpolated
SYNOP observations. However, the forecasts were still done to the RWS points to
enable forecast verification. The interpolation was done to 1 km grid with universal
kriging method (Cressie, 1993; Aalto et al., 2013) by using sea and lake percentage and
elevation as explanatory variables. Values for the simulation points were obtained with
bilinear interpolation from the nearest grid points of the dataset.
FMI’s operational road weather forecasts for points without RWS utilize
road surface temperature values that are interpolated from road weather station
observations. This interpolation is also done with universal kriging method, but the
used grid size is 10 km. However, this data could not be used in the study, because the
analysis included the observations from the RWS point where the forecast was made.
To simulate a real case forecast scenario for a point without RWS, kriging analysis
was performed again for each forecast point without using observations from that
particular point. This interpolation was also done to the 10 km grid and the value for
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the station point was obtained by bilinear interpolation from the nearest grid points.
These values were used in the RWM initialization.
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4. Summary of the results
4.1. The effect of coupling and relaxation to short
range forecasts
Different model configurations utilizing coupling and/or relaxation were studied in
paper I. Explanations of thesemethodologies are given in sections 2.4. and 2.3.The aim
of the study was to find out how these methods affect to the road surface temperature
forecast accuracy. Total 20 model configurations were tested on 20 road weather
stations, including a reference configuration without coupling or relaxation. Some
of the configurations used observed atmospheric values in the coupling phase and
some used values obtained from a HARMONIE forecast. The length of the coupling
period varied between the configurations. The model executions were conducted four
times a day for time period 3 October 2013 to 13 January 2014. The simulations were
not done in real time but as hindcasts afterwards, which was also the case in studies
presented in papers II and IV. The road surface temperature forecasts were verified
using observations from the RWS. The verification focused on the first forecast hour,
as the effect of coupling and relaxation to the forecast is greatest at the beginning.
The couplingmethod clearly improved the verification results inmost of themodel
configurations. Two model configuration types gave better results than the others.
The first used forecasted atmospheric values in the coupling phase and did not include
relaxation. The second used observed atmospheric values in the coupling phase and
applied relaxation at the beginning of the forecast phase. Long wave and short wave
radiation were obtained from the most recent HARMONIE forecast in the coupling
phase with all model configurations as measurements were not available.
When values from a NWP are used in the coupling phase, also the forecast error
in air temperature, wind speed and humidity affect to the energy balance and thus
to the radiation correction coefficient. The radiation adjustment can thus fix forecast
error also in these values. If observed atmospheric values are used in the coupling
phase, the swift from the coupling phase to the actual forecast phase can cause abrupt
changes in air temperature, wind speed and humidity values. The relaxation method
smooths the transition from the initialization phase to the coupling phase. A widely
used open source RWM METRo uses observed atmospheric values in the coupling
phase with the coupling length of four hours (Crevier and Delage, 2001). In addition
to air temperature, wind speed and humidity, relaxation is applied also to the surface
pressure in the METRo model, which is not included in the FMI RWM input values.
The forecasts verified in paper IV were also executed using this latter configuration
but with coupling length of three hours. In the study presented in paper II, the FMI
RWM applied the configuration using atmospheric values from HARMONIE in the
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three hour coupling phase.
One important finding of the study was that the length of the coupling period does
not affect much to the verification results. The reason for this was determined to be
that the last hour in the coupling period affect considerably more to the radiation
adjustment coefficient than the previous hours. Consequently, a shorter coupling
period can be selected to save computing resources.
4.2. Comparison to the Netherlands RWM
Paper II represents results of the comparison between The Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute’s (KNMI) recently developed RWM and the FMI RWM. Both
models were executed using the same input data for around 300 RWS points in the
Netherlands. The executions were done four times a day for the test period 15 January
- 28 February 2015. Overall, the KNMI’s RWM produced slightly smaller error values
when the forecast results were verified against road weather stations. The FMI RWM
has been designed for Finnish wintertime conditions, whereas the physical properties
of the KNMI model are optimized for the Netherlands. This partly explains the FMI
model’s slightly higher forecast error.
The verification focused on the forecasts starting at 03 UTC and 15 UTC. The
utilized HARMONIE model executions were from 00 UTC and 12 UTC, respectively.
The bias and RMSE values were calculated over all the stations for the full test period.
The bias values have differences less than 0.1 K between models for the first 8-12 hours
of these forecasts (Figure 5). The differences became larger with greater lead times.
The models’ bias values have clear daily cycle with lowest negative values at morning
09 local time (UTC +1 h, marked as LT henceforth) and in the evening at 19 LT. The
largest positive values occur during the day around 13-16 LT and during the night
around 05 LT. On average the FMI model is slightly colder than the KNMI model
during midday, but there is great discrepancy between individual forecasts.
The RMSE differences between models are mostly around 0.1 K with the FMI
model having greater values (Figure 6). The largest differences occur at midday when
the RMSE values are the greatest. The difference is around 0.3 K at midday in the 03
UTC execution and around 0.5 K in the 15 UTC execution.
The RWMs produced surprisingly similar results regardless of the rather big
differences in their physical properties. The thickness of the uppermost layer in
the KNMI model is only 0.3 cm and the depth of it’s lowest layer is 0.33 m. The
corresponding values for the FMI RWM were 1.5 cm and 4.28 m. In addition, the
FMI model’s output surface temperature is the average of the first two layers, whereas
in the KNMI model it is the temperature of the uppermost layer. The larger layer
thickness in the FMI model would suggest that it is slower to react to the changes in
the atmospheric conditions. However, when looking at the results calculated over all
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Figure 5: Bias of the road surface temperature forecasts as a function of local time. Continuous
lines represent forecasts started at 03 UTC and dashed lines forecasts started at 15 UTC.
Triangles show the time of the first forecast hour. The results of KNMI model are in black
and the FMI model in grey. The figure is adapted from paper II. ©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.
the stations, it seems that the FMImodel cools faster during afternoon than the KNMI
model and also warms up faster during morning. One reason for this behaviour is that
the KNMI model has about two times bigger specific heat capacity value for asphalt
than the FMI model (Table 1, Paper II). The asphalt density value is also considerably
greater in the KNMI model. Consequently, more energy is needed to warm up the
asphalt in the KNMI model. The FMI model has also significantly larger value for
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Figure 6: As 5 but for RMSE.The figure is adapted from paper II. ©American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.
roughness length of momentum. This causes stronger coupling between the road and
the atmosphere and leads to greater absolute values of sensible heat flux. This supports
the faster cooling during daytime in the FMI model because the air temperature is
usually lower than the surface temperature.
The net effect of the physical properties and the used methodologies in the models
lead to rather similar results regardless of the differences between models. However,
the KNMI model’s slightly better verification results show the importance to optimize
the model physical properties to the climatological and physiological environments of
the target area.
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4.3. Theusability ofmobile observations in roadweather
forecasts
Mobile observations have great potential to improve forecasts in the areas without road
weather stations. However, the data quality should be assessed before implementing
new observations to the forecasting systems. In paper III, statistical analysis based on
linear mixed effect models was used to find out possible differences between Teconer
RTS411 and RWS surface temperature observations. The study used measurements
from three winter periods between years 2014-2017 and included around 20 000
mobile-stationary observation pairs.
According to the results, Teconer observations were on average 0.62 ○C higher
than RWS observations in dry conditions and at 0 ○C temperature. Different road
conditions had significant effect to the surface temperature difference between the
TeconerRTS411 and theVaisalaDRS511 instruments. When there is ice or snowon the
road surface, the optical RTS411 does not detect the actual asphalt surface temperature
but instead the long wave radiation from the ice or snow layer.
Above 4 ○C, the RTS411 instruments gave increasingly lower surface temperature
values than the RWSs. This was probably caused by the asphalt embedded DRS511
overheating in direct sunlight during daytime in august and spring. This is supported
by the fact that similar behaviour was not detected when RTS111 was compared
separately to the RWS measurements done with optical Vaisala DST111.
The data analysis showed also that the difference between the RTS111 and RWS
measurements depends on the individual RTS111 device. The mean difference
between the RTS111 and RWS observations were calculated separately for each
device-station pair. At some station points, there were differences greater than 1.0○C between values for different Teconer devices. This indicates that the installation
and the vehicle have strong effect to the RTS111 measurements. For example, the
infrared radiation emitted from warm engine bodies near the device can interfere the
measurements if the radiation is reflected from the road surface to the sensor.
A linear adjustment equationwas determined for theTeconerRTS111 observations
to make them correspond better to the RWS measurements:
Ts,Adj = β0 + β1 × Ts,Mob. (27)
where Ts,Mob is the mobile surface temperature, Ts,Adj is the adjusted mobile surface
temperature, β0 is the level coefficient and β1 is the slope coefficient. The values for
the coefficients are dependent on the road condition and can be found from paper III
in table 6.
The accuracy of the adjusted temperatures was evaluated with cross-validated
mean squared error (MSE) calculated over the average of the MSEs of 10 unstratified
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folds. The resulted MSE is 1.9 that is about 40 % smaller than the MSE of unmodified
Teconer observations (3.3). Consequently, the RTS411 observations seem to be a
potential data source for road weather modelling in areas with sparse RWS network.
However, applying a statistical correction is suggested before implementing RTS411
observations to the forecasting system.
The effect of mobile observations to the forecast accuracy was tested in the study
presented in paper IV. The forecasts were done for a period 12 October 2017 -30 April
2018. Mobile observations were utilized in the initialization whenever there was one
available within three hours before the start of the forecast phase. This was done with
the coupling method discussed in section 2.4.. The model executions were conducted
separately with unadjusted mobile surface temperature measurements and with three
different adjusted values. The first adjusted value was obtained with equation 27 and
the other two using equations determined from the same data as was used in paper
III. The second adjustment equation is not dependent on the road state but includes
individual intercept for each RTS411 device:
Ts,Adj = β2 × Ts,Mob + β3. (28)
Where β2 is constant and β3 depends on individual RTS411 device. The second
equation includes both road condition based coefficients and device dependent
intercept:
Ts,Adj = β4 + β5 × Ts,Mob + β6. (29)
Where coefficients β4 and β5 are dependent on road condition and β6 on RTS411
device. The values for coefficients are presented in paper IV in tables 1 and 2.
The model executions were done for RWS points to enable forecast verification.
The verification results were compared to the results obtained from two control
executions that did not use mobile observations. The first did not use surface
temperature measurements at all while the second utilized interpolated values
obtained with kriging analysis. More information about the kriging data is given
in section 3.3.. Operational road weather forecasts in the FMI utilize also similar
interpolated values in points without RWS. Consequently, the second control
execution represents best the currently used forecast method. However, the
operational forecasts utilize time series formed from interpolated values, whereas
the second control execution used only one value at corresponding time for the
mobile observation. This was done to make the results more comparable. The
verification scores were calculated separately for the ”winter” period (12October 2017-
17 February 2018) and the ”spring” period (18 February -30 April 2018). During
springtime the verification results are much more dependent on the time of the day
as the daily temperature variation is stronger.
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Forecasting accurately near-zero temperatures is one of themost important aspects
of the road weather forecasts. Consequently, the presented verification results include
only cases where the RWS surface temperature was below 10 ○C.This also reduced the
error caused by RWS sensor heating too much during sunny days.
Model executions utilizing mobile observations gave clearly smaller RMSE values
compared to the first control execution during the winter period (Figure 7). However,
without the statistical corrections mobile observations increased considerably the
warm bias in the model. The executions using adjusted mobile observations gave
also somewhat smaller RMSE values than the execution using mobile observations
without an adjustment. The second control execution using the interpolated surface
temperature values gave rather similar RMSE values as the executions using the
adjusted mobile observations during the winter period.
The daily temperature variation is large during springtime, causing difficulties
to the RWM to forecast especially day-time maximum temperatures. The relative
RMSE values betweenmodel executions were rather dependent on the forecast starting
time. For example, the second control execution has rather small RMSE values for
09 UTC started forecasts. However, it gave the largest RMSE values for the 15 UTC
started forecast. This behaviour is explained by the fact that the interpolated surface
temperature values had tendency to be warmer than the mobile observations. These
warmer temperatures compensated otherwise too cool model execution in 09 UTC
started forecasts. However, the surface temperature cooled too slowly in the model
during the evening in the 15 UTC started forecasts. In this case, the interpolated
surface temperature values turned the already too warm model execution to be even
warmer.
As a conclusion, assimilating the statistically corrected mobile observations to
the RWM gives comparable results to assimilating interpolated values. However,
the model executions were done within an area with high RWS density and small
terrain variations. The mobile observations could improve the forecasts for example
in northern Finland where the RWS network is sparse. Nevertheless, the results show
that even a single road surface temperature observation can be used efficiently in the
model initialization with coupling method.
The error in the model code mentioned in 2.2.1. effectively made the term
multiplying the heat flux in equation 4 too small. This made the model layers change
temperature more slowly than otherwise. In practice, fixing the error increases day
time maximum temperatures and decreases night time minimum temperatures in
the model during autumn and spring when the temperature has a clear daily cycle.
However, correcting the error does not necessarily improve the forecast. In case of the
study presented in paper II, the FMI had already warm bias during day time so the
effect might have been negative to the model accuracy (Figure 5). Adjustments of the
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model physical properties are currently under study to ensure the model performance
after correcting the error.
Figure 7: RMSE (panel a) and bias (panel b) values of the road surface temperature forecasts as
a function of lead time. The results are calculated including all four forecast starting times for
time period 12 October 2017- 17 February 2018. Only cases where RWS surface temperature
was below 10 ○C were included in the verification. Black line shows results for the first control
execution, red line for the second control execution, blue line for execution using mobile
observations, brown line for execution usingmobile observations with status based correction,
pink line for execution using mobile observations with device based correction and cyan line
for execution usingmobile observations with both status and device based correction. Adapted
from paper IV. ©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
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5. Conclusions and future perspectives
The main objective of this thesis has been to improve the accuracy of the road
weather forecasts and thus improve the safety of roads during winter time. The
presented forecast verification results have increased the understanding of the model
behaviour and forecasting errors in different surroundings and forecast initialization
times (Papers I , II and IV). One of the main research question of this thesis was:
”How differences in two road weather models’ physics affect to the forecast accuracy?”
The studied models were the FMI road weather model and the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute’s road weather model. It turned out that although the physical
principles of the models are rather similar, there are some major differences in the
ground physical properties between themodels. TheKNMImodel has about two times
bigger specific heat capacity value for asphalt than the FMI model. However, the net
effect of the used methodologies and physical properties between the models lead to
rather similar forecast results for road surface temperature.
The accuracy of road surface temperature forecasts of the KNMIRWMwas slightly
better than the accuracy of the FMI RWM. One reason for this was probably that the
KNMImodel was optimized for the roads in the Netherlands, whereas the FMI model
has been designed to the Finnish conditions. The study highlights the importance of
fine tuning the model physical properties so that the results fit to the observations
done in the target area. Next time a similar change to compare performance of two
RWMs occur, the author will consider fine tuning the model physical properties using
historical data before executing the forecasts for the target time period.
The other main research question of this thesis was: ”How to best use the available
surface temperature observations in the road weather model initialization?”. One
can conclude that the coupling method (2.4. ) is an effective way to use surface
temperature observations and it improves the accuracy of short range forecasts. The
method has been implemented to the operational RWM run at the FMI customer
service. One of the advantages of the coupling method is that it enables the use
of even a single available mobile observation in the model initialization. Paper III
analyzes the quality of surface temperature measurements done with Teconer RTS411
instrument. The results show that surface conditions and the installation of the
measurement device affect to the surface temperature measurements. Consequently,
some statistical correction is recommended before using themeasurements in the road
weather model initialization (Paper IV). Consideration should be give also to how
ensure the repeatability comparability of mobile measurements. This is a difficult task
as the measurements are rarely done at exactly from the same spots of the road and the
road temperature can vary also across the road cross profile. Moreover, the location
information provided by themobile phone connected to the instrument is not accurate
enough to determine the measurement position exactly. It should be studied if there
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is a method to detect the location more accurately.
As the availability of mobile observations increase in the future, it is important
to take full advantage of them in the road weather forecasting. However, this study
analyzed measurements only from one mobile surface temperature sensor type. As
more measurements become available, it is important to assess the quality of the data
from other sensor types. In the future, the validation of the measurements could
happen also operationally on a cloud server by comparingmultiple observation sources
to each other. More studies are needed also to determine the best installation place
for the sensor in different vehicles. Open places such as the back of the car are less
disturbed by the radiation from warm bodies, but on the other hand are more exposed
to dirt and snow.
In the future, model output statistics (MOS) (Glahn and Lowry, 1972) could be
tested to adjust the model output to fit mobile observations instead of assimilating
mobile observations to the RWM. However, this would require a lot of measurements
from the same road stretches in different weather conditions to give reliable results.
In addition, the statistical relationships between the parameters would require update
always when changes are made to the RWM.
In addition to the efficient use of observations, attention should be given to better
inclusion of local geography numerically in the RWM. Particularly important would
be to determine values for sky view factor and local horizon angle on the main road
network. Screening can affect greatly to road surface temperature especially during
spring and autumn. These effects have already been included for example in the
widely used METRo model (Kršmanc et al., 2014). They have been tentatively added
also to the FMI RWM, but operational implementation requires still more testing
and mapping the sky view factors and local horizon angles for the Finnish roads.
The mapping could be done automatically for example by forming fish eye images
from Google street view and determining sky and non-sky pixels by image processing
(Middel et al., 2018). Microclimate effects such as cold air pooling in depressions affect
also to the road surface temperature and should be better taken into account to get
more accurate forecasts. However, as 3D features they cannot be modelled in an 1D
RWM, so it would require statistical post processing either for the input obtained from
3D NWPmodel or the output of the RWM.
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ABSTRACT: Considerable savings in winter road maintenance and accident costs can be achieved with accurate road weather
forecasts. Forecasting road surface freezing time accurately enables the timely start of salting and thus ensures safety on
roads. The optimal use of road weather observations is essential for the accuracy of short-range road condition forecasts.
Road weather models incorporate radiation and other atmospheric variables from numerical weather prediction models. In
this study, observations were used to correct the forecast radiation and thus improve road weather forecasts for a set of
specific sites. Eighteen different configurations of this methodology were tested for 20 road weather stations in Finland during
the autumn–winter period 3 October 2013 to 13 January 2014. This study shows that the coupling method has potential to
significantly improve road surface temperature forecasts. Two model configurations in particular turned out to be better than
the others giving almost equally good road surface temperature forecasts. It was found that the length of the adjustment period
using the corrected radiation had only a slight effect on the results. The outcome of this study can be used to improve road
weather models and thus achieve more accurate forecasts.
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1. Introduction
Road condition information is highly essential especially in the
Nordic countries, where snow and ice cause difficulties for traffic
every winter. Road weather forecasts that predict the condition
of the roads are very helpful both for road users and the main-
tenance authorities, who need to make decisions on ploughing
and salting actions. An accurate forecast can lead to consider-
able savings in road maintenance costs. For example, one needs
much less salt to prevent a road from freezing than to melt the ice
after freezing has occurred (Thornes, 1991). Timely maintenance
operations also lead to better safety and more fluent traffic on
roads. Road weather forecasts typically are based on 1D heat bal-
ance models, referred to as road weather models (RWM). They
calculate the vertical temperature profile within the road layers
and predict the road surface temperature (RST). The amounts of
water, ice and snow on the road surface are also typically pre-
dicted. RWMs require atmospheric forecasts as input data, which
are produced using a 3D numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model. Air temperature, humidity, wind speed, precipitation and
radiation parameters are interpolated from the NWP grid to the
point at which the road weather forecast is produced. Usually, a
RWM run has two separate phases: the initialization phase and
the forecasting phase. In the initialization phase, the model uses
observations as input data to obtain an accurate initial tempera-
ture profile in the ground. In the forecasting phase, this profile is
forced by an atmospheric forecast in order to predict the evolu-
tion of the profile.
The transition from the initialization phase to the forecasting
phase is very important for accurate short-range RWM forecasts.
* Correspondence: V. Karsisto, Finnish Meteorological Institute, P. O.
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Even the first forecast hours often include error, because the
atmospheric forecast is taken from a NWP model representing
conditions integrated over large areas. The resolution of NWP
models is often too coarse to take all local features into account,
such as slopes and shadowing effects of forests. Therefore, the
incoming radiation given by the model is calculated for open
surroundings unless there are major topographical features in
the area. However, these features need be taken into account in
the RWMs, because they can lead to RST differences of up to
10 ∘C across a road network (Shao et al., 1996; Bogren et al.,
2000). Even the smallest variations in atmospheric forcing can
affect the freezing of roads at near-zero temperatures. Therefore,
it is important to try to reduce the initial bias in the atmospheric
forecast before applying it as the forcing for the RWM. In the
case of radiation this is rather difficult, because there are no
radiation observations available at road weather stations and the
bias cannot be measured.
The local radiation amount can be modelled using sky-view
factor, which defines the portion of sky that is visible (Oke,
1987; Chapman et al., 2001a). Other more complicated methods,
which give estimates of the time when the Sun is obscured
(Chapman et al. 2001b; 2001c; Kršmanc et al., 2014), have also
been developed. However, determining the sky-view factors for
Finnish roads would be time consuming and costly and the
factors should be updated from time to time, for example due
to forest logging. One option is to categorize road segments
according to their surroundings and use the same sky-view factor
for roads in the same category. The classified sky view should
also be time-dependent, for example deciduous forest areas have
a higher sky-view factor in winter than during summer because
trees drop their leaves in autumn. Nevertheless, as long as the
sky-view factor has not been estimated properly for the road
network, other methods need to be used to correct the radiation
forecast.
© 2016 Royal Meteorological Society
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2. Review of forecast correction methods
There are several numerical methods to improve the forecast
originating from an NWP model for a given location using
available observations. One approach is to force the original
predicted values towards the last observed ones. This relaxation
method is explained further in Section 3.2. Relaxation is applied
for air temperature, humidity, wind speed and pressure in the
widely used Canadian open-source RWM calledMETRo (Model
of the Environment and Temperature of Roads) (Crevier and
Delage, 2001). The weight of forcing decreases exponentially
from the observations to the forecast values over approximately
a 6 h period.
The atmospheric forecast can also be corrected using a Kalman
filter. This has been investigated by Homleid (1995), who used it
in the LAM50 NWP model to reduce the bias in the surface tem-
perature forecast. The principal idea is to use both observations
and forecasts and combine them to make the best possible esti-
mate of the target variable. This is done by using the linear min-
imum mean-squared error estimator. Recently, Habrovsky´ and
Tarjáni (2014) tested this method inMETRo by using theKalman
filter to forecast the 2m air temperature, which is commonly used
as a forcing term to calculate the RST. This method was able
to reduce the error in the air temperature forecasts according to
their results; however, it was unable to follow rapid temperature
variations.
Another statistical method used to correct the forecast is based
on artificial neural networks (Shao, 1997). This algorithm is first
trained with original meteorological variables and model errors.
The neural networks will learn nonlinear dependencies between
the model errors and the observed variables and after training it
can correct errors in the forecasts. This method has been adapted
successfully to the road ice nowcasting model ‘Icebreak’ (Shao
et al., 1993; Shao, 1997).
Sass (1997) presented a method in which a flux correction is
applied to the heat balance equation so that the forecast sur-
face temperature fits to the observed surface temperature. This
correction is determined iteratively using different flux correc-
tions and running the RWM only for a short period. The METRo
model uses a similar kind of technique to correct the atmospheric
forecast (Crevier and Delage, 2001). METRo includes a phase
in between the initialization and forecasting periods called the
coupling phase, in which both forecast values from the NWP
model and observations are used (Crevier and Delage, 2001).
This method has been applied and further developed in this study
and is discussed in detail in this section. The calculation of the
atmospheric forecast usually takes several hours during which
new measurements are carried out. Therefore, there is usually
a period at the start of the RWM calculation when both obser-
vations and forecasts are available. METRo uses the observed
variables as forcing terms during this phase, except for radiation
taken from the NWP forecast and RST calculated by the model.
The model compares the calculated surface temperature with the
observed one at the end of the coupling phase. If the difference
is more than 0.1K, the model sets a correction co-efficient for
either incoming short wave (SW) or long wave (LW) radiation.
The selection for which radiation variable the co-efficient is cal-
culated is based on radiation intensities and will be detailed in
Section 3.3. If the forecast temperature is too low, the co-efficient
is set to greater than one so that the surface will receive more
radiation than in the original run, thus becoming warmer. Con-
versely, if the forecast temperature is too high, the co-efficient
is set to less than one. Thereafter, the model is returned to the
start of the coupling period and will re-calculate the temperature
evolution using this new co-efficient. This process is repeated
by setting a new co-efficient for the selected radiation variable
until the absolute surface temperature difference is below 0.1K.
After the coupling period, the calculated radiation co-efficient is
used in the forecast phase so that exponentially it is reverted to
1.0 within approximately 6 h (Crevier and Delage, 2001).
The setting of the correction co-efficients for either incoming
LW or SW radiation aims at incorporating the effects of local
features at the forecast site. On the one hand, the radiation scheme
in the atmospheric forecast does not take into account small
local features, and in reality many road segments can receive
less SW radiation than forecast due to shadowing objects such
as trees and buildings. On the other hand, LW radiation from the
surrounding objects can warm up the surface during the nights or
in wintertime. The coupling phase can correct these model errors
partly by fitting the correction co-efficient for one of the two
incoming radiation variables. However, this method can cause
problems when radiation changes rapidly between the coupling
and the forecast period. For example, if cloudiness is much lower
in the forecast than in the observations during the day, then the
correction co-efficient will reduce radiation so that it fits the
actual surface temperature during the day. If the sky becomes
clear after the coupling period, the real surface temperature will
rapidly increase, but the forecast surface temperature will remain
low because of the radiation correction co-efficient.
Another problem of the coupling method is that although the
last forecast surface temperaturewaswithin 0.1K of the observed
one, the forecast surface temperature generally differed more
from the observations at other time steps during the coupling
period. Therefore, it was investigated whether or not using a radi-
ation correction co-efficient, which is based on time-dependent
co-efficients for the coupling period, would improve the RST
forecast. It is important that the ground temperature profile is
as close to the real situation as possible after initialization. If
the surface temperature in the model differs from the observed
temperature during the coupling period, the whole temperature
profile might not be close enough to the real one, even if the
last surface temperature during the period is within 0.1K of the
observed one.
Different configurations of the coupling model were tested in
this study. The aim was to determine the best way to calculate
the co-efficient that would provide the best RST forecast. The
data and the different coupling configurations are discussed in
the next chapter.
3. Model and data
3.1. RoadSurf
The road weather model used in this study, RoadSurf, has been
developed at the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). It is 1D
and uses the heat balance equation to calculate the road surface
temperature. In addition, RoadSurf calculates the amount of
water, snow, ice and deposit on the road. It also predicts road
surface friction using a numerical-statistical equation (Juga et al.,
2013). As input, RoadSurf requires the forecasts of 2m air tem-
perature, relative humidity or dew point temperature, wind, pre-
cipitation and incoming SW and LW radiation. A more detailed
description of the model can be found in Kangas et al. (2015).
3.2. Coupling configurations
RoadSurf was modified to evaluate different coupling config-
uration methods. Two reference configurations did not apply
coupling at all and they transitioned directly from the initial-
ization phase to the forecast phase. The length of the coupling
© 2016 Royal Meteorological Society Meteorol. Appl. 23: 503–513 (2016)
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period in the other configurations varied from 1 to 4 h. The time
of the first forecast hour was always kept unchanged; thus the
coupling period started later in the configurations where it was
shorter. Twelve configurations calculated the radiation correction
co-efficient over the full coupling period, whereas six configura-
tions calculated a separate co-efficient for each hour during the
coupling period. The latter six configurations calculated the aver-
age of the co-efficients to be used in the forecast phase at the end
of the coupling phase. Some configurations used only co-efficient
averages of the last 2 or 3 h. Each of the separate co-efficients
can be set either for LW or SW radiation. The final co-efficient
is calculated as the average of the co-efficients set for the same
radiation variable as the last hour’s co-efficient.
It is possible to use either the forecast or the observed atmo-
spheric variables as a forcing term during the coupling phase.
The atmospheric variables included air temperature, dew point
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, precipitation and
incoming SW and LW radiation. When using observations, only
incoming LW and SW radiation are taken from an NWP fore-
cast, because these variables are generally not available from
observations. Thus, the calculated co-efficient aims to correct
the error in the forecast radiation. Instead, when using forecast
atmospheric values, the error in the forecast atmospheric forcing
affects the co-efficient also. Out of the 18 models using cou-
pling, 7 employed the forecast atmospheric values and the rest
the observed values. In addition, 7 of the latter 11 model configu-
rations used relaxation after the coupling phase meaning that the
forecast air temperature, humidity and wind speed values were
modified according to the bias of these variables at the time of the
last observations. Thismethodwas implemented in RoadSurf fol-
lowing the METRo model approach (Crevier and Delage, 2001).
Relaxation is performed using the following formula
Xi (t) = XF (t) −
(
XFO − XO
)
e
− t
tc (1)
where Xi is the forced value, XF is the forecast value, XFO is
the forecast value at the time of the last observation, XO is
the last observed value, t is the time elapsed from the start
of the forecast phase and tc is a e-folding time (in this study
tc = 4 h). Consequently, the weight of the last observation reduces
exponentially being 20% at 6 h. An example of the effect of
relaxation is shown in Figure 1. In this case, the forecast is too
warm at the time of the last observations, so relaxation lowers
the forecast temperatures. One of the reference models, which
did not use coupling, also used relaxation.
The main features of all 20 configurations are compiled in
Table 1. It uses the following nomenclature for the different
model configurations: Letters ‘NC’ means that the configuration
does not use coupling, whereas ‘C’ means that coupling is used.
The model configurations using forecast atmospheric values in
the coupling phase include the letter ‘F’ and the model con-
figurations using observed values the letter ‘O’. The letter ‘A’
designates cases where the co-efficient is calculated using the
averaging method explained above, and the letter ‘R’ indicates
that relaxation is used. The number at the end of the codename
refers to the length of the coupling period in hours, except for
model configurations using an averaging method, where it means
the number of co-efficients used to calculate the average.
3.3. Calculation of the radiation correction co-efficients
The coupling method used in METRo was implemented
in RoadSurf with some changes. The radiation correction
co-efficient can be calculated either for incoming LW or SW
Figure 1. A theoretical example of the effect of relaxation on the original
air temperature forecast (XF (t), curve with stars). The forecast after
relaxation is shown as curve with dots (Xi (t)).The vertical line shows
the start of the forecast phase and the line with squares displays air
temperature observations. Vertical dashed line with arrows represents the
temperature difference between the forecast (XFO) and the observation
(XO) at the time when last observation is made, which is used in
Equation (1) to calculate Xi (t).
radiation. METRo applies SW radiation if it is above 100Wm−2
at the start of the forecast phase. It is furthermore required that
SW radiation is above zero at least 3 h before the start of the fore-
cast phase and 1 h after. Otherwise, the co-efficient is calculated
for LW radiation. The method was changed in this implemen-
tation so that the co-efficient was calculated for the radiation
variable which had the highest intensity at the start of the forecast
phase. The Sun is above the horizon for only a few hours during
the day in wintertime Finland and the incoming SW radiation
intensities are quite low. Moreover, in northern Finland the Sun
does not rise at all in mid-winter. Consequently, the intensity of
LW radiation is usually much higher. The average daily maxi-
mumSW radiation intensity at the Kumpulameasurement station
in Helsinki was about 190Wm−2, whereas the hourly average
for LW radiation was about 300Wm−2 during the Octobers of
2008–2011. The corresponding values were 30 and 290Wm−2
in Decembers 2008–2011. The co-efficient was, therefore, set
for LW radiation in most cases, giving a more stable correction,
especially because the intensity of LW radiation varies much less
than that of SW radiation. The used method has its drawbacks: if
the forecast point is in shadow, usually it would be better to cor-
rect the low-intensity SW radiation, because then the correction
would also disappear with sunset. If the correction is used for LW
radiation in such a case, it would unnecessarily reduce the radi-
ation after the error source has disappeared. However, it is not
known in general whether the error is in the SW or LW radiation.
The value of 1.0 was used for the co-efficient (CR) in the
first iteration. If the forecast RST was not within 0.1K from
the observed RST, the CR for the next iteration was determined
using the procedure shown in the flow chart of Figure 2. It is
based on the METRo source code (Canadian Meteorological
Centre, 2013). TheMETRo procedure has beenmodified slightly
in RoadSurf, as RoadSurf saves the first forecast RST and the
corresponding CR. RoadSurf replaces the saved values during
each iteration, if the forecast RST is closer to the observed RST
compared to the last saved value. The values are stored separately
depending on whether the forecast RST is higher (Tabove) or
lower (Tbelow) than the observed RST. When both temperature
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the various model versions.
Model
version
code
Use of
coupling
Coupling
time for
calculating
radiation
co-efficients
Atmospheric
data used
in the
coupling
Relaxation Coupling
period
length (h)
1 NC – – – – –
2 NCR – – – + –
3 CF4 + Over the
full period
F – 4
4 CF3 + ” ” F – 3
5 CF2 + ” ” F – 2
6 CF1 + ” ” F – 1
7 CO4 + ” ” O – 4
8 CO3 + ” ” O – 3
9 CO2 + ” ” O – 2
10 CO1 + ” ” O – 1
11 COR4 + ” ” O + 4
12 COR3 + ” ” O + 3
13 COR2 + ” ” O + 2
14 COR1 + ” ” O + 1
15 CFA4 + ” ” F – 4
16 CFA3 + Average of
each hour
F – 3
17 CFA2 + ” ” F – 2
18 COAR4 + ” ” O + 4
19 COAR3 + ” ” O + 3
20 COAR2 + ” ” O + 2
The first column shows the version number and the second the codename. In the
third column there is ‘+’ if the version used the coupling technique and ‘-’ if
not. The fourth column indicates whether the radiation correction co-efficient is
calculated over the full coupling period or whether coupling is done separately for
each hour. In the latter option the model used the average of these co-efficients
in the forecast phase. In the fifth column there is ‘F’ if forecast atmospheric
variables were used in the coupling phase and ‘O’ if observed values were used.
However, the radiation values were always taken from the forecast. The sixth
column contains ‘+’ if the version used relaxation to smooth air temperature,
humidity and wind speed values when moving from coupling phase to forecast
phase and ‘-’ if relaxation was not used. The seventh column contains the length
of the coupling period in hours.
values are stored, a new CR is calculated assuming a linear
dependence between RST and the radiation variable for which
the co-efficient is used. This gives a good estimate for the next
iteration, although in reality this dependence is not linear due
to many connected processes. This procedure enables the fitting
radiation co-efficient to be obtained with fewer iterations than
using the original procedure from METRo.
When used in the forecast phase, the co-efficient gradually
approaches 1.0 according to Equation (2):
CF (t) = 1.0 +
(
CR − 1.0
)
e
− t
tc (2)
where CF is the co-efficient used for the radiation at the current
time step and t and tc are the terms as in Equation (1).
3.4. Data
The atmospheric forcing parameter values (2m temperature,
wind, humidity, precipitation, incoming LW and SW radiation)
for RoadSurf were retrieved from the high-resolution NWP
model, HARMONIE (Hirlam Aladin Research on Meso-scale
Operational NWP in Europe). It is a nonhydrostatic model run
operationally at FMI and is based on the Meteo-France AROME
model (Seity et al., 2011). HARMONIE (version cy36h14) has a
horizontal grid size of 2.5 km and currently covers the whole of
Scandinavia, but the coverage included only Finland at the time
of the test period (3 October 2013 to 13 January 2014).
The atmospheric variables were interpolated from HAR-
MONIE grid points to each of the 20 test stations located
in different regions of Finland (Figure 3). These stations are
equipped with the Vaisala ROSA road weather package. Fifteen
stations measure RST with the Vaisala DST111 optical sensor
(Vaisala, 2010), and the rest have Vaisala DRS511 sensors
(Vaisala, 2001), which are installed in the road surface. The
surroundings of the stations are described in Table 2, and the
stations are grouped according to the openness to the Sun.
Stations 1–5 are in open areas, Stations 6–16 are in areas where
the sky is obscured in some directions but the southern horizon
is relatively open, whereas Stations 17–20 are in areas where the
surroundings clearly prevent SW radiation reaching to the sur-
face during some part of the day. Table 2 also includes monthly
average temperatures for each station during the test period.
HARMONIE forecasts were available four times a day starting
at 0000, 0600, 1200 and 1800UTC. Each RWM configuration
was run using atmospheric variables from a single forecast at
a time so that a separate RWM forecast were made from all
HARMONIE forecasts during the test period. The model runs
were initialized with 48 h-long hourly observation time series
obtained from road weather station measurements. At Station
10 precipitation and wind speed observations were missing and
measurements of these variables were taken instead from a road
weather station 8 km north from Station 10. Radiation was not
measured at the stations and was taken from an older HAR-
MONIE forecast, whose start time was close to the observation
time. However, the radiation was not to calculate the RST unless
the RST observations were missing.
Although mean temperatures were higher than usual in Finland
in October, November and December 2013, the test period rep-
resents typical winter weather conditions with rapid temperature
changes. However, there were also episodes with temperatures
remaining nearly constant for weeks. On the one hand, the inten-
sity of incoming SW radiation is very low in winter due to the
northern location and clouds often reduce even further the fluxes
reaching the surface. Consequently, daily temperature variations
can be small. On the other hand, the air mass over Finland can
change rapidly due to overpassing cyclones leading to quick
changes in surface air temperature. Therefore, the behaviour of
the model configurations was studied under different and repre-
sentative weather conditions.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Effect of radiation to the road surface temperature
Sensitivity test with the RWM were made at all stations for the
December month to get a general view about how reducing or
increasing the radiation affects to the RST. Reducing incoming
LW radiation by 20Wm−2 over 1 h from the original value
reduced RST by approximately 0.36 ∘C at the end of the hour
when compared to the original model run. The test was repeated
by decreasing the incoming LW radiation by 50 and 100Wm−2
and also increasing it by the same amounts. The results shown
in Figure 4 indicate that the average dependency between LW
radiation and RST is close to linear at least within this range of
changes.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the determination of the radiation correction co-efficient. Symbols have the following meanings: Tf, forecast road surface
temperature; To, observed road surface temperature; CR,new, radiation correction co-efficient for the next iteration; CR,prev, co-efficient from the
previous iteration; CA, co-efficient from the previous coupling iteration when Tf was too low. At the beginning CA = 0.0; CB, co-efficient from the
second-to-last coupling iteration when Tf was too low. At the beginning CB = 0.0. Tabove, Tf from the iteration where the Tf was nearest to To and Tf
was too high. Tbelow, Tf from the iteration where the Tf was nearest to To and Tf was too low. Cabove, co-efficient which was used to obtain Tabove;
Cbelow, co-efficient, which was used to obtain Tbelow. |ΔTabove|, absolute difference between Tabove and To. |ΔTbelow|, absolute difference between
Tbelow and the To.
4.2. Bias of RST forecasts
For road weather model runs that used data from HARMONIE
forecasts at 0000UTC, the first available forecast was at
0500UTC. For the runs that used 0600, 1200 and 1800UTC
HARMONIE forecasts, the first valid forecast hours were 11, 17
and 23, respectively. Time is represented in UTC format, if not
otherwise mentioned. Local time in Finland is UTC+ 3 h until
26 October 2013 (EU summer time) and UTC+ 2 h after that
until the end of the test period. Bias of RST at the first forecast
hour was calculated separately for each model configuration and
for each station. The months of October and December were
selected for detailed analysis because they represent typical
Finnish autumn and winter weather conditions.
Figure 5 shows the bias (model-observation) for October and
Figure 6 for December. The main observations are following:
(a) different model configurations usually yield biases of the
same sign at the same station;
(b) at some stations, the different configurations have only small
differences in bias values;
(c) configuration NC and CO1–CO4 have the largest absolute
bias values;
(d) configuration CF1–CF4 and COR1–COR4 have the small-
est absolute bias values in October, but in December
COAR2–COAR4 give almost as small absolute bias as
them;
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Figure 3. Locations of the road weather stations used as test site in this
study. The numbers are the same as in Table 2.
(e) bias values between configurations that are otherwise the
same but have different coupling lengths do not differ much,
and
(f) there are no considerable differences between station groups
1–5 (open area), 6–16 (slightly obscuring surroundings) and
17–20 (obscuring surroundings) in the figures.
Point (a) indicates that whether the bias is negative or positive
is very site-specific and that the different coupling configurations
do not reverse it in most cases. Different configurations do not
even affect the absolute value of the bias much at some stations,
as noted in point (b). However, there are still clear differences
between model configurations. According to point (c), almost
all coupling methods reduce the bias notably when compared
to the reference configuration. The only exceptions are the ones
that use observed atmospheric values without relaxation (COi).
It seems that without relaxation the forecast air temperature
differs too much from the observations and causes large bias
also to RST. In such a configuration, the error in the forecast air
temperature did not affect the radiation correction co-efficient,
because the observed air temperature was used to drive the
RWM during the coupling period.
There are two model types, as stated in point (c), which
gave better results than the others in October: coupling using
the forecast atmospheric values (CFi, i= 1–4) and coupling
using the observed atmospheric values with relaxation (CORi).
Nevertheless, in December, the model configurations that use
relaxation, coupling with observed atmospheric values and
an average radiation co-efficient (COARi) yield as small bias
values as CFi and CORi at some stations. Model configura-
tions that use observed atmospheric values for the coupling
and relaxation (CORi), seem to have slightly smaller bias than
the model configurations using forecast atmospheric values
(CFi). Furthermore, the length of the coupling period does not
have any strong effect on the bias as noted in point (e). This is
discussed more in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The bias values have
no clear differences between the station groups with different
surroundings in October as mentioned in point (f). The errors in
the NWP model and the other geographical factors, such as the
elevation of the nearby surroundings, can also affect strongly the
bias values. These errors and other geographical factors seem to
have stronger effect on bias than open or obscured surroundings.
4.3. RMSE of RST forecasts
In addition to the bias, the root mean squared error (RMSE) of
RST values was calculated for the first forecast hour and for each
station and model configuration. The RMSE values of the first
forecast hour RST for October 2013 are shown in Figure 7 and
for December 2013 in Figure 8. The shading scale is logarithmic
to highlight the differences between the model configurations.
The main issues that can be seen from the figures are:
(a) in general, the error is larger in October that in December;
(b) the NC-model configurations has the largest RMSE values;
(c) configurations CF1–CF4 and COR1–COR4 give the small-
est RMSE values during both months;
(d) configurations CO1–CO4 have larger RMSE values than
COR1–COR4 during both months;
(e) configurations CFA2–CFA4 andCOAR2–COAR4 have rel-
atively large RMSE values compared to nonaveraged coun-
terparts;
(f) RMSE values between the same model configurations but
that have different coupling lengths do not differ much;
(g) Stations 17–20 (located in obscured area) have relatively
large RMSE values in October but not in December, and
(h) there are no considerable differences between Stations 1–5
(open area) and 6–16 (slightly obscured surroundings) dur-
ing both months.
Larger error in October than in December is due to lower daily
temperature and radiation intensity variations in December. The
RWMhas often difficulties to predict the highest and lowest RST
values evenwith the couplingmethodwhen the daily temperature
variation is large, because the RST values are so sensitive to
the total radiation. Moreover, RoadSurf is designed to work best
in temperatures near zero because precise forecasts about very
high and low temperatures are less important for winter road
maintenance.
According to (h), all configurations using the coupling method
have smaller RMSE values compared to the reference model
without coupling and relaxation indicating clear RST forecast
improvements by these methods. As can be determined from
point (i), two of the same model configuration types that pro-
duced the smallest bias values also give the smallest RMSE
values: CFi and CORi. Comparing these two types, the latter
has distinctly smaller RMSE values at Station 4 in December,
but there is no clear difference at other stations. Moreover, it
was found that the larger RMSE values of configuration CF4 at
Station 4 were caused mostly by the failure in coupling (i.e. the
iteration did not converge to suitable correction co-efficient in
some cases).
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Table 2. Description of the surroundings of each test station with the mean observed air temperatures (∘C) for eachmonth during test period 3 October
2013 to 13 January 2014 (in October and January, only days 3–31 and 1–13 were used in the mean, respectively).
Station
number
Co ordinates Location and surrounding characteristics Mean
T (∘C)
October
Mean
T (∘C)
November
Mean
T (∘C)
December
Mean
T (∘C)
January
1 60.4 ∘ N 22.3 ∘ E Open area (SE–NW) 7.4 4.5 2.4 −0.6
2 60.9 ∘ N 25.6 ∘ E Open area (SW–NE) 5.9 2.7 0.5 −1.9
3 62.3 ∘ N 21.5 ∘ E Open area (SE–NW) 5.5 2.7 1.1 −2.8
4 65.8 ∘ N 24.3 ∘ E Open, at the start of an overpass (E–W) 2.7 −2.2 −3.3 −5.7
5 68.0 ∘ N 26.9 ∘ E Open, lake on both sides (SW–NE) −0.0 −6.8 −8.6 −10.9
6 60.4 ∘ N 23.2 ∘ E Few trees (SE–NW) 6.5 3.2 1.6 −1.4
7 61.3 ∘ N 21.7 ∘ E Forest at the north, few trees in other directions (SE–NW) 6.2 3.4 1.3 −1.9
8 60.7 ∘ N 24.7 ∘ E Empty lane between the road and forest on both sides (S–N) 5.9 2.5 0.5 −2.2
9 61.2 ∘ N 28.9 ∘ E Empty lane between the road and forest on both sides (SW–NE) 6.0 2.5 −0.7 −2.7
10 62.8 ∘ N 25.8 ∘ E Forest at the west, lake on the east (S–N) 4.1 0.5 −1.0 −3.6
11 63.7 ∘ N 27.3 ∘ E Surrounded by few trees (SW–NE) 3.3 −0.5 −2.4 −5.0
12 62.0 ∘ N 26.1 ∘ E Empty lane between the road and trees on both sides, lake nearby. (S–N) 4.8 1.5 −0.6 −3.4
13 63.9 ∘ N 23.3 ∘ E Few trees (E–W) 5.3 1.7 0.2 −3.2
14 65.2 ∘ N 25.4 ∘ E Empty lane between the road and forest in both sides (S–N) 3.3 −0.4 −2.3 −5.4
15 64.8 ∘ N 28.8 ∘ E Trees on the north side of the road, open on other side (E–W) 1.9 −1.9 −4.2 −6.2
16 66.2 ∘ N 25.3 ∘ E Trees on the west side, open on other side (S–N) 1.5 −3.9 −5.2 −6.6
17 60.3 ∘ N 25.1 ∘ E Road with four lanes, forest on both sides (SW–NE) 6.9 3.8 1.6 −0.8
18 61.5 ∘ N 23.9 ∘ E Forest on both sides (E–W) 5.6 2.4 0.4 −2.6
19 60.9 ∘ N 26.9 ∘ E Empty lane between the road and forest on both sides (E–W) 5.5 2.4 −0.1 −2.3
20 62.6 ∘ N 29.8 ∘ E Forest on both sides (S–N) 4.4 1.1 −2.0 −3.3
The orientation of the road is given in parenthesis, for example (SW–NE) means that the road orientation is southwest–northeast.
Figure 4. Average effect of changing the intensity of the long wave
radiation (x-axis) for a 1 h period to the road surface temperature (y-axis)
at the end of the hour. The test runs were performed for December and
include all 20 road weather stations.
Point (j) implies that the relaxation procedure remarkably
reduces RMSE values. The model configurations that use
observed atmospheric values without relaxation (COi) give
larger RMSE values than configurations with relaxation (CORi)
at most stations. Point (k) reflects that the model configurations
calculating the radiation correction co-efficient separately for
each coupling hour and then using their average in the forecast
phase give quite large RMSE values, although the RST values
obtained during the coupling period fit well with the observed
ones. The average co-efficient clearly does not fit as well for the
first forecast hour as the co-efficient calculated over the whole
coupling period. On average, each hour within the coupling
period has the same weight, but when the co-efficient is calcu-
lated over the full period, the latest hour is the most significant
as will be shown in the next section. It seems that when the
last coupling hour has the strongest weight in the correction
co-efficient, it fits the first forecast hour better than when each
hour is weighted equally. One possible reason is that the heat
balance conditions of the last coupling hour match better the
next hour’s conditions than those of the previous hours. Point (l)
also indicates that the last coupling hour has the greatest weight
when the co-efficient is calculated over the full period, because
the length of the coupling period does not seem to affect much
the RMSE values as it did not affect the bias either. The effect
of the coupling length is discussed further in Section 4.4.
Contrary to the bias values the RMSE values have some dif-
ference between the station groups with different surroundings
in October as mentioned in point (m). Stations 17–20, where
the Sun was the most obscured during some part of the day,
have larger RMSE values than the other stations on average. This
can be due to the changes in the radiation caused by the shad-
owing objects, which prevent direct radiation from reaching to
the surface during part of the day. When radiation changes after
the coupling phase, the correction co-efficient does not fit the
situation anymore and causes larger errors. However, as point
(n) indicates, there is no clear difference between stations with
open (Stations 1–5) and slightly obscuring surroundings (Sta-
tions 6–16). In December, there are no significant differences
between RMSE values at different station groups due to the low
intensity of the SW radiation.
This and the previous sections have focused on the verification
of the first forecast hour, because it best illustrates how the
transition from the initialization phase to the coupling phase
has succeeded. The differences in RMSE values between the
model configurations were smaller in the later forecast hours.
At individual stations the relative quality between configurations
changed as the forecast advanced, but as a whole there was
no significant variation. It must be kept in mind that although
coupling in most cases reduces the forecast error, it can in
some cases cause larger errors than running the model without
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Figure 5. Bias of the road surface temperature (in K) for the first forecast hour during October 2013. The station indices on the x-axis refer to Table 2.
The model configurations along the y-axis are described in Table 1. The configurations are divided to panels so that configurations that differ only
in the length of the coupling period are in the same panel, except in the uppermost panel, that includes the configurations that did not use coupling.
Positive bias values are in orange/red and negative in blue.
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for December.
coupling. This can happen especially when radiation changes
rapidly after the coupling phase.
4.4. Correction co-efficients
It seems that the length of the coupling period does not affect
greatly the results based on the bias and RMSE values. This is
an important result, because computer processing time can be
reduced if the coupling period is not unnecessarily long: it is
more beneficial to use a shorter coupling period if the results are
equally good. The RMSE results show that a coupling duration
of 2 h would be the most cost-effective choice. The obtained
correction co-efficients were studied in more detail in order to get
more information about the effect of different coupling lengths.
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Figure 7. RMSE of the road surface temperature (in K) for the first forecast hour during October 2013. The station indices on the x-axis refer to
Table 2. The model configurations along the y-axis are described in Table 1. The configurations are divided to panels so that configurations that
differ only in the length of the coupling period are in the same panel, except in the uppermost panel, that includes the configurations that did not use
coupling. The shading scale is logarithmic.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for December.
Figure 9 shows the co-efficients calculated using different
coupling lengthswith CORi (i= 1, 4)model configurations for all
stations and for the whole test period (a–c). In addition panel (d)
compares co-efficients obtained from the model configurations
CF4 and COR4, which used different atmospheric variables
during the coupling period. The figure contains only cases when
the co-efficient was used for LW radiation, which was valid in
98% of all forecasts. It can be seen clearly that the more the
length of the coupling period differs, the less the co-efficients
agree. The co-efficients obtained from COR4 and COR3 are
quite close to the diagonal line, but the co-efficients from COR4
and COR1 have larger differences. However, it can be seen that
although the co-efficients differ quite much between COR1 and
COR4 models, they are still more linked to each other than the
co-efficients from model configurations using different datasets
(Figure 7(d)). It can be concluded from the plots and average
absolute differences between the co-efficients, that changing the
length of the coupling period affects the co-efficients, but the
effect is not large when the difference is only 1 or 2 h. When the
difference is 3 h, the effect on the co-efficients starts to be more
significant.
The model configuration COR4 was run with some modifica-
tions to test the significance of the coupling period length on the
correction co-efficient. First, the model was changed so that it
increases incoming LW radiation by 20% throughout the first
hour in the coupling period. The model was then run for the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9. Comparison of the radiation correction co-efficients for long wave radiation obtained from different model configurations. The x-axis in
each panel represents the co-efficients obtained with a 4-h-long coupling period (COR4). The y-axis represents the co-efficient obtained from (a)
3 h, (b) 2 h and (c) 1 h long coupling period. Panel (d) compares the co-efficients for configuration CF4 (y-axis) to COR4. The value displayed in
at bottom right corner of each panel is a value showing the average absolute difference between the co-efficients in the panel. The Figure contains
co-efficients from runs at all 20 stations and for the whole test period except for a few offset values. The black lines represent perfect agreement
between co-efficients of both models.
whole test period and for all stations. The same test was per-
formed three times by increasing incoming LW radiation during
the coupling period: (1) throughout the second hour, (2) through-
out the third hour and (3) throughout the fourth hour. When the
first coupling hour radiation was changed, the mean change in
the correction co-efficient was −0.010. The mean changes in the
co-efficients when the second, third and fourth coupling hour
LW radiation was increased were −0.019, −0.038 and −0.113,
respectively. According to the results, the effect of increasing
the last coupling hour radiation was threefold compared to the
test where the second-to-last (third coupling hour) radiation was
increased. This fact indicates that the last coupling hour hasmuch
more significance than the previous ones. Changing the last hour
radiation affects directly the co-efficient, but if radiation only
from previous hours is changed, the effect has already faded away
when the model has adjusted to the situation afterwards.
5. Conclusions and outlook
This study has shown clearly that the coupling method has the
potential to significantly improve road surface temperature fore-
casts. There are many ways to calculate the radiation co-efficient,
but two model types gave the most accurate results with the
set of road weather stations being used: configurations using
observed air temperature, humidity, wind speed and precipita-
tion values in the coupling phase and relaxation in the forecast
phase, and configurations using the forecast values for these
variables in the coupling phase. In both of these best perform-
ing configurations types the radiation co-efficient was calculated
over the full coupling period. The former method is used in the
METRo model (Crevier and Delage, 2001). One of the most
important findings of this study is that the length of the coupling
period does not seem to affect model accuracy considerably.
This confirms that the last hour of the coupling phase dominates
when determining the radiation correction co-efficients. This is
probably the reason why the method that calculates a separate
co-efficient for each hour in the coupling period and then uses
their average did not give as good results. Another benefit from
this study is that the numerical method to calculate the radiation
co-efficient was improved to get the right co-efficient with less
iteration.
Yet it must be kept in mind that these results were obtained
from a limited set of road weather stations in Finland and from
just one winter. It is possible that the model configurations would
behave differently under different circumstances, for example by
using different set of stations or time period. The performance
of the coupling method also depends greatly on the time of
day because of the changing radiation. Outputs were calculated
only for four imposed hours of the day in this study, so the
results might be different with different forecast settings. One
restriction of the coupling method is that it requires precise RST
observations. In many regions, road weather stations are far from
each other and RST measurements are sparse. Consequently, the
coupling method would not give the best possible results on road
stretches between stations.
The advantage of the couplingmethod is that it does not require
information about the surroundings of the road and is thus easy
to implement to the RWM. However, if the shadowing effects
could be taken into account, the model would become more real-
istic. Themodel performance would probably increase if the cou-
pling could be used together with modelled screening effects,
because then the coupling could correct the errors related to
actual weather, like cloudiness, rather than the errors caused by
shadows on the road. The screening effects should be taken into
© 2016 Royal Meteorological Society Meteorol. Appl. 23: 503–513 (2016)
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account when developing the model in the future. Another essen-
tial component for the development of road weather forecasts
is the continuously increasing accuracy of NWP models with
higher resolution and better parametrizations of local processes.
Consequently, this should lead to better road weather forecasts
as well. The radiation terms forecast by NWP models are cru-
cial for the coupling method. Therefore, as the NWP models
develop (e.g. cloud–aerosol–radiation interaction), the RWM
parametrizations and the coupling method must be further tested
to ensure best model performance.
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ABSTRACT
High-quality road condition forecasts are a prerequisite for road authorities to ensure wintertime road safety.
Harsh winter conditions can cause problems for traffic not only in countries where snowy winters are common
but also in regions where the temperature drops below the freezing point occasionally. This study reports on the
evaluation of theRoyalNetherlandsMeteorological Institute’s (KNMI) new roadweather forecastingmodel by
comparing it with the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s (FMI) road weather model, both run for 321 Dutch
road weather stations, four times daily (0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 UTC) during the test period, 15 January–
28February 2015.Road surface temperature forecasts by bothmodels were evaluated against observations. The
KNMImodel produced slightlymore accurate forecasts than the FMImodel. Themain reason for the difference
is probably due to the optimization of the physical properties of the KNMImodel for the Netherlands, whereas
the FMI model is designed for quite different Finnish wintertime meteorological conditions. However, in
general the road surface temperature forecasts were of quite comparable quality.
1. Introduction
High quality road weather forecasts are needed to
optimize wintertime road maintenance operations and
services. The plowing and salting of roads consumes
resources and are costly operations. As one example,
around 100 million euros are spent annually for winter
road maintenance in Finland (Venäläinen and Kangas
2003). A comparable amount is spent in the Netherlands
even with much less frequent tough wintry weather
conditions. Neglecting timely maintenance operations
would lead to slippery roads, increasing the number of
accidents, which would become evenmore expensive for
society. In addition to injuries, casualties, and damaged
vehicles, traffic congestion can cause long delays in
transportation. Winter tires are not commonly used in
the Netherlands, causing trucks to get stuck in steep
access and exit areas of highways and blocking them
under icy conditions. Salting and plowing can be plan-
ned well ahead and thus the costs can be minimized by
making use of accurate road weather forecasts.
Many road weather models (hereafter RWMs) have
been developed during the past 30 years (Rayer 1987;
Jacobs and Raatz 1996; Chapman et al. 2001; Crevier
and Delage 2001; Fujimoto et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2012;
Kangas et al. 2015). The Finnish Meteorological In-
stitute (FMI) initiated road surface temperature mod-
eling activities in 1979 (Nysten 1980). The resulting
model was in operational use during the early 1980s but
was later discontinued. The model was also tested in the
Netherlands within the European Cooperation in Sci-
ence and Technology (COST) 30 bis project (David and
Portal 1985). Data from road weather stations were
collected, and an automatic system produced forecasts
and warnings for a few hours in the future. The project
also covered road/vehicle communications, automatic
incident detection, and variable traffic signals.
The current operational RWM in FMI was developed
in the late 1990s and has been operational since 2000
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(Kangas et al. 2015). Several model improvements and
developments have been made thereafter, including a
pavement condition forecast application for pedestrians
(Kangas et al. 2015) and a perfect prog-type statistical
application to forecast road surface friction (Juga
et al. 2013).
The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI) RWM model was developed during 2014–15.
This paper reports on the assessment of forecast quality
of this brand new model by comparing its output with
the FMI RWM, which has a long history of operational
use. Both models’ results were evaluated against road
surface temperature observations. Model comparisons
can be truly beneficial in finding out good properties
as well as weaknesses of the models, which then leads
to potential model improvements. There have been
very few earlier comparative studies like this work
despite the relatively high number of RWMs in use.
Thornes and Shao (1991) compared three ice pre-
diction models developed in the United Kingdom: the
ICEBREAK model (Shao and Lister 1996), the Met
Office model (Rayer 1987) and Thornes’ model
(Thornes 1984). All of these three models used the
same input data and were run for a single test site in
24-h cycles. The ICEBREAK model showed the best
performance based on model bias, standard deviation,
and root-mean-square error.
Having a separate RWM in addition to a general nu-
merical weather prediction (NWP) model is important
since the physical processes can be evaluated in more
detail with separate models. An RWM can model con-
ditions specific to the road surface, whereas NWP uses
the generalized land-use types. In addition, the effect of
traffic on the amount of water and snow can be taken
into account in an RWM. Since RWMs are usually one-
dimensional, they can also use observations made at
certain road points in their initialization rather than
using interpolated observations. The present study
compares the road surface temperature forecasts made
by the KNMI and the FMI road weather models. Both
models used the same observations and NWP forecast
data as input tomake the results comparable. The aim of
the study is to assess the performance of the new KNMI
model using the FMI model as a reference. Therefore,
other road weather models are not included in the
present study, but comparison with other models could
be an important research topic in the future. Section 2
defines the physical and technical properties of both the
FMI and KNMI models. Section 3 introduces the ob-
servations and the forcing datasets. The results are re-
ported and analyzed in section 4 using standard
verification metrics, and section 5 concludes the paper
with the final discussion. Finally, the appendix gives a
more detailed description of the physical equations used
in the models.
2. Model descriptions
a. Initialization
Both the KNMI and FMIRWMs are one-dimensional
heat balance models that require as their input fore-
casted parameters from a three-dimensional NWP sys-
tem. The input includes the following parameters
interpolated to the respective road points: air tempera-
ture, dewpoint temperature/relative humidity, wind
speed, incoming long- and shortwave radiation, and
precipitation. The models also make use of observations
from road weather stations (RWSs) when defining the
models’ initial temperature profiles. However, the two
models adapt different procedures in determining the
initial state of the forecast. The FMI model is run for
2 days prior to the latest measurements using observa-
tions from road weather stations as the forcing. The
temperature of the first surface layer is set to be the
observed road surface temperature at each time step,
and the temperature profile evolves according to a heat
transfer equation. The model then includes a 3-h period
during which the forecasted radiation is adjusted to the
observed road surface temperature. This method is
called coupling and is explained in more detail by
Crevier and Delage (2001) and Karsisto et al. (2016).
The coupling phase starts at the time when the input
forecast from the NWP model is initiated. The model
calculates the temperature profile during this phase
based on the heat balance equation using the NWP
forecast as the forcing. The method determines a cor-
rection coefficient iteratively either for forecasted
longwave (LW) or shortwave (SW) radiation so that at
the end of the period the forecasted road surface tem-
perature fits the observed road surface temperature.
This correction coefficient is consequently used during
the actual forecast phase. It approaches exponentially
unity (1.0) as the forecast evolves and, after 6 h, the
correction is typically about 20% of its original value.
The correction coefficient is given for the radiation
variable that has a higher intensity at the end of the
3-h period.
The KNMI model applies a quite different initializa-
tion procedure. The model run starts 1 h before the be-
ginning of the actual RWM forecast, and the initial
temperature profile is taken from the previous forecast
rather than running the model with observations.
However, the profile is adjusted according to the tem-
perature difference between the observed surface tem-
perature and the modeled surface temperature from the
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previous forecast. The adjustment is 100% at the top
layer and decreases linearly to 0% at the bottom layer.
Then, the model also has a period that is used to correct
the forecasted radiation according to the forecasted
road surface temperature, but the length of the period is
1 h and the adjustment is not done iteratively. Instead, it
is based on general calculations of how much energy is
needed to change the surface temperature. The model is
run for 1 h using the latest available forecast from an
NWP model as the forcing, and the forecasted surface
temperature is compared with the observed tempera-
ture at the end of the period. If the difference is more
than 0.05K, the model calculates coefficients either for
LW or SW radiation based on the general calculations,
so that the change compensates for the temperature
difference. The coefficient is given for SW radiation if its
intensity is larger than 100Wm22 in the 1-h period and
otherwise for longwave radiation. In the actual forecast
phase the chosen radiation parameter is corrected using
this coefficient. However, the correction used is only
50% of the original coefficient, because the adjustment
of the 100% correction did not yield results that were as
good as in the sensitivity tests. The correction coefficient
remains the same for 3h and after that is scaled linearly
back to 1.0 in 9 h. The temperature profile is modified
again before the start of the forecast phase using an
observed surface temperature similar to that at the start
of the model runs.
Due to the different initialization methods, the model
runs were organized in such a way that the actual fore-
cast phase started at the same time with both the KNMI
and FMI models (Fig. 1). The necessary input forecasts
were taken from the HIRLAM–ALADIN Research on
Mesoscale Operational NWP in Euromed (HARMONIE;
Bengtsson et al. 2017) model run by KNMI. Further
details about this version of HARMONIE are given in
section 3a. The FMI model requires 3 h during which
observations and forecasts are available simultaneously.
The starting time of the actual forecasts is therefore al-
ways 3 h after theHARMONIE starting time. To get the
same starting time for the KNMI model, the model run
must start 2 h after the HARMONIE forecast run, be-
cause the initialization period of the KNMI model is
only 1 h. For example, if a HARMONIE forecast starts
at 0000 UTC, the actual forecast phase in both models
begins at 0300 UTC. The forecast length was 45h for the
FMI model and 24h for the KNMI model.
b. Physical properties
The physical properties of the surface and the road are
quite different for the KNMI and FMImodels (Table 1).
The ground is divided into separate layers in both
models, and the heat transfer is calculated between each
layer at each time step. The KNMI model has 20 layers
and the FMI model 16. The first two layers in the FMI
model are considered to be asphalt and the rest have soil
properties, whereas all of the layers are considered to be
asphalt in the KNMI model. The layers of the KNMI
model are much thinner than the FMI model layers, and
the thickness of the road surface layer is only 0.3 cm,
when it is 1.5 cm in the FMI model. The difference is
highlighted in Fig. 2. The output surface temperature in
the KNMI model is given as the temperature of the
uppermost layer, whereas the FMI model uses the av-
erage of the top two layers as the output temperature.
The depth of the lowest layer in the KNMI model is
0.33m, but it is much deeper in the FMI model, with the
middle point of the bottom layer being as deep as 4.28m
in the ground. The FMI model has a relatively long
initialization period partly because it takes time to ad-
just the temperature of the lower layers. The density and
specific heat of asphalt are larger in the KNMI model
than in the FMI model, compensating for the thinner
model layers. Also the asphalt heat conductivity is
higher in the KNMImodel. Moreover, the KNMImodel
has a separate mode for bridges, in which the lowest
model-layer temperature is influenced by the air tem-
perature. This mode was used when running the model
for road weather stations on bridges.
The density, specific heat, albedo, absorption, and
emissivity parameters of the KNMI model were de-
termined before the start of the comparison study by
FIG. 1. The phases of FMI and KNMI model runs and their relation to the driving
HARMONIE forecast.
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performing sensitivity tests for roughly 15 stations dur-
ing the time period 1–28 February. Different parameter
values were tested to find the best combination. Varying
the parameters has a significant effect on the model bias
values; for example, the negative road surface temper-
ature bias for runs starting at 1800 UTC increases
from 20.88 to 21.38C at 0600 UTC (112-h forecast)
when the density is decreased from 3000 to 2000kgm23.
The 1200 UTC (118-h forecast) positive bias increases
from 1.38 to 2.08C. These tests were done without initial
surface temperature correction. As a result of the opti-
mization of the physical properties, the KNMI param-
eters are heavily tuned toward values that correspond to
observations. The high density and heat capacity values
make the KNMI model slower to react to radiation and
air temperature changes than it would be otherwise.
This aims to correct for the effects of shading, which
greatly affects the road surface temperature (Bogren
et al. 2000). The corresponding parameters are defined
in the FMI model in an attempt to produce reliable
results for the Finnish roads. The KNMI model uses a
sky-view factor of 0.9 that is the same at all locations,
because not enough sky-view factor data were available
at the time of this project. The option to use a station-
specific sky-view factor is available in the KNMI model
but not been used yet. The FMI model did not use the
sky-view factor in this study. Some sensitivity tests were
performed with the KNMI model to estimate the effect
of the sky-view factor on the surface temperature. The
model was run for the second half of February 2016 with
sky-view factors varying from 0.4 to 1.0. Decreasing
the sky-view factor to 0.1 caused the model bias to be
0.2–0.3K more positive in the forecasts that started at
1800 UTC after 10 h of nighttime running. It must be
noted that the test was run at lower density and con-
ductivity values for asphalt than in the operational
model, which caused the model to be a bit more
sensitive.
c. Output
The main output variable in both models is the road
surface temperature. In the KNMI model it is the tem-
perature at 1.5-mm depth inside the road, whereas it is
the average temperature of the top two layers with
thicknesses of 1.5 and 3.25 cm in the FMI model. The
ground temperatures at depths of 3 and 20 cm are also
produced by the KNMI model. The whole temperature
profile of the FMI model was saved every hour for fur-
ther analysis during this study. However, only the tem-
peratures at depths of 3.0 and 6.5 cm are produced
by the FMI model under normal operational forecast
FIG. 2. The lower boundaries of the surface layers and the middle-
point heights of the bottom layers in the KNMI and FMI models.
TABLE 1. The surface and ground properties of the FMI and KNMI models. The KNMI model has only an asphalt layer and thus the soil
properties are not given in the table. In addition, the KNMI model does not use porosity in the model calculations.
FMI (Kangas et al. 2015) KNMI
No. of ground layers 16 20
Depth of the bottom layer (m) 4.28 0.33
Thickness of the first layer (cm) 1.5 0.3
Specific heat, asphalt (J kg21 K21) 919 2000
Heat conductivity, asphalt (WK21 m21) 0.5 1.25
Density, asphalt (kgm23) 2110 3000
Porosity, asphalt 0.1 —
Specific heat, soil (J kg21 K21) 813 —
Heat conductivity, soil (WK21 m21) 1.4 —
Density, soil (k gm23) 1600 —
Porosity, soil 0.4 —
Surface albedo 0.1, bare road; 0.6, snow; 0.1–0.6, ice 0.20
Emissivity 0.95 0.94
Absorption of long wave radiation 0.95 0.99
Roughness length for momentum (m) 0.4 0.001
Roughness length for heat (m) 0.001 0.001
Temperature reference height (m) 2 2
Wind reference height (m) 10 10
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conditions. Both models also provide estimates of the
amounts of water and ice on the road. The FMI model
produces, in addition, separate values for snow and frost,
whereas they are all considered as ice output in the
KNMI model. The snow and ice also have some effect
on the surface temperature values, causing them to re-
main near zero in themodels duringmelting. There were
some cases during the test period when snow was fore-
casted in the models and also at least one case when
there was actually snow on the roads.
A road surface condition index is an additional output
value of both models defining whether the road is dry,
wet, icy, snowy, etc. Moreover, the sensible and latent
heat fluxes and the net surface radiation were included as
model output. The FMI model does not normally pro-
duce these variables but they were included in this study
to enablemore detailed comparison betweenmodels. All
output parameters were produced every full hour. The
FMI operational model version also calculates the sur-
face friction (Juga et al. 2013) as well as indices for pe-
destrians and drivers depicting whether the conditions
are normal, difficult, or very difficult (Kangas et al. 2015).
3. Data
a. NWP forecast
The high-resolution HARMONIE model is based on
the AROME model developed by Météo-France and is
described in more detail by Seity et al. (2011) and
Bengtsson et al. (2017). HARMONIE has been in oper-
ational use at KNMI since summer 2012 (Baas and Van
den Brink 2014), where the model domain extends
roughly from 428 to 608N and from 108W to 178E for an
area of 2000 3 2000km2. HARMONIE version 36h1.4
with a resolution of 2.5km was used in this study during
15 January–28 February 2015 to provide input fore-
casts for both RWMs. Within HARMONIE, three-
dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR), in
addition to blending of the large-scale High Resolution
Limited Area Model (HIRLAM; Undén et al. 2002), is
used to improve the initial conditions in the atmosphere.
More information about data assimilation can be found in
thework by Seity et al. (2011) andBengtsson et al. (2017).
HARMONIE uses a separate externalized surfacemodel
(SURFEX) library (Masson et al. 2013) to model surface
processes. The SURFEX library uses four tile types
(land, town, sea, and inland water) to describe the grid-
box area and the physical parameterizations used are
different for each type. Output values are calculated as
weighted averages of the results for each tile according to
their relative areas in the grid box. The parameterizations
used are described inmore detail byMasson et al. (2013),
Seity et al. (2011), and Bengtsson et al. (2017).
The HARMONIE runs were initiated at 0000, 0600,
1200, and 1800 UTC each day. Because the initialization
procedure of the FMI model takes 3h, the RWM fore-
casts started at 0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 UTC. The
local time in the Netherlands is UTC 1 1 h in winter,
meaning that the starting hours correspond to 0400,
1000, 1600, and 2200 local time (LT), respectively. In
total there were over 50 000 forecasts considered when
all road weather stations were included; that is a large
enough dataset to determine the behavior and the
quality of the different models. The studied period
contains multiple days with a large daily temperature
cycle as the sun rises high enough in the sky to cause
significant heating of the surface.Many days in February
were very sunny, but there were also several cases dur-
ing the test period with very cloudy conditions. The
minimum temperatures in DeBilt, near the center of the
Netherlands, were around 258C and the maximum
temperatures were around 108C during the test period.
In the center of the Netherlands there were more than
20 days with a minimum 2-m temperature below 08C. In
De Bilt there was one case of freezing rain turning into
snow on 24 January and one case of light freezing rain on
7 February. This gives enough of a variety of conditions
for the models to be tested, allowing for reactions to the
daytime heating and nighttime cooling and the behavior
for temperatures around 08C.
b. Observations
Observation data were obtained from 321 road
weather stations scattered across the country and main-
tained by the Dutch Rijkswaterstaat. Each station pro-
vides up to 12 road surface temperature sensors and 12
conductivity sensors at a single location. The sensors are
typically located at slightly different places near the sta-
tion (e.g., on different lanes). The surface temperature
sensors are installed 2mm below the surface, which is
close to the middle point of the uppermost KNMI model
layer at 1.5mm. The stations also measure air tempera-
ture, dewpoint temperature, and, at some locations, soil
temperature. The observation frequency is 5min. Before
producing the forecasts, the observations underwent an
automatic quality control procedure to remove suspicious
values. In total there were 298 stations where the RWMs
could be run with proper initialization.
Because of several surface temperature observations
being available at one location, there was the need to
decide which sensor should be used as the RWM input.
Road surface temperatures can vary significantly across
the width of a road profile (Chapman and Thornes
2011). It is most relevant for the road maintenance au-
thorities to get information on the overall lowest surface
temperature at all locations to be able to determine
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potential areas prone to freezing. The model can be
adjusted to best predict theminimum temperature value
at the station area when initialized with the lowest
temperatures. Consequently, data from the sensor with
the lowest temperature were used in the model initiali-
zation procedure, and this temperature was selected at
each observation time. Therefore, the input data can
include observations from several different sensors
rather than being a full time series originating from one
single sensor. The differences between sensors are usu-
ally less than 2K during nighttime, but can be as large as
6K at noon, highlighting the effect of the station’s lo-
cation on road surface temperatures.
4. Results
a. Comparison between HARMONIE and KNMI
RWM
Before focusing only on theRWMs, the error statistics
of the surface temperature forecasts made by the KNMI
RWM and HARMONIE model were compared.
Around 15 road weather stations were selected and the
0000 UTC forecast runs were analyzed for the period
1–28 February. The HARMONIE model has a negative
surface temperature bias from around 20.5 to 21.0K
throughout the forecast, whereas the KNMI model bias
is mostly positive except during the morning, when the
most negative value is about20.3K. TheKNMImodel’s
positive bias varies from around 0.1–0.3K during the
nighttime to 0.4–1.0K during the daytime. In the RWM
the heat fluxes and ground properties are specified
for the road, which explains the smaller bias values
during the night. However, the asphalt seems to become
too warm during the day in the model.
During the first forecast hours the root-mean-square
error (RMSE) values of the KNMIRWMaremore than
1K better than those of the HARMONIE model. This
considerable difference is expected because the RWM
uses road surface temperature observations in the ini-
tialization. During the daytime the RMSE difference
between models is around 0.0–0.3K, but the difference
increases again during the evening, and the KNMI
RWMhas considerably better RMSE values throughout
the rest of the 24-h forecast. Overall, the HARMONIE
model can predict the afternoon temperatures a little
better than the KNMI RWM, but the KNMI model is
considerably better during the rest of the day.
b. Bias
This and the following sections contain the verifica-
tion results of the road surface temperature forecasts
from the model runs starting at 0300 and 1500 UTC,
because they are the most relevant values for road
maintenance (like salting the roads). Bias values were
calculated separately for each forecast hour (Fig. 3). The
forecasted values are very close to each other during the
first 8–12h from the start of the forecasts, with differ-
ences of less than 0.1K. The differences become larger
beyond 9h when the biases show different signs.
The bootstrapmethod was used to determine whether
the bias difference between the models is statistically
significant (Efron and Tibshirani 1993; Hogan and
Mason 2011). Some 10 000 bootstrap samples were
generated with replacement for each lead time using the
sample size of the original data. Bias values of both
models’ were calculated from each sample. Then, the 1st
and 99th percentiles were determined from the distri-
bution of the bias differences between the models. If
zero is not included in the obtained range, the differ-
ences between the models are considered to be statisti-
cally significant (corresponding to a p value of 0.02). For
the forecasts starting at 0300 UTC, the differences are
statistically significant for all times shown in the Fig. 3,
except for the 1300 LT forecast. However, for the 0600 LT
forecast the significance level is just barely attained.
For the 1500 UTC forecasts the results are statistically
FIG. 3. Bias of road surface temperature as a function of local
time for 0300 UTC (continuous line) and 1500 UTC (dashed line)
forecast runs. Values are calculated for all stations and for the
whole test period (15 Jan–28 Feb 2015). KNMI (FMI) results are
shown by the black (gray) line. The triangles show the first
forecast hour.
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significant for all times except for 2000, 0000, 0100, and
0200 LT.
The model biases have a daily cycle with the largest
positive values during the day around 1300–1600 LT and
during the night around 0500 LT, reaching their lowest
negative values in the morning at 0900 LT and in the
evening at 1900 LT. One reason for the high positive
daytime biases is the shading effects, which are not taken
into account in the models. This causes significant tem-
perature overestimation at a number of stations during
the time of the dominant shortwave radiation. Ignoring
the sky-view factor may be one fundamental reason
for the negative nighttime bias, because the longwave
radiation from the surrounding objects is not taken into
account in the model. The midday temperature bias
maximum shows up about 3 h later in the KNMI results
than in the FMI model results. The bias maximum tends
to occur at the same time as the surface temperature
maximum in the FMI model, but in the KNMI model it
occurs after the temperature has started decreasing. This
means that the KNMI model usually cools more slowly
during afternoon than the FMI model. This must be
considered to be a net effect of the differences in the
model physical properties, and it is hard to find an in-
dividual reason causing the behavior. The considerably
thinner surface layers in the KNMI model would pre-
sumably lead to faster cooling than in the FMI model,
but the results show that other differences between the
models are more dominant. First, the slower cooling in
the KNMI model is supported by the larger heat ca-
pacity of the road material. Second, the sensible heat
fluxes and latent heat fluxes tend to be more negative in
the FMI model during the daytime as a result of the
larger roughness length for momentum, and also the net
radiation has smaller values, which supports faster
cooling. Consequently, the slower reaction in the KNMI
model must be considered to be net effect of the heat
capacity, conductivity, layer thickness, and differences
in the model fluxes. More information about the fluxes
and their calculation in the models can be found in the
appendix.
As mentioned above, the daytime maximum tem-
peratures tend to be too high in both models. In addi-
tion, the nighttime minimum temperatures tend to be
too warm, except the FMI 0300 UTC forecasts, where
the bias remains on the negative side. One major dif-
ference between the models is that the FMI model be-
comes much more negative in the early evening in the
0300 UTC run, and it remains negative throughout the
night. Again there are multiple factors causing this dif-
ference between themodels. One reason could be that in
the KNMI model the heat stored to the ground during
the daytime is transferred more efficiently to the surface
during nighttime as a result of the larger heat conduc-
tivity value of the asphalt. Also, the net radiation and
latent heat flux are less negative in the KNMI model
during the nighttime in general.
Contrarily, the KNMI model 1500 UTC run has a
more negative road surface temperature bias at 0900 LT,
whereas the FMI model bias is close to zero. The KNMI
model seems to react more slowly to the increasing
shortwave radiation during the early morning than does
the FMI model. This must be considered again to be a
net effect of the model differences. The behavior is
partially caused by the larger heat capacity of the surface
material in the KNMI model, although the results con-
tradict the fact that the surface layers are thinner in the
KNMI model. In addition, the sensible heat flux in the
FMI model is larger during the early morning, which
supports the faster warming. However, it needs to be
highlighted that the values are averaged over all sta-
tions, and that there are huge variations between sta-
tions even within the relatively small area of the
Netherlands. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the biases of
one forecast hour calculated separately for all stations.
The values reveal that although the FMI model bias is
about zero in Fig. 3, there are in reality many stations
with either positive or negative biases canceling each
other. The KNMI model biases are mainly negative, but
there are also stations with positive values.
A part of the bias in the RWMs is caused by the errors
in theHARMONIE forecasts. Their effects could not be
validated thoroughly because of the lack of the radiation
and cloudiness observations at the road weather sta-
tions, but the effect of removing the 2-m temperature
bias was tested by running the KNMI model with ob-
served values. This reduced the nighttime bias by 50%,
so the HARMONIE forecast errors clearly have a sig-
nificant effect on the accuracy of the RWM forecasts.
c. RMSE
Figure 5 shows the RMSE for the same road surface
temperature forecasts as in Fig. 3. The FMI model has
on average a slightly larger RMSE than the KNMI
model but the differences are mostly around 0.1K. The
differences were determined to be statistically signifi-
cant with all lead times using the same bootstrapmethod
described in the previous section. The RMSE values are
greatest at midday, and the difference between the
models grows to approximately 0.3K in the 0300 UTC
run and up to 0.5K in the 1500 UTC model run. Daily
maximum temperatures are usually difficult to predict,
because they depend so much on the total radiation
budget. In addition, the observational data used in
the verification originates from a sensor giving the
lowest temperature at each station. It is the sensor that,
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on average, has the largest influence of shading, which is
not taken into account in the RWMs. This produces
larger RMSE values at midday than would be obtained
from observational data consisting of the maximum
observations among the sensors. There are small re-
ductions in the RMSEs at around 1000 and 1800 LT. The
0300UTCmodel run produces lower RMSE values than
the 1500 UTC model run for forecast lengths of a few
hours. The reason can be the radiation adjustment. The
radiation changes rapidly around 1500 UTC (1600 LT),
so the radiation correction factor determined during the
initialization does not fit that well during later hours in
either model. During the early morning, at 0300 UTC
(0400 LT) the radiation does not change that much and
the correction is more appropriate.When studying other
model runs, it was noted that forecasts initiated at
0900 UTC produced the largest RMSE values in the
short range, the error being approximately 0.8K in the
first forecast hour. This is reasonable because it is hard
to give an accurate radiation adjustment because of the
unsteady radiation around 0900 UTC (1000 LT). Simi-
larly to the bias values, there was much variation in the
RMSE values between individual stations.
d. Categorical performance
One of the most important issues in road weather
forecasting involves making accurate predictions
around 08C. To verify this, the hit and false alarm ratios
were computed within five different temperature ranges
as follows: T , 08C, 25.08 , T , 21.08C, 21.08 , T ,
0.08C, 0.08 , T , 1.08, and 1.08 , T , 5.08C, where T
refers to the road surface temperature. The whole
dataset was categorized utilizing the common contin-
gency table shown in Table 2, followed by the compu-
tation of the probability of detection (POD) and the
false alarm ratio (FAR) within these categories (WMO
2014):
POD5
a
a1 c
and (1)
FAR5
b
a1 b
. (2)
The POD defines how frequently an event is correctly
forecasted in relation to the number of cases when the
event is observed. The FAR, on the other hand, in-
dicates the number of false alarms in relation to the
number of cases when the event is forecasted. The re-
sults are shown collectively in Fig. 6 in the form of a
categorical performance diagram (Roebber 2009; Ebert
et al. 2013). The total number of forecast cases was
13 000. The y axis shows the POD values and the x axis
the FAR values in a reversed scale. A perfect forecast
would fall in the top-right corner of the diagram, where
POD 5 1 and FAR 5 0. The dotted lines represent the
frequency bias [(a 1 b)/(a 1 c)], which describes
whether there was over- or underforecasting of the
event in the given category. Values higher (lower) than 1
indicate overforecasting (underforecasting). Figure 6
FIG. 4. Biases (K) of road surface temperature forecasts in theNetherlands for the (a) KNMI and (b) FMImodels
at 0900 LT. The forecasts were initiated at 1500UTC and the lead time is 17 h, averaged over the whole time period
from 15 Jan to 28 Feb 2015.
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further shows, with the continuous line, the so-called
critical success index [CSI; a/(a 1 b 1 c)], which ex-
presses the relation of hits to the total number of cases
where the event was either observed or forecasted. In an
ideal case, CSI would be equal to 1. The error bars in
Fig. 6 represent the 95% confidence interval that is
calculated using the error variance as described by
Hogan and Mason (2011).
Figure 6 highlights that the scores for both of the
models are quite similar. The same bootstrap method as
described in section 4b was used to find out the statistical
significance of the differences. The FMI model has typ-
ically slightly larger FAR values than the KNMI model.
The differences were significant except for the fore-
casts started at 0300 UTC in the range21.08 , T, 0.08C.
The differences in POD values were statistically signifi-
cant only for temperature ranges below 08C of the
0300 UTCmodel run and for the range 1.08 , T, 5.08C
of the 1500 UTCmodel run. In the 0300 UTCmodel runs
the KNMI model has a somewhat higher POD for ranges
T, 0.08C and25.08 , T,21.08C, but the POD of FMI
is slightly better in the range 21.08 , T , 0.08C. In the
1500 UTC model run the KNMI model has a little higher
POD than the FMI model with range 1.08 , T , 5.08C.
The scores for a larger hit range give better results
than scores calculated for a range of 18C, because the
probability of a correct forecast is higher with a larger
temperature range. Within ranges21.08 , T, 0.08 and
0.08 , T , 1.08C, both the POD and FAR results are
around 0.5 for the 0300 UTC run, and the verification
markers are even closer in the bottom-left corner for the
1500 UTC run, indicating lower forecast quality.
Moreover, the 0300 UTC forecasts produce in general
better results than the forecasts initiated at 1500 UTC.
This is excepted because the surface temperature usu-
ally varies more between 1500 and 1800 UTC in the
Netherlands than between 0300 and 0600UTC, and thus
the values from the 0300 UTC model run do not differ
that much from the observations used in the initializa-
tion and are easier to predict.
Some of the POD and FAR values are quite de-
pendent on the time of day, as was the case with the bias
and RMSE. This can be seen in Fig. 7, which represents
the mean POD and FAR values as a function of local
time. In the temperature range 1.08 , T , 5.08C, the
smallest POD value and the largest FAR value are de-
tected at 1400 LT. This is in agreement with the RMSE
values, where the maxima were also found around
midday as a result of the difficulties in predicting the
daily maximum temperatures. This feature cannot be
seen within temperature ranges T , 0.08 and 25.08 ,
T , 21.08C, since there were so few observed and
forecasted values at midday that the POD and FAR
values could not be calculated. Instead, these tempera-
ture ranges are overpredicted in the evening, when there
is a peak in the FAR values. This may also be seen in
Fig. 6, where the 1500 UTC runs with both models
produced relatively large FAR values within these cat-
egories. Both models have a cold bias in the evening, so
the reason for this behavior is probably that the surfaces
in the models cool too fast. During the nighttime the
FAR is considerably smaller. The time dependency is
not clear within temperature ranges 21.08 , T , 0.08C
and 0.08 , T , 1.08C, in which both the FAR and POD
values are worse compared to all other temperature
categories.
e. Relative difference between models
The median differences of the surface temperature
forecasts of the two models were finally analyzed to better
understand the dissimilarities in their performance.
Figure 8 shows the results. Overall, the differences are
TABLE 2. The contingency table.
Event observed
Yes No
Event forecast Yes a b
No c d
FIG. 5. RMSE (K) of road surface temperature forecasts as
a function of local time for 0300 UTC (continuous line) and
1500UTC (dashed line) forecast runs. KNMI (FMI) results are shown
by the black (gray) line. The triangles show the first forecast hour.
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relatively small, and the median absolute difference is al-
ways less than 0.7K. Themedian difference is close to zero
during the first 8h of the 0300, 1500, and 2100 UTC
forecast runs. However, in the 0900 UTC run the KNMI
model is relatively warmer than the FMI model at
the beginning of the forecast. The radiation changes rap-
idly in the morning and, consequently, the different ini-
tialization methods generate larger differences between
the models. Results also show that the FMI model is
usually a bit warmer in themorning for the 0300, 1500, and
2100 UTC runs, and the difference is largest at 0900 UTC.
The surface temperature in the KNMImodel usually rises
more slowly in themorning, which is seen also in themodel
bias results and is caused as a net effect of the manymodel
differences, as discussed in the section 4b. As the day ad-
vances, the KNMI model becomes warmer, and the dif-
ference becomes largest in the evening around 2000 UTC.
It was seen also in the bias results that the FMI model
tends to be colder during the nighttime, and the reasons for
this were also discussed in the section 4b.
The standard deviations of model differences were
also calculated (Fig. 9). The results follow the same
pattern as for the RMSE, being largest around 1300 UTC
and dropping around 0800 and 1700 UTC. A compari-
son of Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the KNMI model is
usually a little warmer than the FMI model at midday,
but the discrepancy between forecasts is large. In other
words, there are also many cases where the FMI model
is warmer during daytime. In the morning, when the
KNMI model is generally colder, the standard deviation
is smaller, so there are relatively fewer cases when the
KNMI model is warmer in the morning. Correspond-
ingly, it is not very common for the FMI model to be
warmer than the KNMI model in the evening.
5. Discussion
The quality of the new (2015) KNMI road weather
model was assessed by comparing it with the well-
established road weather model of the FMI. The
KNMI model generated somewhat smaller forecast er-
rors across the Netherlands than the FMI model, con-
firming the applicability of its operational use for Dutch
highways. The reason for the somewhat better perfor-
mance is its optimization of the physical properties of
local Dutch roads. The FMI model, on the other hand,
has been designed by default for Finnish roads, whose
physical properties are not considered totally suitable
for the Netherlands. This study highlights the impor-
tance of the optimization of model physical properties
when being implemented in new climatological and
physiological environments. In the Netherlands the as-
phalt properties may vary across different areas; so,
further studies are needed where physical properties are
individually optimized for relevant road weather sta-
tions. Overall, the surface temperature forecasts of the
models are quite similar, although the surface-layer
thicknesses are very different in the two models. The
FIG. 6. Categorical performance diagram for forecasts initiated at 0300 and 1500UTC for 3-h
lead times. KNMI results are shown with cyan markers for 0300 UTC forecasts and with blue
markers for 1500 UTC forecasts. FMI results for the same initialization times are shown with
magenta and red markers, respectively. Circles represent results for T , 08C, stars for the
range25.08 , T,21.08C, squares for21.08 , T, 0.08C, diamonds for 0.08 , T, 1.08C, and
triangles for 1.08 ,T, 5.08C. FAR runs along the x axis and PODalong the y axis. Dotted lines
represent the frequency bias and continuous lines the CSI.
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net effect caused by the differences in the heat fluxes and
physical parameters like asphalt heat capacity caused
the KNMI model to react more slowly to the tempera-
ture changes during the morning and evening, despite
the fact that the thickness of its surface layers was much
thinner than those of the FMI model.
The use of the lowest surface temperature measure-
ments at each station made the forecasting of daily
maximum temperatures a challenge, since the possible
shadowing effects at these locations can make the sur-
face colder than forecasted. Shadowing was not taken
into account except in the initialization process, because
shadow factors have not been determined for the station
locations. Doing this would have been too time con-
suming of a task in the present context. In the KNMI
model the optimal values for each station are currently
tested by running simulations with different heat con-
ductivity and sky-view factor values. It is planned that in
the future the sky-view and shading factors would be
determined from a very high-resolution (25 cm) height
map of the Netherlands. In the FMI the use of sky-view
factors is currently tested in the in a small area of Nor-
way as part of the Advanced Snow Plough and Salt
Spreader Based on Innovative Space Technologies—
Winter Road Maintenance (ASSIST WRM) project,
where they are determined from 100-m-resolution
height maps. Plans include testing different heat ca-
pacity and conductivity values for Finnish road weather
stations to find the best combinations.
To develop RWMs, comparing results from different
models is highly beneficial. However, there are very few
recent published road weather model comparison stud-
ies. Thornes and Shao (1991) stated in the beginning of
the 1990s that commercial reasons prevented the com-
parison of other than the three models that were ana-
lyzed in their study. However, thanks to the
development of communication networks and scientific
collaboration, it is now easy to share large datasets be-
tween countries. It has become possible for collaborat-
ing institutes to run their models with commonly shared
input data and without necessarily providing access to
local model codes if that should be the case for pre-
venting collaboration. Further comparison studies sim-
ilar to what has been performed here but with more
participants would be highly interesting. However, even
with only two partners both parties benefited greatly
FIG. 7. Mean (top) POD and (bottom) FAR as a function of local time in the five different temperature range categories. The time
values are from 1600 LT to 1500 LT from left to right. Averages are taken from the POD and FAR values calculated for 0300, 0900, 1500,
and 2100UTCmodel runs, i.e., each value corresponds to the same time of day regardless of the lead time. Themeans for theKNMI (FMI)
model are shown by black (gray) lines. Not shown are cases where there were fewer than 100 hit values in the a category for POD and,
correspondingly, fewer than 100 miss values in the b category for FAR. The 95% confidence intervals are shown by gray shading. The
black dots show the cases where the differences between the models were statistically significant at the 98% confidence level.
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from the collaboration, gaining valuable guidance and
information for further development of their local
weather models.
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APPENDIX
Model Physics
TablesA1 andA2 give a summary of the variables and
physical equations used in the models. Heat flux into the
ground is calculated as in Brutsaert (1984), except that
the KNMI model takes into account the freezing and
melting energies and the FMI model has its own pa-
rameter for traffic-caused heating. This parameter has
values of 10Wm22 during daytime traffic (0400–1900UTC)
and 5Wm22 during nighttime traffic (1900–0400 UTC).
The FMI model uses a simpler approach to take into ac-
count the energy needed to melt ice and snow compared
with the KNMI model. In the FMI model the surface
temperature remains at 0.258C when melting occurs
instead of taking it into account in the flux calculation.
The remaining energy is used to warm up the surface
after all the snow and ice has melted.
Net radiation is also calculated as in Brutsaert (1984)
in both models, except the KNMI model takes into ac-
count the sky-view factor (0.9). The use of the sky-view
factor reduces the amount of longwave radiation from
the atmosphere but takes into account the longwave
radiation emitted from the surroundings. In the initial-
ization both models calculate a correction factor for ei-
ther long- or shortwave radiation. This also has an effect
on the net radiation, which is explained in more detail in
section 2a. Figure A1 shows the average net radiation,
sensible heat, and latent heat fluxes in the 0300 UTC
model runs. Other model runs also identify similar be-
havior. In general, the KNMI model has more positive
net radiation than the FMI model.
The boundary layer conductance and stability pa-
rameters are calculated using an iterative procedure in
both models. Although the equations for these param-
eters are rather different, the results with the same input
values produce boundary layer conductance values of
similar quantity when tested withTs5 5.08C,Ta5 0.08C,
zm 5 0.001m, zt 5 0.001m, and varying the wind speed
from 1 to 11.5m s21. However, the FMI model uses a
larger roughness length for momentum (zm 5 0.4m),
FIG. 8. Median difference of road surface temperature forecasts
between KNMI and FMI models (KNMI 2 FMI) as a function of
forecast length. Included are all stations where road surface tem-
perature observations were available during the full test period (15
Jan–28 Feb 2015). Forecasts initiated at 0300 UTC are shown by
the continuous black line, the 0900UTC run by the continuous gray
line, the 1500 UTC run by the dashed black line, and the 2100 UTC
run by the dashed gray line.
FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the standard deviation (STD).
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which leads to much stronger coupling of the road to the
atmosphere. Consequently, the absolute sensible heat
flux values are larger in the FMI model than in the
KNMI model in general. Another reason for this be-
havior is that the temperature of the uppermost layer in
the FMI model rises much faster than the surface-layer
temperature in the KNMI model, which causes a larger
temperature difference between the surface and the air.
The difference is not that great in the verification scores
because the output surface temperature in the FMI
model is given as average of the top two layers. This
average temperature is also used when stability param-
eters and the boundary layer conductance are
calculated.
The equations for latent heat flux are also quite dif-
ferent in the two models. In general, the absolute values
of the latent heat flux are greater in the FMI model than
in the KNMI model. The main reason for this is again
the larger roughness length in the FMI model. With
similar input values and wind speeds greater than
1m s21, the equations give latent heat flux values that
are closer to each other when tested with Ts 5 5.08C,
Ta5 3.08C, zm5 0.001m, zt5 0.001m, Rh5 50%,Ws5
0.1mm, and varying the wind speed from 1.5 to
11.5m s21. However, the FMI model equations tend to
still give larger absolute values. The FMI model also
allows thicker layers of water and ice on the surface; so,
more energy is required for evaporation. In the FMI
model, the maximum limit for water storage is 2mm, for
snow it is 100mm, for ice it is 20mm, and for frost
it is 2mm. The values are given in water equivalent
millimeters. In the KNMI model the maximum storage
values for water and ice are 0.2mm. The value for the
psychrometric constant g in the FMI model has been
developed using values from Calder (1990). The value
for aerodynamic resistance ro in the FMI model is de-
termined by a modified version of the equation given by
Tourula and Heikinheimo (1998). Restrictions for low
wind speeds in the FMI model are used because the
divider in the equation becomes small with low wind
speeds and gives quite large values for aerodynamic
resistance. With wind speeds of 1m s21 and with the
other input values mentioned above, the FMI model
equation gives a much larger absolute latent heat flux
value than the KNMI model equation because of the
usage of a constant value of 30 sm21 for the aerodynamic
resistance.
Heat transfer in the ground is calculated in the same
way in both models except the FMI models uses a dif-
ferent solvingmethod for the differential equation in the
initialization phase. In this phase the FMI model uses an
algorithm obtained by solving the heat transfer equation
by a time-centered Crank–Nicholson scheme, and the
TABLE A1. Definitions of variables used in Table A2.
Variable Definition
G Heat flux into the ground
Inet Net radiation at the surface
H Sensible heat flux
LE Latent heat flux
PC Heat flow due to melting
PF Heat flow due to freezing
Tr Heating caused by traffic
as Surface albedo
Ig Downwelling shortwave radiation
«l Absorption of longwave radiation
IL Downwelling longwave radiation
«s Surface emittance
s Stefan–Boltzmann constant
Ts Surface temperature
BLC Boundary layer conductance
us Potential temperature at surface
ua Potential temperature at 2m
Ta Air temperature
ca Specific heat of air
Ws Water on the road
Wmax Maximum amount of water on the road
ra Density of air
k von Kármán’s constant
u* Friction velocity
zT Temperature measurement height
d Zero-plane displacement
zh Roughness length for heat
Ch Stability correction factor for heat
Ch0 Stability factor for heat at the height of zh
zW Wind speed measurement height
zm Roughness length for momentum
Cm Stability factor for momentum
Cm0 Stability factor for momentum at the height of zm
z Stability parameter
g Gravitational constant
Ly Specific heat of evaporation
qa Specific humidity for air at 2m
qs Specific humidity for air at surface
rm Density of moist air
g Psychometric constant
es Water vapor pressure of the surface
ea Water vapor pressure of the air
ro Aerodynamic resistance
T Ground temperature
z Vertical distance in the ground
t Time
kg Thermal diffusivity
kg Heat conductivity
rg Ground density
cg Specific heat capacity of the ground
Tclim Climatological temperature deep in
the ground (10.08C)
A 0.6
v 2p/365
zb Depth of the bottom layer
zd 2.7m
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resulted tridiagonal matrix system is solved iteratively
by the Thomas algorithm (Campbell 1985). As the lower
boundary conditions, the model uses a climatological
average that changes depending on the time of the year.
The model was modified to use a simpler forward Euler
method as the numerical solution to the heat transfer
when coupling was added to the model. This method is
used during the coupling phase and onward because the
coupling did not work well with the Thomas algorithm–
based solving method. The time step is also changed in
the FMI model when the coupling phase starts. Before
this change is made, the FMI model uses a time step of
5min in the initialization, but afterward the time step is
reduced to 30 s. The KNMI model implements the for-
ward Euler method during the whole model run with a
time step of 10 s and the bottom-layer temperature can
evolve freely. On bridges the heat transfer from the air
below also affects the bottom-layer temperature.
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Abstract
Mobile, vehicle-installed road weather sensors are becoming ubiquitous. While mobile sen-
sors are often capable of making observations on a high frequency, their reliability and accu-
racy may vary. Large-scale road weather observation and forecasting are still mostly based
on stationary road weather stations (RWS). Though expensive, sparsely located and mak-
ing observations on a relatively low frequency, RWS’ reliability and accuracy are well-known
and accommodated for in the road weather forecasting models. Statistical analysis revealed
that road weather conditions indeed have a great effect on how the observations of mobile
and stationary road weather temperature sensors differ from each other. Consequently, we
calibrated the observations of mobile sensors with a linear mixed model. The mixed model
was fitted fusing ca. 20 000 pairs of mobile and RWS observations of the same location at
the same time, following a rendezvous model of sensor calibration. The calibration nearly
halved the MSE between the observations of the mobile and the RWS sensor types. Com-
putationally very light, the calibration can be embedded directly in the sensors.
Introduction
Mobile, vehicle-installed sensors and road weather station (RWS) networks can together pro-
vide denser and higher quality information than either alone. They can support optimization
of maintenance operations, such as snow clearance and prevention of slipperiness, and genera-
tion of real-time warnings for road users. Accurate now-casting and forecasting are keys to
safe and economic operations, especially in the northern latitudes where driving conditions
can vary a lot in space and time, increasing risk for accidents.
Improved technologies and increased availability of mobile observations can drastically
improve the coverage and quality of observations on roads. The amount of available mobile
observations have recently considerably increased. During November 2016—March 2017, for
instance, vehicles fitted with Teconer Oy’s optical sensors (RCM411 and RTS411) covered
globally approximately 200 000 km of roads per month observing friction, surface water depos-
its, and road surface temperature [1].
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There have been several studies about the usability of mobile observations. For example,
mobile road condition monitoring was tested in Finland already in 1998—1999 [2]. Also Stern
et al. [3] studied the reliability of mobile observations, while Koller et al. [4] examined the qual-
ity of the observations with the native sensors of a vehicle. In 2013, Finnish transport agency
compared optical friction and temperature meters [5]. The study compared, among other
things, Teconer’s optical road surface temperature sensor RTS411 with RWS measurements.
RTS411 gave typically 1.2˚C warmer values than the RWS. Such a large difference between
observations calls for sensor calibration.
Sensor calibration unifies sensor data that one or multiple sensors collect for a particular
application. Drifting, zero offset errors, or variations in the manufacturing process can cause
even sensors by the same manufacturer to yield different readings in the same conditions, with
systematic or random errors. Measurement errors are aggravated when the sensors, during
operation or storage, are subjected to varying environmental conditions such as light, tempera-
ture, humidity, hysteresis or shock. In addition, the selected sensor technology may initially
provide low signal to noise-ratio, which makes repeatable measurements challenging. Thus,
re-calibration in the field may be needed after initial factory calibration. This problem is mag-
nified when different types of the same sensor modality are used to measure the same physical
phenomena. In such a case, multiple sensor readings may be based on measuring completely
different, but related, parameters of the monitored phenomena.
Typically, single sensors are calibrated with some physical reference, e.g. gravity, that pro-
vides a direct mapping of measured values to standardized units. For linear sensors, simple
calibration can be based on reference points. For non-linear sensors, calibration typically
requires multi-point curve fitting methods. For example, air quality sensor applications [6] use
highly accurate weather stations as reference points, providing the ground truth. However, the
sensing range and frequency provided by such stations is limited and the distances between
stations result in a low spatial resolution.
The coverage and resolution of sparse, stationary sensors can be improved with mobile
devices with integrated sensors, e.g. vehicle-installed smartphones [7]. However, smartphone
sensing devices suffer from noisy measurements due to low-cost sensor technology [6]. Fur-
ther, inexperienced users can cause errors in the data, for example by installing the sensors
incorrectly. Finally, manual calibration by users may introduce uncertainty. Automatic cali-
bration methods are thus used to eliminate the cumbersome and error-prone manual calibra-
tion [8]. One such automatic calibration method is the rendezvous model [9–12]. In the
rendezvous model, observations by two or more sensors, mobile or stationary, are collected
when the sensors are co-located, i.e. at the same time in the same place. The mobile sensors are
calibrated by comparing the rendezvous observations. In addition to ensuring the spatio-tem-
poral identity of the observations, the locations of the static reference points need to be care-
fully considered [8].
Sensor fusion refers to merging information from two or more sensors, located spatially
close to each other. Sensor fusion helps with problems related to low spatial resolution and
unreliable users. It has previously been used for example for autonomous vehicle navigation,
improving lane [13] and road potholes [14] recognition. Rendezvous model uses sensor fusion
to unify data from different sensors.
This study proposes a sensor fusion based method to calibrate mobile road weather sensors.
Specifically, road surface temperature sensors are calibrated with the rendezvous model. The
model compares spatio-temporally co-located observations by sparse Vaisala RWS sensors
with the dense but possibly less reliable mobile observations provided by vehicle-installed
Teconer sensors RCM411 and RTS411. The aim is to first chart the statistical characteristics of
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the mobile observations when compared to the RWS observations, and then calibrate the
mobile sensors to agree with the RWSs.
The paper is organized as follows: Section Methods and Data presents the methodology,
data, and statistical models used in the study, Section Results and discussion presents the results
and discusses the outcome, and finally Section Conclusion concludes the study.
Methods and data
Overview
This study presents a novel, sensor fusion based method to calibrate mobile surface tempera-
ture sensors to agree with RWSs. The methodology is summarized as follows:
1. This study uses RWS and mobile data, collected during winter seasons between 2014–2017.
2. Rendezvous, i.e. occasions where the mobile sensors have passed one of the RWSs, are iden-
tified. The data on these rendezvous comprises the full data set, while the remaining data is
discarded.
3. Relationships between the mobile observations and the RWS measurements are analysed
with statistical models. Two particular research questions are considered:
a. How are the mobile observations related to environmental conditions such as weather?
b. How can we calibrate the mobile sensors, i.e. improve the accuracy of the mobile obser-
vations when compared to the RWS observations?
Statistical inference models are built to answer the first question. Statistical prediction
models are built to answer the second question.
Data
This study used road weather data collected by 251 stationary Vaisala RWSs, and 27 vehicles
installed with Teconer RCM411/RTS411 sensors. Fig 1 shows the locations of the RWSs,
mostly deployed at the major roads around southern and central Finland. The full data set con-
tains 25944 observations. However, few RWSs were fitted with a full array of sensors, so in
most cases some of the observed variables are missing.
The RWSs measure multiple weather variables, such as temperature and wind conditions.
We used a representative subset of the available variables fitting to the road-condition analysis,
which are listed in Table 1. First, road surface temperature is measured at most of the stations
by an asphalt embedded DRS511 sensor [15]. Further, the DRS511 sensor also estimates over-
all road status. This can be, for example, “wet”, “icy”, or “snowy”. Observations whose road sta-
tus is “error” are discarded.
Some RWSs have optical Vaisala DST111 sensors [16], measuring road surface temperature
by the infrared radiation emitted by the road surface. DST111 measures also air temperature.
However, optical sensors at Finnish RWSs are more commonly Vaisala DSC111s [17], which
detect water, ice, and snow deposits on the road. The method is based on absorption wave-
lengths of water and ice. The device transmits infrared radiation with certain wavelengths, and
the deposits are determined from the radiation backscattered from the surface [18]. For Vai-
sala DSC111, the resolution for water, ice and snow is reported as 0.01 mm [17]. DSC111
determines also the road status (“wet”, “icy” etc). (Observations with road status “error” were
discarded.) DSC111 and DST111 sensors are typically installed on poles beside the road.
Some of the road weather stations contained multiple surface temperature sensors. These
sensors were either optical or installed in the asphalt. In this study, only one such sensor for a
Mobile sensor calibration by sensor fusion and linear mixed models
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station was used at a time. Thus, the Vaisala sensor identification code, telling apart the indi-
vidual sensor devices, also differentiates between the RWSs.
The optical Teconer RCM411 road condition sensor, fitted on vehicles, has the same opera-
tional principle as the DSC111. It observes, among other things, overall road status (e.g. “wet”,
“icy” etc.) [1]. An add-on on the RCM411, a Teconer RTS411 sensor measures road surface
temperature based on infrared radiation similarly as Vaisala DST111.
RCM411+RTS411 device pairs can be connected to a nearby cell phone by a Bluetooth con-
nection. The cell phone is used to obtain the location, direction and speed of the vehicle. These
are also included in Table 1.
Fig 1. Spatial distribution of data. Coordinates are in latitude and longitude.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g001
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Teconer device identification codes differentiate between individual RCM411+RTS411
device pairs. However, as one device pair could have multiple vehicle installations over the
observation period, and each installation could have a different calibration level, we modified
the identification codes such that each installation had its own identification code.
The study data contains observations from three cold periods (September—April) between
years 2014 and 2017. Firstly, we compare the mobile observations to the RWS locations, and
then select those data points where a mobile sensor passed by an RWS within 50m or less.
Each such occasion constitutes a rendezvous. As the mobile sensor observation rate is once per
second, one rendezvous might comprise several observations. Thus, the numerical observa-
tions are averaged, and for the non-numerical observations (e.g. road status), we choose the
one with the smallest distance between the RWS and the mobile sensors. However, the non-
numerical observations stay constant during the vast majority of rendezvous’, indicating our
choice of 50m radius is well chosen.
Rendezvous time is considered to be the middle time point between the first and the last
observation within one pass. The RWS observation rate is once per 5-10 minutes, depending
on the station. Thus, there is often a time discrepancy between an RWS observation and the
mobile sensor pass time. The RWS observation with the smallest absolute time difference to
the pass time is used in this study.
Explorative analysis
Surface temperature densities for each RWS road status are depicted in Fig 2. They are
almost identical, which indicates that the mobile and the RWS observations largely agree.
However, the mobile observations appear slightly higher than the RWS observations. A scat-
terplot (see Fig 3) between the mobile and the RWS surface temperature observations fur-
ther reveals that while the observations largely agree, following a linear relationship,
between 0˚C and 10˚C the LOESS prediction line for the asphalt embedded sensor takes a
sudden downward turn.
Fig 4 shows that the correlation between RWS air and surface temperatures is strong.
Again, there is a change in slope between 0˚C and 10˚C for the asphalt embedded sensor.
Table 1. Data description.
Type Source Variable Notes
Mobile Teconer RTS411 Road surface temperature Continuous (˚C).
Teconer RCM411 Road state Categorical: Dry, Moist, Wet, Slush, Ice, or Snow/Frost.
Teconer RCM411+GPS Location Continuous (lat,lon).
Teconer RCM411 Sensor ID code Categorical.
RWS Vaisala DRS511/DST111 Road surface temperature Continuous (˚C).
Vaisala DST111 Air temperature Continuous (˚C).
Vaisala DRS511+DST111 Road state Categorical: Dry, Moist, Wet, Wet&Salty, Frost, Snow, Ice, Moist&Salty, Slushy
Vaisala DSC111 Road state (as above)
Vaisala DSC111 Water deposits Continuous (mm).
Vaisala DSC111 Ice deposits Continuous (mm).
Vaisala DSC111 Snow deposits Continuous (mm).
Vaisala DRS511/DST111 Sensor type Categorical: Optical, Asphalt, or Unknown.
Vaisala DRS511/DST111 Sensor ID code Categorical. Individual id code for each vehicle installation.
Circumstantial Year Continuous.
Season Categorical: Fall (Sep–Nov), Winter (Dec–Mar), Spring (Apr).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t001
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The number of observations on individual RWS and mobile sensors follow similar patterns
(Fig 5). There are few sensors with hundreds or even thousands of observations, and a long tail
with just a few.
Average differences between individual RWS and mobile sensors vary largely (Fig 6). The
differences seem to depend more on the mobile sensor device than the RWS. One mobile
device tends to diverge from the RWSs roughly the same amount, regardless of the RWS. This
suggests that the vehicle and the installation of the mobile sensor device affect the observations
significantly.
The number of distinct sensors per year is listed in Table 2. The number of mobile sensor
installations are steadily increasing, and their reach of RWSs consequently rising. (Note that
the last observation was taken at 2017-04-30).
Categorizing the observations of the full data set by both the mobile and the RWS weather
status observations, the data are distributed as depicted in Table 3. While the diagonal of
Table 3 dominates, there are many observations where the mobile and the RWS weather states
differ on a fundamental level. In part, this is explained by the way our observations were col-
lected, as the driving conditions can be different within the at most 50m distance between the
Fig 2. Surface temperature observations for each RWS road status.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g002
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mobile and the RWS sensor. Still, it is clear that the devices interpret their surrounding envi-
ronments in different ways.
Statistical models
A linear regression model estimates a linear and additive relationship between independent
variables and a response. Such a model may contain a varying number of fixed effects, estimat-
ing the ceterus paribus relationship between individual independent variables and the
response. However, there may be only one random effect: the noise term.
In contrast, a linear mixed effects model [19, 20] may contain several random effects. If an
independent variable is related to a random effect instead of a fixed one, the model no longer
estimates a coefficient for inferring the relationship between the variable and the response.
Instead, the effect is assumed to follow a zero-mean Gaussian distribution.
Linear mixed models are computationally light and can be used for both statistical inference
and prediction. In this study, mixed models are first used inferentially, to find out how circum-
stantial variables as well as the weather conditions, as measured by both the mobile sensors
and the RWSs, affect the quality of the road surface measurements. Second, linear mixed
Fig 3. Scatterplot of RWS and mobile surface temperature observations. Nonparametric (LOESS) prediction line is shown in blue, the 0˚C
level in solid red, and 10˚C in dashed red.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g003
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models are used predictively to calibrate the mobile sensors to agree with the RWSs. A full list
of variables is shown in Table 1.
Simple linear regression models provide a baseline for comparison of the inferential and
the predictive cases. The baseline inference models A0 and A00 are defined as:
Ts;Mob ¼ XRWS; idbþ ε; ð1Þ
where Ts,Mob is mobile surface temperature, XRWS,id is a (n × p) design matrix consisting of the
intercept, the RWS surface temperature observations, and (for A00) dummy variables for the
sensor id codes, controlling for the individual sensor factory calibration levels. Factory calibra-
tion level here refers to a device’s reading when the surface temperature is actually 0˚C. This
could be affected by the internal settings of the device as well as the installation on the vehicle
(by way of e.g. proximity to exhaust fumes). ε is a vector of random noise with ε � N ð0; Is2eÞ.
A0 and A00 are used to provide a reference point for assessing the quality of the mixed models
A1–A4 that were defined as
Ts;Mob ¼ XRWSbþ Zidbþ ε; ð2Þ
where XRWS is a (n × p) design matrix consisting of the intercept, the RWS weather
Fig 4. Scatterplot of RWS surface and air temperature observations. Nonparametric (LOESS) prediction line is shown in blue, the 0˚C level
in solid red, and 10˚C in dashed red.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g004
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observations, and some circumstantial data, while Zid is a design matrix for the dummy vari-
ables of the mobile and RWS sensor identification codes. Finally, ε is a vector of random noise
with ε � N ð0; Is2eÞ.
The β parameters are considered fixed effect coefficients. The parameters b = (b1, b2) are
considered random effect coefficients and correspond to the individual factory calibration lev-
els of the devices. b1 refers to mobile sensors and b2 to RWS sensors, with b1 � N ð0; Is21Þ and
b2 � N ð0; Is22Þ. Thus, the model assumes the individual factory calibration levels of the sensor
devices are normally distributed with zero means but separate variances for the two device
types.
The aim of the predictive modelling is to predict the RWS surface temperature using only
mobile observations. We have a baseline linear model P0:
Ts;RWS ¼ XMobbþ ε; ð3Þ
where Ts,RWS is RWS surface temperature, XMob is a (n × 2) design matrix consisting of the
intercept and the mobile surface temperature observations, and ε is a vector of random noise
with ε � N ð0; Is2eÞ. P0 is used to provide a reference point for assessing the prediction quality
of the mixed models P1–P3, defined as:
Ts;RWS ¼ XMobbþ Zidbþ ε; ð4Þ
where XMob is a (n × p) design matrix consisting of the mobile road weather observations, Zid
is a design matrix for the two dummy id code variables, and ε is a vector of random noise with
ε � N ð0; Is2eÞ. Again, the β parameters are considered fixed, while the b = (b2, b2) parameters
are normally distributed.
Model quality
This study uses the conditional Akaike Information Criterion (conditional AIC) [21] to com-
pare the quality between models. Further, mixed effect models have the following assumptions:
(1) the independent variables (i.e. the columns in the model matrices X and Z) should not be
correlated, (2) the residuals should have a constant variance, (3) the residuals should be
Fig 5. Histograms of observations on RWS (left) and mobile (right) sensors.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g005
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uncorrelated, and (4) normally distributed with (5) zero means, and finally, the random effects
should be (6) normally distributed. The inferential model was tested for each of these
assumptions.
The Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) [22] for the inference model variables {RWS road
state,>4°C, RWS surface temp., RWS water deposits, RWS ice deposits, RWS Snow deposits,
Year, Season, Distance of sensors} are, respective, {4.4, 1.8, 2.2, 1.2, 2.0, 1.4, 1.3, 1.8, 1.0}. These
are well below 10, considered as severe multicollinearity [22], and thus in agreement of
Assumption 1.
Fig 6. Average difference between each mobile–RWS observation pair. Stations marked with “R” measure surface temperature with a Vaisala
DRS511, embedded in the asphalt, while stations marked with “Opt” have optical Vaisala DST111 instruments. When the RWS and/or the
mobile observation is above 8˚C, the pair is discarded. Further, each mobile–RWS pair have at least 40 measurements.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g006
Table 2. Number of distinct sensors per year.
2015 2016 2017
Mobile 14 17 22
RWS 199 324 295
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t002
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Including the RWS air temperature variable in the model raises the RWS surface tempera-
ture VIF score above 10. This is in line with the observed high correlation in Fig 4. Conse-
quently, RWS air temperature is excluded from the models.
S1 Fig shows the residual vs. fitted plot of the associative model A4. The plot indicates the
residuals are with constant variance (Assumption 2) and with zero means (Assumption 5).
Further, no autocorrelation is visible in the plot, fulfilling Assumption 3.
The Quantile-Quantile plots in S2, S3 and S4 Figs indicate validity of assumption that the
residuals and random effects follow the normal distribution (assumptions 4, 6) moderately
well. While the plots indicate the residual and the RWS calibration level distributions have
somewhat heavier than Gaussian tails, and the mobile sensor calibration level distribution is
more mesocurtic, the bulk of the standardized quantiles fall on the diagonal. Further, all distri-
butions appear symmetrical, suggesting the divergence in the tails, while adding variance, does
not add bias in our estimates.
For the predictive models, the main point of interest is the prediction accuracy. Accord-
ingly, we measure the prediction accuracy of each model by the cross-validated mean squared
error (MSE). The cross-validated MSE is calculated as the average of the MSEs of 10 unstrati-
fied folds. Further, the coefficient estimates for the predictive models are the averages of those
of each fold.
Results and discussion
Inference models
Coefficient estimates and model quality indicators for the inference models are listed in
Table 4, with the inference model coefficients further detailed in Fig 7.
A0 is the baseline inference model, with just the intercept and the slope adjustment to the
RWS surface temperature value. A00 still has only fixed effects, but includes additionally the
individual sensor calibration levels as categorical variables. A1 assumes the underlying distri-
bution of the calibration levels is Gaussian and considers them as random effects. A2–A4
include various other variables into the model.
Model quality considerations (see section Model quality) show a slight deviation from the
Gaussian assumption for the residuals, which potentially causes noise in the estimates. This is
possibly one cause of the relatively large standard error seen in the model intercepts (see
Table 4 and Fig 7). Apart from the underlying error term distribution, the large intercept stan-
dard error may be caused by the spatial and temporal difference between the mobile and the
stationary observations.
The estimates by the baseline A0 model are well in agreement with those of the mixed A1,
A3 and A4 models. On the other hand, model A00 intercept’s value is markedly higher, reach-
ing 1.2˚C. The difference between A00 and A1, a corresponding mixed model, is especially
Table 3. Number of observations by mobile and RWS road status.
Mobile RWS
Dry Moist Wet Wet&Salty Frost Snow Ice Moist&Salty Slushy
Dry 4097 497 63 45 0 16 205 565 2
Moist 927 841 187 224 2 21 123 1773 2
Wet 344 1401 1363 1381 1 26 34 3113 5
Slush 10 30 39 78 0 62 31 212 12
Ice 379 160 28 42 34 648 450 582 13
Snow/frost 14 3 0 0 1 133 47 11 0
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t003
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striking, with A1 intercept at 0.54˚C. The reason behind the difference may be the uneven dis-
tributions of observations by the different sensors. As seen in Figs 5 and 6, the distribution of
observations on individual sensors is very uneven, and the factory calibration levels appear to
vary greatly. The simple linear model A00 is not robust enough to cope with sensors whose
Table 4. Estimates of fixed effect coefficients and quality metrics for the inference models.
Term A0
(linear)
A00
(linear)
A1
(mixed)
A2
(mixed)
A3
(mixed)
A4
(mixed)
Intercept 0.53 (0.01) 1.18 (0.13) 0.54 (0.18) 1.42 (0.40) 0.61 (0.20) 0.62 (0.20)
Sensor calibr. levels no fixed random random random random
RWS surface temp. 0.86 (0.00) 0.87 (0.00) 0.87 (0.00) 1.05 (0.01) 0.96 (0.00) 0.96 (0.00)
> 4˚C interact. -0.26 (0.04) -0.29 (0.01) -0.28 (0.01)
Moist 0.15 (0.11) 0.33 (0.03) 0.34 (0.03)
Wet 0.17 (0.14) 0.44 (0.03) 0.46 (0.03)
Wet & Salty 0.43 (0.03) 0.43 (0.03)
Snowy/frosty/slushy 0.10 (0.14) 0.19 (0.04) 0.21 (0.04)
Icy 0.13 (0.18) 0.32 (0.04) 0.33 (0.04)
Moisty & salty 0.34 (0.02) 0.34 (0.02)
Optical sensor 0.31 (0.10) 0.17 (0.10)
>4˚C interact. 1.15 (0.10)
Water deposits -0.64 (0.34)
Ice deposits 1.22 (0.53)
Snow deposits -0.26 (0.31)
Year 0.33 (0.09) -0.21 (0.02) -0.21 (0.02)
Fall -0.06 (0.16) -0.02 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02)
Spring 0.01 (0.12) 0.11 (0.03)§ 0.09 (0.03)
conditional AIC 73138 65210 65377 59134 59004
R2 0.927 0.951 0.953 0.954 0.965 0.966
N 20278 20278 20278 1283 20278 20278
For estimates, the standard error is provided in parentheses.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t004
Fig 7. Estimates and 95% confidence intervals of fixed coefficients for the inference models. Model A2 excluded due to term instability.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.g007
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outlying factory calibration levels skew the intercept with even a small number of observations,
which is a further justification for the use of the linear mixed models.
Interestingly, the A00 intercept exactly agrees with the 1.2˚C reported by Malmivuo [5].
Malmivuo’s method investigated the medians of the mobile Teconer RTS411 and the RWS
observations. The model itself is comparable with our A0, albeit somewhat more robust to out-
liers. The difference between the results may be due to Malmivuo’s study only utilizing the
measurements of one mobile sensor, whose factory calibration level, as seen in Fig 6, can be off
the actual.
Models A1, A3 and A4 largely agree on their coefficient estimates, with the small confi-
dence intervals indicating high reliability in the estimates. Ultimately, the conditional AIC
model quality criteria chose model A4 as the one best describing the data.
Due to the relatively low number of observations, the mixed inference model A2 is some-
what unstable, with large confidence intervals for many coefficient estimates. However, the
model suggests that ice deposits on the road tend to cause the mobile sensor device to have
higher than average surface temperature readings or, conversely, the RWS observations to fall
under the average. This may be caused by the asphalt embedded RWS sensors (Vaisala
DRS511), whose temperature readings can vary a lot from an optical one measuring the sur-
face of the ice.
Relying on the A4 model, in dry conditions, at 0˚C surface temperature, the mobile obser-
vations are on average 0.62 degrees higher than those of the RWS. However, there is consider-
able variation in the estimate, with a 95% confidence interval spanning [0.23˚C, 1.0˚C].
Further, different driving conditions have quite a strong effect on the difference. For example
mobile observations are further 0.46 degrees higher in wet conditions, resulting over one
degree above RWS in total.
Surface temperature coefficient is very close to 1 as expected. This indicates that mobile and
RWS observations indeed almost agree when surface temperature is under 4˚C and after level
adjustments provided by the different driving conditions are taken into account. A marked
discrepancy appears between the observations above 4˚C, with the mobile sensor reporting
observations consistently and increasingly lower than the RWS. This observation is in line
with Fig 3 that shows a distinct turn in the prediction curve at around 4˚C for the asphalt
embedded sensors, comprising a large majority of observations.
RWS sensor type does not have an effect on the measurements under 4˚C. However, model
A4 indicates that the optical DST111 RWS sensor gives as much as 1.2˚C lower readings than
the asphalt embedded DRS511 above 4˚C. This can be caused by the asphalt embedded
DRS511 heating up too much in direct sunlight during sunny autumn and spring days. The
observation is again in line with Fig 3, where the optical sensor has a much straighter predic-
tion line compared to that of the one embedded in the asphalt.
The season of observation has little influence on the observations. However, there is a sig-
nificant yearly trend in the measurements. Teconer observations seem to drop by ca. 0.2˚C in
relation to RWS observations year-by-year. This may be caused by wear-and-tear in the mobile
sensors, e.g. by dirt or scratches accumulating on the optics. Another potential cause is adjust-
ments in the mobile sensor installations that were not included in the data available for this
study. Either way, a continuous degradation calls for recurrent sensor calibration.
Prediction models
Coefficient estimates and model quality indicators for the prediction models are listed in
Table 5. The mean squared error (MSE) of the predictive models P0–P3 indicate that the RWS
surface temperatures predicted by model P1 follow the observed ones most closely.
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Unmodified mobile observations had an MSE of 3.3. Adjusting the mobile observation with
the average difference between the observations (-0.62, taken from the intercept-only regres-
sion model P0) would slightly improve the result, reaching MSE 2.7. However, the use of linear
mixed models P1–P3 improve the result markedly. P1 MSE is 1.9, increasing the accuracy of
the unmodified mobile observation by more than 40%.
Model P1 includes interaction terms between each road status and the RWS surface tem-
perature, in addition to level adjustments. This changes the slope of the linear relationship
between RWS and mobile observations. The following linear formula can thus be applied to
calibrate the mobile Teconer RTS411 observations to better agree with the RWS:
Ts;Adj ¼ b0 þ b1 � Ts;Mob; ð5Þ
where Ts,Adj is the adjusted mobile surface temperature, β0 is the level coefficient and β1 is the
slope coefficient. Table 6 lists the level and slope coefficients for adjusting the mobile surface
temperature in the observed road status, extracted and rounded from model P1 in Table 5.
Table 5. Estimates of fixed effects coefficients and performance metrics for the prediction models.
Term Obs. P0
(linear)
P1
(mixed)
P2
(mixed)
P3
(mixed)
Intercept -0.62
Teconer surface temp. 1.075 1.132 1.089 1.083
Moist interact. -0.112
Wet interact. -0.093
Snowy/frosty interact. -0.233
Icy interact. -0.159
Slushy interact. -0.174
Dry -0.027 0.004
Moist -0.793 -0.747
Wet -0.958 -1.047
Snowy/frosty -1.001 -0.601
Icy -0.996 -0.508
Slushy -1.014 -0.946
MSE 3.252 2.747 1.923 2.051 2.212
N 20305 20305 20305 20305 20305
folds 10 10 10 10
Estimates and metrics are both calculated by averaging the results of all folds in a 10-fold cross-validation set-up.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t005
Table 6. Linear coefficients for adjusting the mobile Teconer RTS411 road surface temperature observations.
Road status β0 β1
Dry -0.03 1.13
Moist -0.79 1.02
Wet -0.96 1.04
Snow/frost -1.00 0.91
Ice -0.97 0.97
Slush -1.01 0.96
Look up the Teconer RCM411 road status observation and select the coefficients accordingly.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211702.t006
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To summarize, the inference models captured the effect of the environmental conditions
on the mobile sensor observations. Dry, moist, wet, snowy, icy and slushy driving conditions
all made subtle changes to the mobile observations, while a small but significant degradation
was evident from a yearly trend. Further, a linear calibration, whose coefficients were esti-
mated by fitting a linear mixed model, reduced the mobile sensor error by ca. 40%.
Conclusion
Mobile, vehicle-installed sensors and RWS networks can together provide denser and higher
quality information of challenging driving conditions than either alone. First, this study ana-
lyzed the observations of mobile (Teconer RCM411, RTS411) and RWS (Vaisala DRS511,
DST111, DSC111) road weather sensors and identified conditions and factors that affect how
their measurements differ from each other. Second, this study presented a novel calibration
method for the mobile sensors. A straightforward linear Eq (5) adjusted the mobile road sur-
face temperature observations to be consistent with the stationary ones, halving the MSE
between the mobile and the RWS observations.
The analysis and the calibration were based on rendezvous model sensor fusion, which con-
siders spatio-temporally co-located observations of mobile and RWS sensors. Further, both
analysis and calibration used linear mixed models to compare the mobile and RWS observa-
tions, taking into account the prevailing driving conditions as well as other environmental fac-
tors. The analysis revealed the following:
1. In dry conditions, at 0˚C surface temperature, with no water, ice, or snow deposits on the
road, the mobile observations are on average 0.62 degrees higher than those of the RWS.
2. Different driving conditions, indicated by the RWS road status variable, have a significant
effect on the difference. For example, mobile observations are a further 0.46˚C higher than
RWS observations in wet conditions, totalling over 1˚C above RWS observations.
3. Model A4 indicates that the optical Vaisala DST111 RWS sensor gives on average 1.2˚C
lower readings than the asphalt embedded Vaisala DRS511 in surface temperatures above
4˚C.
4. Mobile Teconer RTS411 sensor observations fall by ca. 0.2˚C year-by-year, justifying recur-
rent recalibrations.
Linear mixed models assume the general noise term is Gaussian. Model diagnostics
revealed that while moderately well adhering to this assumption, the residuals of the inference
models suggest the models could be further improved by replacing the Gaussian noise term
distribution with one thicker tailed. For future work, we suggest embracing the Bayesian infer-
ence framework, with the noise term following e.g. Student’s t distribution. Such an approach
may reduce the relatively large standard error of the reported intercept estimates of the infer-
ence models. Further, the MSE’s of the predictive models may be further lowered.
The sensor calibration method proposed in this study, based on sensor fusion and linear
mixed effect models, is computationally very light. The linear calibration function can be embed-
ded directly in the sensors. Further, the calibration method can be further utilized in other appli-
cation areas such as air quality, temperature, and usage monitoring in smart building scenarios.
Supporting information
S1 Fig. Residual plot of the inference model.
(TIF)
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S2 Fig. Q-Q plot of a sample of 100 residuals.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Q-Q plot of the RWS sensor calibration level random effect.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Q-Q plot of the mobile sensor calibration level random effect.
(TIF)
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ABSTRACT
The advances in communication technologies have made it possible to gather road condition information from
moving vehicles in real time. However, data qualitymust be assessed and its effects on the road weather forecasts
analyzed before using the new data as input in forecasting systems. Road surface temperature forecasts assimi-
lating mobile observations in the initialization were verified in this study. In addition to using measured values
directly, different statistical corrections were applied to the mobile observations before using them in the road
weathermodel. The verification results are compared to a control runwithout surface temperaturemeasurements
and to a control run that utilized interpolated values from surrounding road weather stations. Simulations were
done for the period 12October 2017–30April 2018 for stationary roadweather station points in southern Finland.
Road surface temperature observations from the stations were used in the forecast verification. According to the
results, the mobile observations improved the accuracy of road surface temperature forecasts when compared to
the first control run. The statistical correctionmethods had a positive effect on forecast accuracy during thewinter,
but the effect varied during spring when the daily temperature variation was strong. In the winter season, the
forecasts based on the interpolated road surface temperature values and the forecasts utilizing mobile observa-
tions with statistical correction had comparable accuracy. However, the tested area has high road weather station
density and not much elevation variation, so results might have been different in more varying terrain.
1. Introduction
Vehicles providing road condition information will
have an important role in the future intelligent trans-
port systems (ITS). They enable detailed knowledge of
road conditions along the road network, which is crit-
ical to ensure the safety of autonomous vehicles in
winter conditions. Traditionally, road condition fore-
casts have been based on the observations of stationary
road weather stations (RWS), but these are sparsely
located especially in less populated areas. Road surface
temperature is very dependent on local conditions, es-
pecially on the openness of the location. There can be even
108C surface temperature variability at different parts of
the road network (Shao et al. 1996; Bogren et al. 2000).
Local temperature anomalies may remain unnoticed
if the monitoring network is too sparse. However,
installing traditional RWSs to also cover the smaller
roads would be very expensive. Vehicle-based obser-
vations enable much more detailed road condition
monitoring in a cost-effective way. In an ideal situa-
tion, the observations could be obtained in a great
volume from common vehicles, but a lot of data can be
also gathered using selected vehicles with a lot of driving
kilometers such as buses and taxis.
A prerequisite for accurate forecasts is information
about the current conditions at the forecast area. It is
important that the initial conditions in the forecasting
model represent real conditions, because even small
deviations can change the forecast. Mobile observa-
tions have the potential to improve the forecast accu-
racy for road stretches without RWSs. Accurate road
condition forecasts enable well-timed road maintenance
actions, which reduce the road accident risk and potentially
lead to economical savings as unnecessary actions can be
avoided. For example, roads can be salted beforehand if the
forecast correctly estimates when the road surface tem-
perature will drop below the freezing point. This preventsCorresponding author: Virve Karsisto, virve.karsisto@fmi.fi
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the roads from freezing and becoming dangerous for
drivers. However, the roads should not be salted too early,
as traffic causes the salt to wear off from the road. More
accurate forecasts also produce less false alarms, and there
will be fewer cases when the roads are salted although the
surface temperature remains above 08C. Accurate fore-
casts also enable detailed warnings about dangerous road
conditions beforehand so that road users can select their
route and adjust their driving behavior accordingly.
Thermal mapping has been commonly used to esti-
mate surface temperatures on road sections without
RWS measurements (Thornes 1991; Shao et al. 1997;
Gustavsson 1999). Themethod is based on the idea that
the spatial behavior of surface temperature is repro-
duced in similar weather situations. The surface temper-
ature along the target road network is measured several
times using a measurement instrument attached to a ve-
hicle. The measured temperature variability can be used
later to determine the surface temperature along the road
network. However, the increasing availability of mobile
observations will make it possible to obtain real-time
observations along roads in the future. Modern cars are
equipped with a multitude of sensors and can provide
road condition and weather information. Several ear-
lier studies discuss the potential use of cars as sensors
(Allegretti and Bertoldo 2014; Petty and Mahoney
2007). A disadvantage of thermal mapping and mobile
observations is that they provide only a snapshot of the
current situation and do not tell about the temporal
behavior of surface temperature (Chapman and Thornes
2006). This might be changed if the majority of cars
would provide observations in the future, but currently
the availability of data is still a problem. Obtaining data
from the vehicles’ internal communication systems is
difficult, because in normal cars an unauthorized access-
ing of the car’s data can even cause the rejection of the
vehicle’s warranty. Data can be more easily collected
from heavy vehicles, but there still might not be detailed
instructions for how to interpret the data contents.
The aim of the research presented in this paper was to
find out if the road surface temperature forecast accu-
racy can be improved by using observations from vehi-
cles. A disadvantage of mobile observations is that they
are more exposed to disturbances, such as heating from
the vehicle or drifting snow. The quality of the mea-
surements made with mobile sensors might not be as high
as measurements made at RWSs. The data quality of
mobile observations should be studied before using them
for verification, postprocessing, or assimilation in a fore-
casting system. It should also be ensured that the forecast
accuracy increases when the forecast utilizes the new data.
This study presents verification results of road surface
temperature forecasts that assimilate observationsmade
with an optical Teconer RTS411 instrument (Haavasoja
et al. 2012). The next section describes the Finnish
Meteorological Institute’s (FMI) road weather model.
Section 3 gives information of the datasets used in
the simulations and explains the statistical calibration
methods applied to the mobile observations. Results
of the forecast verification are described in section 4.
Section 5 contains a discussion, conclusions, and sug-
gestions for further research.
2. Road weather model
The Finnish Meteorological Institute’s road weather
model (RWM) has been in operation since 2000
(Kangas et al. 2015). The model is a one-dimensional
heat balance model and aims to predict the temperature
at the surface. Other model outputs are the amounts of
water, ice, snow, and frost on the road, friction, road
condition, and traffic index (Fig. 1). The road condition
describes the status of the road, which can be for ex-
ample ‘‘wet’’ or ‘‘icy.’’ The traffic index depicts the
overall driving conditions.
The calculation of surface temperature is based on the
surface energy balance (Brutsaert 1984):
G5 I
net
2H2LE1Tr, (1)
whereG is heat flux into the ground, Inet is net radiation
at the surface, H is sensible heat flux, LE is latent heat
flux, and Tr describes heating caused by traffic. Figure 2
illustrates the model energy fluxes. The ground is di-
vided into several layers, which are also shown in Fig. 2.
The calculation of heat transfer between the ground
layers is based on (Patankar 1980):
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where T is temperature, z is vertical distance in the
ground, t is time,K is heat conductivity, rg is density, and
cg is specific heat capacity of the ground. To calculate the
temperature at the next time step, Eq. (2) is integrated
over the time step and the volume of the layer and
solved using the forward difference explicit method:
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where index i refers to the ground layer and index j to
time, Dt is the model time step, and Ki means heat
conductivity between layers i 1 1 and i.
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More detailed descriptions of the model physics are
given by Kangas et al. (2015) and Karsisto et al. (2017).
The model has been recently updated, and the model
version used has some differences when compared to the
models described in the publications. One of the most
influential changes is the model time-step reduction to
30 s for the whole simulation. The original model had a
time step of 5min. Another major change was done to
the ground temperature profile calculation. In the orig-
inal model, the temperature profile for the next time step
was determined iteratively by solving the temperature for
each layer simultaneously (Kangas et al. 2015). In the new
model version, new temperature for each layer is calcu-
lated directly implementing Eq. (3) similarly as in the
METRo model (Crevier and Delage 2001).
The RWM requires atmospheric values (air temper-
ature, humidity, wind speed, precipitation, and short-
wave and longwave radiation) as input. The model run
consists of the initialization phase and the forecast
phase. In the initialization phase, the atmospheric values
are obtained from the observations, and themodel is run
for circa 2-day period to get a good initial state for the
ground temperature profile. However, the radiation
parameters are obtained from the 3D numerical weather
prediction model (NWP) due to the lack of observa-
tions. In the forecast phase, all the aforementioned at-
mospheric values are obtained from the NWP forecast.
The FMI RWM is not a stand-alone model, but it relies
on the NWP model in regard to the large-scale weather
prediction. Using the values from the NWP forecast, the
model aims to predict the road conditions at the forecast
point.
The RWM uses mobile road surface temperature
observations in the initialization by the couplingmethod
(Crevier and Delage 2001; Karsisto et al. 2016). The
method iteratively determines a correction coefficient
for the radiation so that the surface temperature in the
simulation fits to the observed road surface temperature.
This iterative radiation adjustment period was set to 3 h
in the model. The coefficient is given for either short-
wave or longwave radiation depending on which has the
higher value at the start of the coupling period. The ef-
fect of the coefficient decreases exponentially as the
forecast advances. The coupling method makes it pos-
sible to use even a single road surface temperature ob-
servation efficiently.
3. Data and methods
The road surface temperature forecasts were pro-
duced for the RWS points. The forecasts were not run in
FIG. 1. Road weather model input and output values. Precipitation phase and road surface
temperature are optional. Input road surface temperature is used only in model initialization.
FIG. 2. The depths of the ground layers in the roadweathermodel (m)
and a schematic representation of energy fluxes.
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real time but as hindcasts afterward. Surface tempera-
ture observations from the stations were used for fore-
cast verification. The results are compared to two types
of control runs that did not use the mobile observations
to find out the effect of the new data on the forecast. The
first type of control run did not use any kind of road
surface temperature observations. The second type uti-
lized interpolated road surface temperature values,
which were obtained by using observations from in-
dependent RWSs, as in a leave-one-out cross-validation
experiment. The first control run simulates a forecast
situation where the road weather station network is very
sparse and the second run a situation with multiple
stations nearby the forecast target point.
a. Mobile measurements
Teconer RCM411 and RTS411 are optical measure-
ment instruments that can be attached to vehicles
(Haavasoja et al. 2012). RCM411 measures optically
water layer thickness, road condition, and friction. The
functionality of the device is based on the absorption of
radiation at near-infrared wavelengths. Dry, wet, and icy
roads reflect the radiation differently at these wave-
lengths, and thus the road condition can be determined.
RTS411 measures road surface temperature by detecting
infrared radiation. The measurements are done every sec-
ond. The mobile measurements used in the simulations
were from Teconer devices attached to vehicles that passed
selected RWS points in southern Finland. An average
of road surface temperature measurements within 50m
from the RWS during a pass was used as the RWM
model initialization value.
Before this study, statistical analysis was performed
for RWS and RTS411 road surface temperature mea-
surements to find out possible differences. Mobile sen-
sors are more exposed to disturbances than RWS, like
heating from the car and drifting snow. For example, the
infrared radiation emitted by the vehicle can reflect
from the road to the optical surface temperature sensor
and thus cause a warm bias. The statistical analysis was
based on linear mixed effect models and used data from
three winter periods between years 2014 and 2017. The
data were gathered with a rendezvous sensor fusion
method similarly as in this study, identifying rendezvous
cases where a vehicle passed an RWS. The averages of
road surface temperature measurements within a 50-m
radius of the RWSs during each rendezvous were cal-
culated. The analysis is covered in detail by Lovén et al.
(2019). According to the results, the Teconer observa-
tions are on average 0.628C warmer than the RWS ob-
servations in dry conditions and at 08C temperature. The
temperature difference was found to be dependent also
on the road status (dry, wet, or icy) and the individual
device. Water, ice, and snow on the road surface can
cause the optical sensor to measure the temperature of
the substance rather than the actual road surface tem-
perature. This causes the difference in comparison with
the RWS measurements, because at most RWSs in
Finland the surface temperature observations are done
with asphalt embedded sensors. The device dependency
can be partially caused by the device’s location in the
vehicle. For example, nearby warm engine bodies can
emit infrared radiation that disturbs the surface tem-
perature measurements when this radiation is reflected
from the road surface to the sensor.
b. Statistical calibration methods
Three sensor calibration methods for the mobile sur-
face temperature data were tested, which were all based
on linear statistical models. The first one used the cali-
bration provided by a linear mixed effect model
(Robinson 1991; West et al. 2007) constructed by Lovén
et al. (2019). The model was fitted with Teconer and
RWS observations from winter periods between the
years 2014 and 2017. Winter period 2017–18 used in this
study was not included in the model development. The
model assumed that RWS and mobile road surface
temperature observations are linearly related, with the
road status (i.e., dry, wet, icy, etc.) affecting the co-
efficients of the linear relationship. Further, the model
assumed that the current calibration levels of both RWS
and mobile sensors (i.e., their reading when actual road
surface temperature was 08C), each follow individual
Gaussian distributions:
T
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Here, Ts,RWS corresponds to the RWS road surface
temperatures,XMob is a designmatrix of themobile road
status and surface temperature observations as well as
the overall intercept, corresponding to dry road status,
while b is the fixed effect coefficient. The term Zid in-
cludes dummy sensor identifiers for both the mobile and
the RWS sensors, with the random coefficient b 5 (b1,
b2), corresponding to mobile (b1) and RWS (b2) cali-
bration levels, distributed normally as b1 ; N(0, Is
2
1)
and b1 ; N(0, Is
2
2). The noise term e is also assumed
Gaussian with zero mean.
The calibration in Eq. (5), corresponding to the ex-
pectation of Ts,RWS, adjusts the mobile observations
with a linear function of the fixed coefficients:
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Here, Ts,Adj is the calibrated mobile road surface tem-
perature, whileTs,Mob is the original mobile observation,
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b0 is the estimated road status intercepts, and b1 is the
estimated interaction coefficient between the road sta-
tus and the mobile surface temperature. The second and
third models modified Eq. (3) by including individual
intercepts for the mobile sensors instead of assuming
them to be normally distributed. Further, the second
model left out the coefficients for the road status ob-
servations. Corresponding calibration equations are
provided below as Eqs. (6) and (7), while the estimated
fixed-effect b coefficients for all calibration equations,
obtained by fitting the models, can be found in Tables 1
and 2:
T
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In the following sections, the first model [Eq. (5)] is re-
ferred as ‘‘status-based correction,’’ the second model
[Eq. (6)] as ‘‘device-based correction,’’ and the third
model [Eq. (7)] as ‘‘status- and device-based correction.’’
c. Kriging and forecast data
The RWM used interpolated air temperature, hu-
midity, and wind speed values as atmospheric forcing in
the initialization phase. The values were interpolated
from surface synoptic observations (SYNOP) weather
stations to a 1-km grid with a universal kriging method
(Cressie 1993; Aalto et al. 2013). Elevation data, lake
percentage, and sea percentage were used as explana-
tory variables in the interpolation. Lake percentage
means the percentage of lake surface in the grid cell, and
correspondingly, sea percentage means the percentage
of sea surface in the grid cell. Altitude and water bodies
cause spatial trends in the air temperature, humidity,
and wind speed values. For example, air temperature
decreases with altitude and the large heat capacity of
water may cause it to change slower near lakes. These
trends are removed from the data in the kriging analysis,
and the spatial autocorrelation is calculated from the
residuals. The gridded values were interpolated from the
grid to the simulation points with bilinear interpolation.
Hourly precipitation values were obtained from weather
radar observations. Interpolated road surface temperature
values for the second control run were also obtained
with the kriging method by using observations from road
weather stations. The interpolation was done to a 10-km
grid and was performed separately for each simulation
point so that the road surface temperature observations
from that point were not included in the calculation.
After the kriging analysis, the value for the simulation
point was obtained by bilinear interpolation from the
nearest grid points.
The atmospheric values used in the forecast phase
of the model were obtained from the forecasts made
with the HARMONIE-AROME (HIRLAM–ALADIN
Research on Mesoscale Operational NWP in Euromed–
Applications of Research to Operations at Mesoscale)
model configuration. Themodel is a convection-permitting
nonhydrostaticNWP(Bengtsson et al. 2017). The forecasts
were run four times a day for the Scandinavia region with
2.5-km resolution by FMI. The analysis times of the runs
were 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC. Local time in
Finland is UTC 12h during wintertime and UTC 13 h
during summertime. The simulations were done for road
weather station points located on the Helsinki–Turku
motorway or on the nearby roads (Fig. 3, Table 3). Road
surface temperature measurements used in the forecast
verification were done with asphalt-embedded Vaisala
DRS511 (Vaisala 2001). As the measurement interval
of RWSs is 5–10min, the nearest measurement of the
verification time was used. The used NWP data, road
weather station measurements, and hourly radar values
are available in a public repository (Karsisto 2018).
d. Model run construction
The model runs consist of a 52-h initialization phase
and a 21-h forecast phase (Fig. 4). In the initialization
phase, the air temperature, wind speed, and humidity
values were obtained from the kriging data. Radar
measurements were used to obtain hourly precipitation
values, but the precipitation phase was taken from
HARMONIE forecasts so that the values from the first
six forecast hours from each run formed a continuous
time series. Shortwave and longwave radiation for
the initialization were obtained similarly from fore-
casts. The forecast phase starts three hours after the
TABLE 1. Status-based coefficients used in Eqs. (2)–(4).
Road status b0 b1 b2 b4 b5
Dry 0.03 1.13 1.08 0.00 1.13
Moist 20.79 1.02 1.08 20.72 1.02
Wet 20.96 1.04 1.08 20.90 1.04
Snow/frost 21.00 0.91 1.08 20.86 0.86
Ice 20.97 0.97 1.08 21.07 0.95
Slush 21.01 0.96 1.08 21.02 0.98
TABLE 2. Device-based coefficients used in Eqs. (3) and (4).
Device b3 b6
A 20.60 20.25
B 21.08 20.43
C 0.21 0.69
D 20.42 0.12
E 20.87 20.20
F 21.67 21.11
G 21.43 21.02
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HARMONIE analysis time and utilizes the latest
HARMONIE forecast. If there is a mobile surface tem-
perature observation available within this 3-h period, it
is utilized in the simulation with the coupling method.
The simulation used the latest observation if there were
multiple observations available at the forecast point
during this time window. The second control run used
interpolated road surface temperature values for the
corresponding times so that it would not have an ad-
vantage by using more recently made observations.
The coupling method’s radiation adjustment period was
set to 3 h. Simulations were done four times a day for the
period 12October 2017–30April 2018. As forecasts start
three hours after the HARMONIE analysis time, the
corresponding forecast starting times were 0300, 0900,
1500, and 2100 UTC. The simulations were not done as
real-time forecasts but as hindcasts afterward. The out-
put surface temperature values for the forecast phase
are available also in the public repository (Karsisto
2018).
e. Verification methods
Verification results were calculated separately for
the periods 12 October 2017–17 February 2018 and
18 February–30 April 2018 because the daily surface
temperature variation was much stronger during the
springtime than winter. This caused great differences in
the verification results for the two periods. The date of
18 February was chosen for the date to separate the two
periods because after that the average daily surface
temperature variation over the simulation points used
was almost consistently above 108C.Only the cases where
there was a mobile observation available within three
hours before the start of the forecast phase were included
in the verification. The verification concentrates on the
first 10 forecast hours because the effect of the coupling
method decreases as the forecast advances.
The bootstrap method was used to calculate whether
the differences in the verification scores between runs
were statistically significant (Efron and Tibshirani
1993; Hogan and Mason 2011). Multiple samples from
the dataset were generated, and the differences be-
tween the scores were calculated from each sample.
The 95% confidence interval was calculated from the
distribution of differences. If 08C was not in the ob-
tained range, the differences between models were
considered statistically significant with 95% confidence
(Hogan and Mason 2011). The upper and lower limits
of the range were rounded to two decimals before the
check except in the case of the correlation coefficient
where four decimals were used due to small differ-
ences. In this study the sample size used was the same
TABLE 3. List of road weather stations included in the study.
Latitude (8N) Longitude (8E) Name
60.42402 22.40233 Kaarina
60.44583 22.53482 Piikkiö
60.4237 22.68302 Paimio
60.42836 22.84023 Pitkäporras
60.43515 22.96914 Hajala
60.41729 23.10632 Halikko
60.4074 23.21123 Haukkala
60.38308 23.23238 Tupuri
60.38867 23.29192 Muurla
60.37346 23.35686 Lakiamäki
60.38049 23.4779 Kruusila
60.39117 23.5713 Suomusjärvi
60.37624 23.72575 Lahnajärvi
60.32855 23.93642 Pitkämäki
60.31271 24.00195 Karnainen
60.28811 24.15869 Lehmijärvi
60.29328 24.31916 Palojärvi
60.22805 24.59641 Nupuri
FIG. 4. The constructions of a model run.
FIG. 3. Road weather station points in Southern Finland. Blue
circles represent points included in the forecast verification in this
study. The size of the circle shows how many simulations in that
point were able to utilize mobile observations. Brown dots
show other road weather stations. All of the stations along the
Helsinki–Turku motorway did not have observations during
the studied period.
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as the size of the dataset used, and the number of
generated samples was 10 000. Samples were generated
with replacement.
4. Results
a. Input mobile measurements
The mobile road surface temperature measure-
ments used in the RWM initialization were compared
to the road weather station measurements to find out
the initial error in the model runs. In Fig. 5, there are
four scatterplots with surface temperature measured
at RWSs on the x axis and mobile measurements on
the y axis. Different adjustment equations are applied
to the mobile measurements in Figs. 5b–d. According
to the figure, the Teconer observations have a warm
bias compared to the RWS observations during the
winter period. The warm bias is reduced when a sta-
tistical correction is applied to the Teconer measure-
ments. The bias even turns negative when the correction
based on road status is applied. In addition, all of the
correction methods seem to cause too cold values in
cases where RWS surface temperature was below258C.
The correction methods are more in line with RWS
observations in temperatures over 08C, although there is
some warm bias when the device-based correction is ap-
plied. The figure shows also that all correction methods
reduce the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of Teconer
observations. The best results are obtained when
the status- and device-based correction method is used
(Fig. 5d). The RMSE and bias differences between
correction methods were determined to be statistically
significant with 95% confidence by using the bootstrap
method as explained in section 3e. Differences between
correlation coefficients were statistically significant in all
cases except between the status-based correction method
and in the case where no correction was used.
Figure 6 contains similar scatterplots as Fig. 5 but
for the spring period. It shows that during spring
time the Teconer observations are also usually warmer
than RWS observations in temperatures below 258C.
The correction methods again reduce the warm bias of
Teconer observations in these temperatures. Conversely,
RWSs usually give warmer surface temperature mea-
surements than Teconer instruments when the RWS
observation is over 58C. This is probably caused by the
asphalt-embedded sensor heating too much during sunny
days. The correction methods taking into account the
road status somewhat reduce the warm bias, although
the Teconer instrument might actually be more correct
FIG. 5. Scatterplots of road surface temperature measured at road weather stations (x axis)
compared to mobile observations used in the initialization of model runs during the midwinter
period (y axis). Bias, RMSE, and correlation coefficient values are shown in the corners of each
panel. (a) Mobile observations without statistical correction, (b) device-based correction,
(c) status-based correction, and (d) status- and device-dependent correction methods.
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in the sunny cases by showing colder temperatures.
The asphalt sensor overheating is probably the reason
for the higher RMSE values during the spring period
than during the winter period. To test this hypothesis,
the Teconer observations were compared to the road
surface temperature measurements done at stations
equipped with the Vaisala DST111. DST111 measures
surface temperature optically similar to the Teconer
RTS411, so it should not have the overheating issue.
The measurements were done during time period from
1 October 2017 to 30 April 2018. For reference, the Te-
coner observations done with the same individual de-
vices were compared to the measurements done with
asphalt-embedded sensors at the RWSs. However, these
measurementswere fromdifferent stations thanwhere the
DST111 measurements were done. The Teconer obser-
vations clearly had more negative bias values when com-
pared to measurements done with the asphalt-embedded
sensors than when compared to the measurements
done with DST111. Only cases where the RWS obser-
vation was above 58C were included in the comparison.
This result indicates that the reason for Teconer ob-
servations being colder than RWS measurements at
high temperature values (Fig. 6) is the asphalt sensor
overheating and is not an issue related to the Teconer
devices.
Overall, the status- and device-based correction
method (Fig. 6d) gave the best results also during the
spring period. The statistical significance of the score
differences between correction methods was calcu-
lated similarly as for the winter period. The RMSE
and bias differences were determined to be statisti-
cally significant at 95% confidence in all cases expect
between the RMSE values of the two methods utiliz-
ing status-based correction. Differences between
correlation coefficients were statistically significant in
all cases except when the device-based correction
method was compared to the cases with no correction
and between the correction methods utilizing the
status-based correction.
b. Interpolated values
To better explain the forecast verification results,
scatterplots in Fig. 7 compare the interpolated road
surface temperature values used in the second control
run to road weather station measurements. According
to the figure, there is some cold bias in both the winter
and spring periods. During the spring period, the
RMSE value is considerably smaller than the values
for statistically corrected mobile observations. Road
surface temperature is measured with asphalt-embedded
sensors at most road weather stations in Finland, so
overheating in sunny weather affects the interpolated
values. Consequently, the interpolated values are closer
to RWS measurements than mobile measurements that
are not affected by the overheating effect.
FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the spring period.
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c. Case study
One of the forecast cases is described in detail to
demonstrate how the mobile observations contribute to
the forecast. Figure 8 shows the modeled surface tem-
peratures from all the forecast runs started at 0300 UTC
24 December for the Paimio station in addition to the
RWS observations. The stars show the value used by the
coupling method in the corresponding model run. All
the simulations have the same modeled surface tem-
peratures until the start of the coupling phase. In the
coupling phase, the radiation correction coefficient is
determined so that the modeled value fits to the ob-
served value. The first control run that did not use the
surface temperature observations and thus did not use
the coupling method was too warm before the start of
the forecast. The mobile observation is also too warm
but brings the modeled surface temperature a little
closer to the RWS value. Modifying the mobile obser-
vation with one of the three statistical corrections fur-
ther decreases the modeled temperature. However, the
kriged value in this case is too cold and causes also the
first two forecast hours of the second control run to have
too low temperature values. Nevertheless, as the ob-
served temperature decreases, the run assimilating the
kriged value is closest to the RWS observations at
the third forecast hour. At the first two forecast hours,
the runs using the mobile observation with a statistical
correction are closest to the RWS observations. The
RWS surface temperature starts increasing at 0600 UTC,
and after two hours all the runs give too low surface
temperatures because the temperature increases too
slowly in the model. The differences between runs de-
crease gradually as the lead time increases.
d. Forecast verification for all stations
Only the cases where the RWS surface temperature
was below 108C were included in the forecast verifica-
tion as we are mainly interested in near-zero tempera-
tures. This also reduces the error caused by asphalt
sensor overheating, although it probably still has an ef-
fect on the verification results. Figures 9–11 showRMSE
and bias values of the forecasts for both winter and
spring periods. The results for the spring period are
separated by the forecast start time due to the strong
daily surface temperature variations.
Using the mobile observations in the RWM initial-
ization reduced the RMSE values at the beginning of
the forecast for both verification periods, when com-
pared to the first control run (Figs. 7a and 9). Using
the mobile observations without a statistical correc-
tion causes a warm bias in the model during the winter
period (Fig. 7b). This is in line with the fact that the
initial surface temperature values measured with the
Teconer instrument tend to be warmer than the RWS
FIG. 7. Scatterplots of road surface temperature measured at road weather stations
(x axis) compared to interpolated values from other road weather stations used in the
initialization of the second control run (y axis) during the (a) midwinter period and
(b) spring period. Bias, RMSE, and correlation coefficient values are shown in the corners
of each panel.
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values during the winter (Fig. 5). Adding statistical
correction to the Teconer observations reduced the
warm bias. The negative bias of the correction method
applying road status seen in the initial temperature
values also causes negative bias in the beginning of the
forecast during the winter period. Looking for both
the bias and RMSE values for the winter period, the
correction method applying both the status and device
correction gives the best results of the runs utilizing
mobile observations. However, the differences in the
RMSE values were statistically significant with 95%
confidence between these three runs only at the first
forecast hour. Starting from the second forecast hour,
the difference between the two runs utilizing the
device-based correction was not found to be statisti-
cally significant with the bootstrap method. Starting
from the fourth forecast hour, the differences between
each of the three runs utilizing the statistical correc-
tion methods were not statistically significant with
95% confidence. (The results of the statistical signifi-
cance tests can be found in Tables A2 and A3 in the
appendix.)
The second control run utilizing the interpolated ob-
servations gives considerably smaller RMSE values than
the first control run during the winter period (Fig. 7a).
However, the negative bias seen in the initial values is
present also during the first forecast hours (Fig. 7b). The
RMSE values of the second control run are very close to
the values of the runs usingmobile observations with the
device-based correction methods during winter. At the
first two forecast hours the results are not different
enough to reach the 95% significance level. The bias
values of the second control run are very similar to the
run using mobile observations with the status-based
correction method.
The observation error (Fig. 6) and the forecast error for
the model runs assimilating mobile observations with a
statistical correction (Fig. 9) are about the same order of
magnitude for wintertime. The same is true for the
RMSE of the kriged surface temperature values (Fig. 7)
and the RMSE for the runs assimilating them (Fig. 9).
The forecast error is comparable to the observation un-
certainty, and thus it is possible that the observation error
has a dominant effect on the forecast accuracy. This was
FIG. 8. Example of road surface temperature forecasts done for Paimio station for
24 December 2017. Observations are shown by the black dashed line. The black continuous
line shows the control run without assimilated road surface temperatures, the red line
is the control run with kriged and interpolated RWS temperatures, the blue line is the run
using mobile observations, the brown line is the run using mobile observations with status-
based correction, the pink line is the run using mobile observations with device-based
correction, and the cyan line is the run using mobile observations with both status- and
device-based correction. The vertical line shows where the initialization phase ends and
the forecast phase starts. Stars show the surface temperature values assimilated in model
runs by using the coupling method. The stars’ colors correspond to the line colors of the
model runs.
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investigated by studying the results of a third control run
that is not otherwise analyzed in this study. The model
settings were similar than in the other runs, but the as-
similated surface temperatures were taken from the
RWS. Thus, the third control run did not involve error
caused by surface temperature observation uncertainty,
as the RWS observations are considered ‘‘truth’’ in this
study. The third control run’s RMSE values for the first
two forecasts hours for the winter period were only
slightly lower than for the model run assimilating mobile
observations with the status- and device-based correc-
tion. Starting from the third forecast hour, the RMSE
values of these runs were rather similar. It can be con-
cluded that the forecast error is the same order of mag-
nitude regardless of the observation uncertainty involved
in statistically corrected mobile observations. This is the
case also with kriged values. Uncertainty related to the
forecasting model and other input values seems to also
have a great effect on the forecast error. The effects of
errors in the initial values on the forecast accuracy are
complicated and do not directly accumulate with forecast
error. The erroneous values can even improve the fore-
cast in some cases if they compensate for some other
error in the forecast.
During the springtime, the forecast accuracy was not
as good as during the winter period according to the
verification results (Figs. 10 and 11). The daily temper-
ature variation was much stronger, and the RWM had
difficulties in the forecasts of the daytime maximum and
the nighttime minimum temperatures. The RMSE has a
peak value at 1000 UTC in the forecasts started at
0300 UTC because the model greatly underestimated
the daytime maximum surface temperatures (Fig. 10a).
A part of the error might be caused by the asphalt sensor
overheating too much during sunny days. In the fore-
casts started at 0900UTC theRMSE is largest at the first
FIG. 9. (a) RMSE and (b) bias values of road surface temperature forecasts as function of forecast lead time. The
results are calculated for the midwinter period and for all forecast starting times. Only the cases where the RWS
surface temperature was below 108C were included in the forecast verification. The black line shows results for the
control run without assimilated road surface temperatures, the red line for the control run with kriged and in-
terpolated RWS temperatures, the blue line for the run using mobile observations, the brown line for the run using
mobile observations with status-based correction, the pink line for the run using mobile observations with device-
based correction, and the cyan line for the run using mobile observations with both status- and device-based
correction.
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forecast hours because the model had difficulties in the
forecast of the daytime maximum values (Fig. 10b). The
second control run has the smallest RMSE and the least
negative bias values because the interpolated surface
temperature values were warm enough to compensate
for the otherwise too cold simulated temperatures.
However, for the forecasts started at 1500 UTC the
second control run gives the worst verification results
(Fig. 10c). The reason for this was the too slowly cooling
surface temperature in the model during evening, as the
interpolated values made the already too warm model
run even warmer.
Utilizing mobile observations clearly reduces the
RMSE values at the beginning of the forecasts when
FIG. 10. RMSE values of road surface temperature forecasts as function of UTC time. The
values are calculated for the spring period. Results are shown for forecasts started at (a) 0300,
(b) 0900, (c) 1500, and (d) 2100UTC.Only the cases where theRWS surface temperature was
below 108C were included in the forecast verification. The black line shows results for the
control run without assimilated road surface temperatures, the red line for the control run
with kriged and interpolated RWS temperatures, the blue line for the run using mobile
observations, the brown line for the run using mobile observations with status-based cor-
rection, the pink line for the run using mobile observations with device-based correction, and
the cyan line for the run using mobile observations with both status- and device-based
correction.
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compared to the first control run. However, the effects
of the initial surface temperature corrections vary
between forecast starting times. Using mobile obser-
vations caused a warm bias at the start of the model
run for forecasts started at 0300 and 2100 UTC
(Figs. 11a,d). The correction methods reduce this bias
and also improve the RMSE values. However, in a few
hours the model run without a statistical correction
has the lowest RMSE values for the forecasts started
at 0300 UTC (Fig. 10a). The initial warm bias com-
pensates for the otherwise too cool modeled temper-
atures duringmorning and daytime. The second control
run gives slightly greater RMSE values than the runs
using mobile observations with statistical correction
methods at the beginning of the forecasts started at
0300 UTC. In addition, the bias values of the second
control run are slightly more negative. However,
at the first forecast hour of the forecasts started
at 2100 UTC the second control run gives clearly
the smallest RMSE value (Fig. 10d). The bias value of
the second control run is also nearest to zero of all the
runs at the first forecast hour (Fig. 11d). Nonetheless,
at the second forecast hour the RMSE value of the
second control run is already at the same level as with
the run using mobile observations with the status-
based correction method.
The correction methods utilizing road status seem to
somewhat increase the bias in the forecasts started
at 1500 UTC (Fig. 11c), which was not seen in the
verification results for the other forecast start times.
These correction methods decrease the cold bias in
warm temperatures according to Fig. 11. Indeed, the
FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for forecast bias.
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correction methods bring the surface temperature closer
to the observed values in the initialization phase of the
1500 UTC model run. However, the warmer tempera-
tures in the initialization also cause the forecast part of
the model run to be warmer. This increases the warm
bias in the model as the simulated temperature cools
down too slowly during the evening asmentioned above.
However, the bias difference between the control run
and the runs using road status in the correction method
was not statistically significant with 95% confidence
(Table A10). (The statistical significance between
verification scores was calculated with the bootstrap
method, and the results can be found in the appendix
in Tables A4–A11.)
e. Forecast verification for separate stations
Verification results presented in Figs. 9–11 are
calculated over all stations. The results for individual
FIG. 12. RMSE values of road surface temperature forecasts calculated separately for each station. The forecasts were for the time
period from 20 October 2017 to 17 February 2018. Only those stations that had 100 or more forecast cases with mobile observations
available within three hours before the start of the forecast are included. The total amount of forecast cases for the station are shown in the
bottom-right corner of each panel. Coordinates of the stations are shown in Table 3. Only the cases where the RWS surface temperature
was below 108Cwere included in the forecast verification The black line shows results for the control run without assimilated road surface
temperatures, the red line for the control run with kriged and interpolated RWS temperatures, the blue line for the run using mobile
observations, the brown line for the run using mobile observations with status-based correction, the pink line for the run using mobile
observations with device-based correction, and the cyan line for the run using mobile observations with both status- and device-based
correction.
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stations vary due to geographical differences between
station locations. As an example, Figs. 12 and 13 show
RMSE and bias values calculated for separate sta-
tions during the winter period. Only those stations
that had 100 or more forecast cases assimilating a
mobile observation are included in the figures. The
control run that did not assimilate any surface tem-
perature observations gives the largest RMSE values
at all stations, but the absolute values and the relative
behavior compared to the other model runs vary be-
tween stations. The differences are biggest at Nupuri
station, where the control run not using the surface
temperature observations gives about 0.58C higher
RMSE values than the other runs at the first fore-
cast hour. The control run without assimilated road
surface temperatures had also strong negative bias at
the start of the forecast for the Nupuri station. The
Nupuri station is located on southeast–northwest-
oriented motorway with two-lane roads in both di-
rections. There is some forested area on both sides of
the motorway, which has a warming effect during
wintertime as the trees prevent longwave radiation
emittance from the road to the atmosphere. The sur-
face temperature at the station was often among the
warmest of the stations used during the winter pe-
riod. The FMI RWM assumes open-sky conditions,
which is one reason for the cold bias in the forecasts.
Assimilating mobile observations in the model re-
duced the cold bias and RMSE values for the Nupuri
station.
FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for forecast bias.
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The model runs assimilating mobile observations
without statistical correction gave the most positive bias
values at most of the stations. However, at Tupuri station
the bias of the control run that did not assimilate mobile
observations is a little higher. The surface temperature
measurements at the Tupuri station were often among
the coldest when compared to the other stations included
in the study during the winter period. The station is not
located on the main motorway but on an older motorway
leading from Helsinki to Turku. The smaller traffic
amount might be one reason for the relative coldness of
the station. Although the Teconer observations had a
warm bias, the model run assimilating them without sta-
tistical correction still gave slightly smaller bias values
than the control run without observations.
The relative RMSE and bias differences between the
three model runs assimilating mobile observations with
statistical correction vary between stations. At many
stations the model run assimilating mobile observation
with the status-based correction gives higher RSME
values than the other two. It also has more negative bias
at most of the stations. The relative accuracy of these
model runs and model run assimilating the kriged sur-
face temperature values also varies between stations.
The results for the spring period should be analyzed
separately for each forecast start time as the daily tem-
perature variation has a strong effect on the verification
results. However, when verification results for individ-
ual stations were calculated for each forecast hour, the
total amount of forecast cases at each station was rather
low. Not including the cases where the RWS surface
temperature was above 108C also affected the total
number of cases. Because of the small sample size, the
results are not considered reliable enough to be ana-
lyzed further in this paper.
5. Discussion and conclusions
Vehicle-based observations provide a cost-effective
way for road condition monitoring on a dense spatial
scale. Observations of initial road conditions are im-
portant, because even small variations can change the
road condition forecast especially when the road surface
temperature is near the freezing point. However, the
quality of mobile observations and their effect on the
forecast accuracy must be studied before operational
implementation.
The effect of mobile observations on road weather
forecasts was studied by including mobile surface tem-
perature observations in the road weather model
initialization. Mobile observations improved the accu-
racy of the road surface temperature forecasts when
compared to the forecast scenario in which there would
not be road weather stations in the area. Adding statis-
tical correction to the measurements increased the ac-
curacy further during the winter period. However, there
was no clear improvement for the winter period when
the results were compared to the forecast scenario with a
dense RWS network. The relative differences between
runs had more variation during the spring period when
the daily surface temperature variation was stronger.
The best performing statistical correction method of
the three tested methods seemed to be the one that
was dependent on the road status and the individual
Teconer device when the corrected values were com-
pared directly to the RWS observations. However, a clear
winner among the correction methods could not be found
when the forecast verification results were compared
with each other, as the effects of the correction on the
verification results are complex. For the winter period, the
TABLE A1. Explanations of model run names used in
Tables A2–A11.
Control 1 Control run without mobile observations
Control 2 Control run with interpolated road surface
temperature values
Mobile obs Run using mobile observations
Status Run using mobile observations with the
status-based correction method
Device Run using mobile observations with the
device-based correction method
Stat1Dev Run using mobile observations with the
status- and device-based correctionmethod
TABLE A2. Results of the statistical significance test for model
RMSE differences during the midwinter period computed with the
bootstrap method. Each row represents a different model run
combination, and the columns represent forecast lead times. If the
difference between the RMSE values of two model runs was found
to be statistically significant with 95% confidence, the corre-
sponding square is market with ‘‘x’’. The model run names are
explained in Table A1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x
Control 2–Device x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Device x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x
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error in statistically corrected mobile observations and
kriged values was about the same order of magnitude as
the forecast error. However, the surface temperature ob-
servation error in these cases was not found to be the
dominant factor in the forecast error but the other mod-
eling errors seemed to have a strong effect on the forecast
accuracy.
The verification results were affected by the asphalt
sensor overheating, which may have caused too pessi-
mistic results during the spring period. In addition, using
the average of mobile measurements done within 50m
of the station does not always correspond well to the
RWS measurements done at a certain spot. The mobile
measurements might have been done for example in a
different lane, and the road surface temperature can vary
within this distance especially if the road is partially in
shadow.Thismight have a negative effect on the accuracy
of themodel runs assimilatingmobile observations, as the
RWS observations are used in the verification. The re-
sults of this study still provide useful information about
the effects of the mobile observations and correction
methods used on the road surface temperature forecasts.
An interesting topic for further studies would be to
test how many stations are needed to get the same fore-
cast accuracy as with mobile observations. This could be
done by performing the road surface temperature kriging
analysis with different amounts of observation points and
using the values in RWM initialization. The studied area
had only small elevation variations, and the effect of the
mobile observations would probably have been greater in
the areas with a more undulating landscape. In addition,
the verification was performed only on the road weather
station points. Along the roads there can be points, such
as bridges, which are more prone to freezing and would
be more easily monitored with mobile measurements.
TABLE A5. As in Table A2, but for RMSE values of forecasts
started at 0900 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x
Control 1–Device x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x x x x
Status–Device x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x
TABLE A6. As in Table A2, but for RMSE values of forecasts
started at 1500 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x
Control 1–Status
Control 1–Device x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x x
Status–Device x x x x x x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x x
TABLE A4. As in Table A2, but for RMSE values of forecasts
started at 0300 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x
Status–Device
Status–Stat1Dev
Device–Stat1Dev
TABLE A3. As in Table A2, but for bias values.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
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An interesting topic for future research would also be to
repeat the study in an area with only a few road weather
stations such as the northern part of Finland. This study
could utilize measurements from a truck fleet that has
been equipped with measurement devices within the
EU-funded Intelligent Arctic Trucks project (Sukuvaara
et al. 2018).
The mobile surface temperature observations in-
cluded in this study were done with just one sensor type.
However, as the amount of available mobile observa-
tions increases, further studies should be made to assess
their effect on the road weather forecasts. Different
kinds of statistical correction methods will be needed as
other sensors might behave differently, and road status
measurements are not always available. In addition,
many vehicles do notmeasure road surface temperature.
It needs to be studied further if more commonly mea-
sured variables, like air temperature, can be used to
improve road weather forecast accuracy. Air tempera-
ture measurements cannot be used in the model in the
same way as road surface temperature observations were
used in this study to adjust the radiation fluxes. How-
ever, theymight bemore usablewhen implemented in 3D
numerical weather predictionmodels. There is already an
ongoing project that aims to implement vehicle obser-
vations in a regional operational weather prediction
model in Germany (Riede et al. 2018).
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TABLE A9. As in Table A2, but for bias values of forecasts started
at 0900 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Car obs x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Car obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–tat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Status x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Device x x x x
Car obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x
Status–Device x x x x x x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x x x
TABLE A10. As in Table A2, but for bias values of forecasts started
at 1500 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Car obs x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Car obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Device x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
TABLE A8. As in Table A2, but for bias values of forecasts started
at 0300 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2
Control 1–Car obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Car obs x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Status x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Device x x x x x x x x x x
Car obs–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x x x x
Status–Device x x x x x x x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x x x x x
TABLE A7. As in Table A2, but for RMSE values of forecasts
started at 2100 UTC during the spring period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Control 1–Control 2 x x x x x x x
Control 1–Mobile obs x x x x x
Control 1–Status x x x x x x x
Control 1–Device x x x x x x
Control 1–Stat1Dev x x x x x x
Control 2–Mobile obs x x x x x x
Control 2–Status x x x
Control 2–Device x x x x
Control 2–Stat1Dev x x x x x x
Mobile obs–Status x x x x x
Mobile obs–Device x x x
Mobile obs–Stat1Dev x
Status–Device x x
Status–Stat1Dev x x x x x x x
Device–Stat1Dev x
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APPENDIX
Statistical Significance of the Model Bias and RMSE
Differences
The results of statistical significance tests performed
with the bootstrap method are presented in this appen-
dix. Table A1 provides explanations for the model run
names used in Tables A2–A11. Tables A2 and A3 show
the results of RSME and bias differences for each model
run pair during the winter period. Tables A4–A11 show
the corresponding results for the spring period, except
the results are separated by the forecast start time.
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